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Overview

Various microorganism adaptation mechanisms include the biosynthesis of secondary metabo-

lites. Secondary metabolites usually results from the activation of specific metabolic pathways

dedicated to their production. Bacteria have evolved complex pathways, with multiple proteins

and advanced biosynthesis strategies, including the synthesis of peptides independently from

the ribosomal machinery. Such synthesis mechanisms allow to provide much wider functional

diversity of metabolites.

Understanding the spatial and temporal organization of the enzymes and proteins involved in the

synthesis of secondary metabolites is challenging but exciting. Many questions regarding these

organizations at the sub-cellular level may be addressed by super-resolution (SR) microscopy

techniques. Further developments of these techniques should enable new opportunities for their

exploration. In particular, imaging and tracking multiple target simultaneously and directly in

bacterial cells can be a game changer.

In this thesis manuscript, we will focus on the organization of Non Ribosomal peptide synthetase

involved in the pyoverdine pathway in Pseudomonas aeruginsa.

In the first section we applied several SR methods such as sptPALM, single- and two-color DNA-

PAINT in order to obtain the information about NRPSs mobility, localization and colocalization.

Further, the FLIM-FRET experiments were performed allowing to confirm the interaction of

some proteins. The obtained data allows to suggest that four NRPSs involved in pyoverdine

biosynthesis may form a very dynamic complexes in the regions near the bacteria cell membrane.

We also dedicated significant efforts to advance single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM)

approaches. In this manuscript, we introduce SMLM approaches and their latest developments

including spectrally-resolved SMLM (srSMLM). We reviewed the state of art in srSMLM. We

also introduced basics of deep learning to better understand the work we have done to enhance

srSMLM with deep learning. Our improvements are exciting and subsequent experiments could

include the utilization of spectrally-resolved (sr) microscopy technique to provide the capability

to follow the diffusion and localize multiple enzymes at the same time in cells provided that the

performance can be improved. Furthermore, we propose the application of spectral phasor in

order to consider full spectra information and consequently enhance the analysis of spectrally-
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resolved microscopy data.

Finally , this manuscript includes some preliminary experiments on a related but slightly different

project performed in order to investigate the effect of carbapenems (Meropenem) on the bacteria

cell and the mechanism of P.aeruginosa tolerance to this antibiotic.
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Introduction

1.1 Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy

1.1.1 Fluorescence

Fluorescence is the phenomena of emission of light from molecules that have been transitioned

to singlet exited states. The transition to exited states can be induced by absorption of a photon

with energy hνa corresponding to a gap between singlet ground state (S0) and exited states (S1,

S2) (Figure 1.1.1).
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Figure 1.1.1 – Jablonski diagram

This process is followed by fast non-

radiative internal conversions to the lowest

singlet excited state (S1) from which radia-

tive or non-radiative transitions to ground

state can occur (Figure 1.1.1). The time a

molecule spends in the exited state is cal-

led fluorescence lifetime (typical values are

about few nanoseconds). The energy of ab-

sorption is typically higher than that of

emission (hνa > hνF ) resulting in a lon-

ger emission wavelength as compared to the

absorption wavelength (Figure 1.1.1). This

difference between absorbed and emitted

wavelengths is called Stokes shift and was

named after G. Stokes who first observed

this effect experimentally [1].

There are other ways to depopulate the exited states. It includes Förster resonance energy trans-

fer (FRET) in which the energy can be transferred from a ”donor” to an ”acceptor” molecule.
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FRET is a non-radiative dipole-dipole coupling that can occur under some situations as the

efficiency of the transfer depends on the spectral overlaps between the emission spectra of the

donor and absorption spectra of the acceptor, angle between the dipoles but also strongly on the

distance between them. As FRET is depopulating the excited state of a donor, it is associated

to a shortening of its fluorescence lifetime.

Under its continuous excitation, a fluorophore can randomly switch between ON (bright) and

OFF (dark) states - a phenomenon called blinking. This effect can be explained by certain

probability of fluorescent molecule not to come back to singlet ground state but transit to

triplet state T1. The lifetime of the triplet state is much longer(µs) due to forbidden transition

between triplet and ground states. In this state the molecule do not emit any photons so that

it is switched temporarly to a ”off” state. Once the molecule returns to the ground state it can

be excited again and emit photons[1, 2].

Finally, a molecule can go through a finite number of excitation-emission cycles before it un-

dergo irreversible chemical reactions in the fluorophore, turning it permanently unable to fluo-

resce (photobleaching). The number of photons a single molecule can emit is therefore limited

(typically 104 − 105 for eGFP for example, or 105 − 106 for most organic fluorophores)

Fluorescence became an important tool in biochemistry and biophysics due to its specificity,

versatility and high speed but also because it is non (or low) perturbating nor destructive.

It is broadly used to study live organisms at cellular and molecular levels. Various targets

as proteins, nucleic acids, lipids can be labelled with fluorophores which include organic dyes

(NileRed, AlexaFluor, fluorescein and BODIPY), fusion fluorescent proteins (GFP, YFP, RFP)

or fluorescent particles as quantum dots.

1.1.2 Fluorescence microscopy

Principle

In fluorescence microscopy, the labeled specimen is illuminated by a light of specific wavelength.

The illumination of the sample and the collection of emitted light is usually done by the same

objective. As the excited fluorophores emit light with longer wavelengths due to the Stokes shift,

the fluorescence emitted light can be separated from the excitation light with a dichroic filter.

The illumination with a parallel beam of light passed directly upwards through the sample is

called epi-illumination (Figure 1.1.2, A). Epi-illumination can be used for widefield imaging.

It maximizes the amount of illumination but also lead to high out-of-focus background signal,

sometimes reducing the contrast. Alternative illumination or fluorescence collection modes are

available such as confocal or TIRF illumination. In confocal microscopes the observation volume
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can be reduced by focusing the excitation beam on small part of the sample by the objective

and by introducing the pinhole in the detection path (Figure 1.1.2, B). The resulting microscopy

images are created either by scanning over the specimen or by using a spinning disk [3]. In case

of scanning the temporal resolution is limited by its rate.

Objec�ve

Sample

Detector

SampleSampleSample

Dichroic Illumina�on

Emission

Objec�ve

Sample

Detector

Emission

Lens

Pinhole

Collec�on 
Volume

A B

Figure 1.1.2 – A. Epi-fluorescence setup B. Confocal setup

The observed volume can be restricted more by limiting the excitation volume using another

mode of illumination called Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) (Figure 1.1.3). When

a beam of light reaches the sample which refractive index is lower than that of the coverslip and

if the angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle (the value is around 60◦), the beam is totally

internally reflected and the intensity of the transmitted light drops to 0 - but an electromagnetic

field, also known as an evanescent wave, is generated at the solid-liquid interface with the same

frequency as the excitation light. Then a very small volume of the sample near the coverslip

(∼150 - 200 nm in depth) is illuminated with the evanescent wave. Due to the restriction in

the illumination of the sample, the background is substantially decreased. There is virtually no

out-of-focus fluorescence collected (which decrease blurring effects) and the sample is exposed

to significantly smaller amount of light which limits phototoxicity. Using appropriate objectives

(with high NA aperture), one can easily switch between standard widefield fluorescence and

TIRF just by changing the off-axis position of the beam focus at the objective’s back focal

plane.

Nevertheless, as for epi or confocal microscopes, the resolution of TIRF microscopy is limited

by the diffraction limit.
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Figure 1.1.3 – Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence microscopy principle

Diffraction Limit

The resolution of an optical system is defined by the minimal distance between two emitters at

which they can still be distinguished.

When the light coming from a point object passes through a circular aperture diffraction will

occur. Therefore the image of the object will have the shape of the diffraction pattern. This

pattern, also called point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system, contains a bright central

spot, known as Airy disc, surrounded by circular diffraction orders. The diameter of Airy disc

determines the minimal size of the image of the point object. Consequently, if two emitters are

located on the distance smaller than this diameter they will appear as one single blurry spot on

the image (Figure 1.1.4). Ernst Abbe defined this distance as the diffraction limit. He proposed

that the diffraction limit is proportional to the wavelength of light divided by the numerical

aperture (NA) of the objective lens[4] (equation 1.1).

A B

- PSF
- fluorophore

d = 
𝜆2𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛳 

Distance > d

Distance < d

Figure 1.1.4 – A. Fluorophore compared to PSF spot size. B. Two fluorophores located at different

distance.

d =
λ

2n · sinθ
=

λ

2NA
(1.1)

If we consider an illumination wavelength of 500 nm and a NA of 1, the diffraction limit is ∼250

nm. For modern optics NA can reach about 1.4 -1.5 allowing to get minimum resolvable distance
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of ∼180 nm. This resolution is sufficient to visualize most of cells structures but objects such as

viruses, proteins or small molecules have sizes clearly below this value.

1.1.3 Super-resolution microscopy techniques

There are several approaches to overcome the Abbe’s diffraction limit. These approaches can be

divided into two main categories. In the first broad category the super resolution is achieved by

using patterned illumination or differential modulation of fluorescent emission of molecules.

In one of the first presented technique higher resolution can be achieved by illuminating the

sample with focused excitation beam combined with a donut-shaped beam, also called the

stimulated-emission-depletion (STED) beam, which stimulates emission of the fluorophores at

the outer regions (Figure 1.1.5). This technique results in effective fluorophore emission only in

the central region of the donut shaped beam[5]. Instead of stimulated emission, the fluorophores

on the outer regions can be stitched to non-emissive state by other mechanism, such as pho-

toswitching (in RESOLFT technique [6]). Since the illuminated region is very small, scanning

across the sample is required in order to obtain super resolved image.

++ -> ->-
Excita�on beam

Emission deple�on beam

Effec�ve 
fluorescence region

Figure 1.1.5 – Prinsiple of STED super-resolution microscopy

Alternatively, in order to increase image resolution various illumination patterns can be used. In

structured illumination microscopy (SIM) technique the sample is illuminated with a number of

standing waves with different orientations or phases [7]. The resolution can be further improved

in saturated SIM technique by saturating the ground state (S0) using intense illumination [8].

The lateral resolution achieved with these techniques is ∼30-80 nm, and the axial resolution is

in the order of 100 nm[9].

The second broad category includes all the single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM)

techniques. These methods are based on imaging individual fluorophores at different time points.

Each frame is then processed in order to localize the position of each fluorescent molecule (Figure

1.1.6, A). The precise coordinates of each isolated emitter can be determined by localizing the
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center of its PSF. This can be done by fitting the intensity profile of single emitter image

(Figure 1.1.6, B). The precise coordinates of fluorophore positions can be determined if their

PSFs do not overlap. Further all the determined localizations are concatenated to reconstruct a

super-resolution image.

The stochastic activation of a tiny fraction of fluorophores per single frame can be achieved

in different ways. The STORM technique is originally based on switching between fluorescent

and dark state of Cy5 dye using two fluorophores and two lasers. The recovery rate of the

dye into the fluorescent state depends on the distance to second dye, Cy3 [10]. Later, it has

been shown that photoswitching can be achieved without an activator fluorophore by imaging

sample immobilized on the microscope slide in the aqueous buffer in direct STORM (dSTORM)

technique [11]. For this technique photoswitchable organic dyes are required. In PALM technique

the photoactivatable fluorescent protein are used in order to achieve stochastic blinking [12].

Super-resolu�on imageStochas�c ac�va�on 
of a�ny frac�on of 

fluorophores at each frame

Posi�on of each 
fluorophore 
determined 

by PSF fi�ng

Fluorophores localised 
for each frame

Reconstruc�on

n frames
n frames

Conven�onal fluorescent
 microscopy image

Fi�ng

Determina�on 
the posi�on

A

B

Figure 1.1.6 – Principle of SMLM super-resolution microscopy. A.The fine structures are indistingui-

shable on the diffraction limited image obtained via conventional microscopy. The resolution can be improved

by activating small amount of fluorophores so their PSFs are not overlapping. Therefore, the coordinates of

each fluorescent molecule can be precisely determined by its PSF spot fitting. The super-resolution image is

reconstructed by combining all the coordinates. B. The procedure to determine precise localization of the fluo-

rescent molecule.

Alternatively, stochastic turn-on process can be created by using fluorescent probes present in

solution able to turn on their fluorescence once bound transiently to the object. In this tech-

nique, called Point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT), the blinking

rate can be controlled easily by regulating the concentration of probes in solution. PAINT was

amongst the first reported SMLM technique [13]. In PAINT, the binding between the fluorescent
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molecules and the target is mainly governed by diffusion but also by hydrophobic or electro-

static interactions making it difficult to image specific biomolecules. High specificity to the

Docking strand

Imager strand

Target Target

Figure 1.1.7 – DNA-PAINT principle

target molecule was achieved in uPAINT

[14] and more recently in DNA-PAINT [15]

technique. This technique combines the ad-

vantages of PAINT and immuno-labeling.

The target-specific antibody is conjugated

to single DNA docking strand while the

complementary imager strand is conjuga-

ted to the fluorophore which diffuses in

the solution (Figure 1.1.7). SMLM tech-

niques permit to achieve resolutions of 10-

30 nm[16].

Recently, a technique combining patterned illumination and SMLM techniques resulted in a

new concept called MINimal photon FLUXes (MINFLUX)[17, 18, 19]. In this technique the

localization of the molecule is defined by intensity zero instead of maximum. The excitation

beam is shaped in such a way so that intensity in the central part is equal to zero. The position

of the emitting molecule is then found by performing probing steps. The resulting fluorescence of

the molecule is stepwise reduced by approaching the zero intensity centre of the beam to the true

molecule position (Figure 1.1.8). This approach strongly reduces the number of photons required

to localize molecules and MINFLUX is able to achieve impressive 1-3 nanometer precision.

MINFLUX technique is highly suitable for fast single molecule tracking allowing to achieve

remarkable spatial and temporal resolution. Indeed, the resolution of MINIFLUX can be as

good as few nm, corresponding to sizes of most proteins in cells. Microscopy is then approaching

molecular microscopy.

p1

p2

p3

In
te
ns
ity

p1 p2 p3

p1

p2

p3

p1

p2

p3

Figure 1.1.8 – MINFLUX microscopy principle. The laser beam with intensity zero in the central part is used

to find the position of the molecule by performing probing steps. The central part of the beam is approaching

the true molecule position by finding the emission intensity minimum.
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Detection

The super-resolution microscopy techniques allow to obtain remarkable resolution. Neverthe-

less, the best performance can only be achieved by optimal combination of all the setup parts

including the use of properly chosen detectors.

In the field of microscopical imaging the signal is typically detected by CCD (Charge-Coupled

Device) or CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) sensors. The performance of

the microscope setup depends on several parameters of the chosen detection unit. One of the

most important parameters is the resolution, which depends mostly on the objective and the

detector.

In general, there are two main parameters, which affect the resolution of a given setup : the

sensor pixel size in the detector and the total magnification. A decrease in pixel size and an

increase in total magnification lead to better resolution, however, the best resolution can be

achieved only by matching the magnification of the objective and the pixel size of the detector.

According to a so-called Nyquist criterion, the size of a single pixel should be twice as small

as the desired maximum resolution in order to be able to distinguish the adjacent features on

an image. For instance, in order to achieve the maximum possible resolution (corresponding to

a diffraction limit), a conventional setup featuring a 60x magnification should have a pixel size

not more than 6.5 µm.

Another factor is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Generally, there is an offset between the

detector sensitivity and the noise level. In case of lower illumination intensities, lower imaging

frame duration and/or less bright fluorophores the relatively low emission signal demands an

increase in detector sensitivity, which in turn leads to increased background noise. SNR is of

particular importance in advanced imaging techniques, such as super-resolution microscopy.

1.1.4 3D imaging in super-resolution microscopy

Conventional super-resolution microscopy allows to obtain super-resolved images in 2D. Several

3D imaging techniques in SR fluorescence microscopy were developed. One of the widely used

techniques is based on astigmatism. To introduce astigmatism into the microscopical image, a

cylindrical lens can be inserted into the light path before the detector (Figure 1.1.9, A). Thus

the PSF retains the round shape when the emitter is located precisely in the imaging plane, but

becomes characteristically elongated when the fluorophore is either above or below the plane.

Using the distortion pattern it becomes possible to decipher the z-position for a given localization

and ultimately create a 3D image (Figure 1.1.9, D)) [20]. Another approach used to create a 3D

SR image is biplane imaging. In this technique the emission is split in two using a 50 :50 beam

splitter leading to acquisition of two separate images on the camera sensor with two different
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focus positions (Figure 1.1.9, C)). Biplane is obtained by adding an additional lens is inserted

into one of the channel in order to create a shift between the focus planes. The differences in

PSF shapes on the two images are later used to determine the precise z-positions, needed to

reconstruct a 3D image (Figure 1.1.9, D)). [21]. Double helix PSF is another additional method

to build 3D images. In this method, z position is determined by angular orientation between two

lobes created using reflective spatial light modulator (Figure 1.1.9, B,D)) [22] or using a phase

mask in the Fourier plane of the microscope [23]. The z-position is calibrated as a function of

the angular rotation of the two lobe of the PSF with the advantage that molecules away from

the focal plane do not appear quite blurry (unlike biplane or astigmatism), while the position

of the molecule is determined as the mid-distance between the two lobes (therefore losing a bit

of (x-y) precision).

In focus

Zmin

Zmax
Channel 1 Channel 2

As�gma�sm Biplane Double Helix
A B

FluorescenceD

C

Figure 1.1.9 – A. Schematic setup of a 3D SMLM with astigmatic lens. B. Schematic setup of a 3D SMLM

with double helix PSF. C. Schematic setup of a 3D SMLM with biplane. D. Retrieving z positions from the

modified PSF.

1.1.5 Single molecule tracking

The information about the motion of biomolecules within live cells can help to understand fun-

damental molecular processes. Single-molecule tracking (SMT) or single-particle tracking (SPT)

techniques allowed to follow the movement of molecules of interest and record their trajecto-
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ries. TIRF-, HILO[24]- or light sheet microscopy[25]- based SMT can be used to investigate the

processes on the cellular membrane or deeper inside the cells. Single-molecule trajectories are

extracted using frame-by-frame video analysis by identifying the same molecule in each frame

and connecting the corresponding particles positions in subsequent frames (Figure 1.1.10, A)

[26].

In the case of low molecule densities the trajectory formation task can be reduced to simple pro-

blem of linking to the nearest neighbor in the subsequent frames [27]. The systems with higher

molecule densities impose more challenges on the proper trajectory formation, such as particle

merging and splitting, motion heterogeneity, and temporal disappearance. To overcome these

challenges more sophisticated approaches were employed. These include multiple-hypothesis tra-

cking [28], improvements of this method[29] and Global Nearest Neighbour [30].

In order to quantitatively describe the motion of the molecules the diffusion coefficients need

to be determined from the obtained trajectories. The investigation of the biological samples via

single molecule tracking microscopy requires robust analysis methods which are able to provide

correct interpretation of the obtained tracks.

A typical way to obtain the diffusion coefficients is to plot the mean-square displacement (MSD)

which is the measure of particle deviation over time. MSD is calculated for all the positions in

the track over multiples of the smallest interval ∆t, 2∆t, 3∆t etc. The diffusion coefficient can

be obtained by calculating the slope of MSD over ∆t plot (Figure 1.1.10, B). In MSD analysis

the diffusion coefficients obtained for each trajectory individually are then averaged. However,

such averaging can possibly lead to an inability to distinguish different diffusion regimen in the

mixture. Moreover, this type of analysis becomes inaccurate in the case of short trajectories.

An alternative way to analyze the particle trajectories is to use jump-distance (JD) analysis

[31, 32, 33, 34]. This approach allows to analyze all particle displacements of all the trajectories.

The diffusion coefficients can be obtained by plotting the distribution of all the calculated jump

distances (the distance on which an individual particle was displaced within a fixed time interval

∆t) and subsequently fitting by theoretically derived probability distribution (Figure 1.1.10,C)

[34]

p(r2,∆t)dr2 =
1

4D∆t
exp(− r2

4D∆t
)dr2 (1.2)
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MSD analysis Jump distance analysis

Linking the localiza�ons 
to obtain the trackLocaliza�onA

B C

Figure 1.1.10 – A. In the single molecule tracking experiments the motion of fluorescent molecule is recorded.

After the determination of the molecule position and linking the localizations in each consecutive frame the

track can be formed. Diffusion coefficients can be calculated with two different approaches. B. MSD analysis

calculation principle C. Jump distance analysis calculation principle (Image modified from[34])

In JD analysis different probability distributions of the jumps will correspond to various diffusive

populations. The diffusion coefficients of several populations can be derived by extending the

expression analytically used to fit the distribution of the jumps :

p(r2,∆t)dr2 =

m∑
j=1

fj
4Dj∆t

exp(− r2

4Dj∆t
)dr2, (1.3)

where Dj corresponds to a respective diffusion coefficient of particles in a given mobility mode

j and fj corresponds to the fraction of the total amount of particles in this mobility mode.

In case of JD analysis the information about the single trajectory is lost but the diffusion

coefficient is obtained for an ensemble of trajectories in the same mobility mode allowing to

distinguish between several diffusive species.

1.1.6 Spectrally-resolved super-resolution microscopy

Super-resolution microscopy techniques have achieved remarkable spatial resolution. However,

these techniques are almost limited to extracting spatial information and spectral information

could only be recorded when having different color channels. To overcome this limit several

SMLM based techniques were reported allowing to simultaneously record spatial and spectral

information from individual fluorescent molecules [35, 36, 37, 38].
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Principle

In spectrally-resolved SMLM (srSMLM) techniques an additional dispersive element is introdu-

ced into the light path in order to capture spectral information. Thus the stochastic emission

from each fluorescent molecule is divided into two parts forming the two corresponding images.

In the spatial part, no dispersion is imposed to the fluorescence emission and the signal can be

used to determine the coordinates of the fluorophore with sub-diffraction resolution - identical to

conventional SMLM techniques. In the spectral part photons are passing through the dispersive

element which leads to a wavelength-dependent change in the angle of light propagation. The

true emission wavelength of a specific localization is then determined using the distance bet-

ween the corresponding peaks in spatial and the position of spectral parts in the image(Figure

1.1.11)).

n frames

n frames

Diffrac�on limited image Reconstrucled image

Localiza�on of 
fluorophores 

and wavelength 
determina�onSimultaneous acquiring 

of posi�onal and spectral 
channels 

Spa�al channel Spectral channel

λ1 

λ2 

λ3 

Figure 1.1.11 – Principle of srSMLM super-resolution microscopy.

There are two main configuration for srSMLM that differ in the dispersive element used, either

prism or diffraction grating. In the setups using refraction prisms the emission from the sample

is first separated into two optical paths. This can be achieved in dual objective systems[35, 39]

where the emission from the sample is simultaneously recorded by two opposing objectives. The

light collected by the first objective passes through the refraction prism creating a spectral image

and the light collected by the second objective is used to create a spatial image. Dual objective

systems provide high light collection efficiency but limit the choice of sample types and increase

the configuration complexity [35].

Another approach to achieve light separation is to introduce a beam splitter with a desired

positional :spectral splitting ratio of 50 :50[37, 40, 41] or 30 :70[42]. Since the two separate light

paths are created the first one is used in order to create the positional image while in the second

path the light is dispersed by the prism creating a spectral image (Figure 1.1.12). The refraction

prisms are mostly used for applications requiring low spectral precision due to their relatively

low dispersion. Furthermore, additional calibration may be required in order to correct for the

nonlinear spectral dispersion of prisms. The optical losses in the configuration with a prism

may occur at the surface of reflection mirrors, beam splitter and the prism but the transmission

efficiency of prism is usually high.
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Figure 1.1.12 – Prinsiple of srSMLM super-resolution microscopy using a dispersive prism.

In contrast to the refraction prisms, the use of transmission diffraction gratings does not re-

quire beam splitting. Typically, blazed transmission diffraction gratings are used in this type

of configurations. Therefore the emission from the sample can be collected in the 0th and the

1st diffraction orders [36, 43, 44, 45, 46] (Figure 1.1.13, A) for the spatial and spectral image,

respectively (Figure 1.1.13, B). The use of gratings allows to strongly simplify the setup and to

avoid additional sophisticated alignment. Moreover, diffraction gratings provide a wider spec-

tral dispersion with good linear properties. The dispersion properties can be further adjusted

by choosing the proper gratings with appropriate number of lines per millimeter. Nevertheless,

wavelength dependent efficiency and high dispersion may lead to reduced SNR and consequently

lower spectral precision. Additionally, gratings dispersion also occurs in small proportion in hi-

gher orders (2nd, 3rd, ...) and symmetrical orders (-1,-2,...). Since these orders are not collected,

a small amount of light coming from the emitters is lost.

Blazed transmission 
diffrac�on gra�ng  Imaging plane

Zeroth order

First order

Posi�on

Spectum

Slit
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ϴm 

ϴ 

ϴ 
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Figure 1.1.13 – Principle of srSMLM super-resolution microscopy using a blazed diffraction

grating.

Applications

Multi-colour imaging. SMLM can be used for multi-colour imaging but require the use of

fluorophores with well distinguishable excitation and emission peaks. The choice of fluorescent

molecules is strongly limited due to strict requirements as high brightness, photo stability, spec-

tral range and biocompability. This limited selection makes almost impossible to achieve full

spectral separation of more than two fluorophores because of spectral cross-talk. Even for two

colors, most of the time, the spectral filtering is reducing significantly the signal intensity of one
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or both fluorophores based on filter choice and trade-offs made in term of laser excitation.

In srSMLM techniques spectral cross-talk is not an issue because wavelength can be determined

precisely for each spectral peak allowing to achieve the cross-talk values smaller then 2% while

imaging different fuorophores with spectral separation of 10 nm. Theoretically it is possible to

simultaneously image up to 15-20 different emissive species with emission peaks separated by

∼20 nm [37]. Furthermore, srSMLM can be used in order to perform multi-colour single molecule

tracking allowing to achieve ∼10nm spectral resolution and ∼20 ms time resolution [42]. Such

abilities of srSMLM can provide high potential for investigation of complex biological processes.

Polarity sensing. An extra information can be obtained by using probes that can specifically

target cellular organelles and biomolecules or probes displaying emission spectra variation due to

their interactions, conformational variations or in response to environmental properties such as

viscosity, polarity or molecular order [47]. One of the solvatochromic probes that can be used in

srSMLM technique is Nile Red. This dye was used to investigate hydrophobicity of mammalian

cell plasma membrane [36], cholesterol levels in organelle or plasma membranes [40] and to study

surface hydrophobicity of protein aggregates[36, 43].

Single molecule spectroscopy. The capability of srSMLM to distinguish minor differences

in the emission spectra was used to identify individual molecules [38]. Furthermore, srSMLM

was used to distinguish the cis-trans isomers of spyropyran molecule, which cannot be done

using conventional spectroscopy methods [39]. The same difficulties are arising while studying

the conformational changes of biomolecules like BODIPY chromophore [48].

Limitations

There are several major trade-offs for srSMLM, and the first one is photon collection efficiency

vs the simplicity of microscopy setup. In most variants of a single-objective setup configurations

only a fraction of collected fluorescence emission is used for each of the two channels, which

increases the number of frames needed to reconstruct an image, thus increasing the total ac-

quisition time. Moreover, in order to obtain enough signal in each channel the fluorophores are

required to possess sufficient photon count and photostability. On the contrary, a dual objective

setup allows to increase greatly the number of the collected photons, as the two objectives are

able to collect the signal needed for the spacial and the spectral channel independently. Howe-

ver, this enhanced light collection comes at a price of a more sophisticated setup and limitations

concerning the possible sample types. Spatial precision vs the spectral precision is another trade-

off for srSMLM. Obviously, each of the two parameters will depend on the corresponding fraction

of light collected after the emission separation in setups using prisms or gratings. The precision

in both channels also depends on the background noise level. Moreover, the signal in the spec-

tral part is more spread than in spatial one, which leads to lower SNR and limited ability to

determine the spectral parameters for all the detected localizations. Additional error may be

also introduced due to spectral calibration procedure leading to a sub-pixel spectral shift. In
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general, the optimal imaging conditions can be varied in a rather broad range and should be

optimized depending on the sample, peculiarities of data analysis and the desired outcome.

As a newly developed method, srSMLM improvements are regularly proposed in the literature.

At the end of the ’Introduction’ chapter we will present the draft of a review manuscript in which

we discuss the trends and the most significant latest improvement proposed these last years in

srSMLM (because this review will includes two articles which are expected to be published soon :

spectral Phasor and srUnet, it is not submitted at the moment).
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1.2 NRPSs in Pseudomonas aeruginosa pyoverdine

pathway

1.2.1 Nonribosomal peptides

Proteins and peptides are key components of life. Proteins are polymers formed by one or more

polypeptide chains. Each of these chains consists of a sequence of amino acid residues linked

together by peptide bonds. Proteins are almost exclusively produced by a dedicated cellular

machinery : the ribosomes. To assemble proteins, ribosomes bind to messenger RNAs and use

the mRNA sequences to determine the correct sequence of amino acids to insert into the nascent

protein. Amino acids are selected and transported to the ribosome by transfer RNA (tRNA)

molecules, which enter the ribosome and bind to the messenger RNA chain via an anti-codon

stem loop. For each coding triplet (codon) in the messenger RNA, there is a (almost if we condider

wobble base pairs) unique transfer RNA that must have an exact match with the anticodon, and

which carries the correct amino acid for incorporation into a growing polypeptide chain. Once

the protein is produced, it can then fold to produce a functional three-dimensional structure.

While more than 500 naturally occurring amino acids are known to constitute monomer units of

peptides, only 22 amino acids are naturally incorporated into proteins. They are called proteino-

genic or natural amino acids. 20 out these 22 are encoded by the universal genetic code (standard

or canonical amino acids). Therefore, proteins resulting from the ribosomal machinerie are com-

posed almost exclusively from proteinogenic AA, even if some non-proteinogenic amino acids

can be found in proteins resulting from post-translational modifications. On the oposite, a huge

variety of building blocks is found in NRPs[49]. Aside from the 22 proteinogenic amino acids,

many non-proteinogenic amino acids are found in NRPs which includes notably hydroxy - AA

(alpha or beta), methyl -AA (including aminoisobutyric acid) or N-based side-chain aminoacids

(like ornithine) [50].

With the exception of achiral glycine, natural amino acids have L configurations. They are the

only ones found in proteins during translation in the ribosome. Amino acid residues D are excep-

tionally present in some proteins. On the oposite, AA with D configurations are regularly found

in NRPs. This specifity led to the discovery of NRPS. Indeed, in the early 1960s, short after the

ribosomal code had been deciphered, researchers investigating how certain cyclic peptides contai-

ning D-amino acids were synthesized showed that the cell-based biosynthesis of tyrocidine was

not affected by ribosome inhibitors such as aureomycin (chlorotetracyclin). This discovery led
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them to propose a distinct mechanism from ribosomal protein synthesis for producing peptides

with D-AA.

This diversity of AA and AA configurations allow the assembly of complex natural products

with extensively modified peptide structures. The diversity of non-ribosomal peptides is due

to the combination of the ability to incorporate an expanded range of monomers compared to

ribosomal peptide biosynthesis but also with extensive modifications of the peptide both during

and after chain assembly [51].

Nonribosomal peptides are amongst the most widespread and structurally diverse secondary

metabolites in nature. They are usually produced by microorganisms like bacteria and fungi.

Many microorganisms rely on nonribosomal synthesis to produce diverse natural products, some

of which are related to cellular growth, signaling, nutrient acquisition, quorum sensing and viru-

lence [52, 49]. The broad variety of building blocks used by NRPS allows synthesizing numerous

secondary metabolites with wide range of structural and functional diversity, including toxins,

pigments, surfactants, phytotoxins, virulence factors, siderophores or molecules with antibacte-

rial activities. NRPs are therefore a unique source of bioactive molecules that can be exploited

for therapeutic applications. The usefulness and potential of NRPs as drugs is already demons-

trated by nearly 30 NRP core marketed drugs (NRPs or semisynthetically modified NRPs) that

contribute to billions of sales in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry. Among them, we

can find drugs with antibacterial (penicillin, vancomycin, daptomycin), antitumor (bleomycin),

antifungal and immunosuppressant (cyclosporin) activity[50] (Figure 1.2.1) to cite few.

Figure 1.2.1 – Examples of clinically approved peptides synthesized by NRPS or semisynthetic (such as Penicilin)

[50]

The NRPs are generally small in size, with linear or cyclic structures. Nonribosomal peptides
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are often dimers or trimers of identical sequences chained together or cyclized, or even branched.

They often carry modifications like N-methyl and N-formyl groups, or are glycosylated, acylated,

halogenated, or hydroxylated. Cyclization of amino acids against the peptide ”backbone” is often

performed to give protection against proteases. The largest known nonribosomal peptide (NRP)

which consist of 25 amino acids is syringopeptin which is phytotoxin produced by Pseudomonas

syringae [53]. The biosynthesis of this molecule involve the action of three NRPSs.

1.2.2 NonRibosomal Peptide Synthetases

NRPs are synthesized by nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs). NRSPs are large enzymes

with high molecular weights with modules specific for the metabolite they synthesized.

Modular structures and domains

NRPS are generally multimodular proteins, wherein each module is responsible for the activation

and coupling of a single amino acid to a growing peptide chain. The number of modules and

their domain organization controls the structures of the peptide and usually corresponds to

the sequence of amino acids in the peptide. According to this principle (collinearity rule), the

biosynthesis of a heptapeptide requires seven such modules.

A minimal module consists of three domains : a condensation (C) domain, an adenylation (A)

domain, and a carrier protein [CP] domain, which is often termed a thiolation (T) or peptidyl-

carrier protein (PCP) (Figure 1.2.2). These domains harbor the different catalytic centers re-

quired for peptide synthesis :

— the adenylation (A) domain for selection, activation, and loading of the amino acid.

The initial step of NRP synthesis is the selection and activation of amino acid sub-

strates. Activation is carried out by the formation of an amino acyl adenylate interme-

diate through the consumption of ATP and Mg. These functions are fulfilled by the A

domain (ca. 60 kDa). The A domains are organised into two subdomains : the central

N-terminal domain of about 50 kDa (Acore) and the C-terminal subdomain of about 10

kDa (Asub), which are flexibly connected by a hinge region of about five residues. The

specific binding of an amino acid and Mg ATP occurs within the Acore domain close to

the Acore–Asub interface. The activated amino acid is then undergoing thiolation.

— the thiolation (T) domain, also referred to as peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) domain

The activated molecule is transferred to the PCP domain where it is covalently binds via

thioester linkage to the thiol group of the 4’-phosphopantetheine (Ppant). The holo-T

domain with its Ppant extension (about 18 Å) can be considered as the flexible robo-

tic arm of the NRPS assembly line that sequesters and covalently transfers the amino

acyl-/peptidyl-thioester intermediates to all catalytic centers [54]. This conformational
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flexibility is an essential requirement for the communication and choreography of NRPS

domains. The T domain (ca. 10 kDa) adopts a four-helix bundle [55]. The questions of

how NRPSs control substrate trafficking with productive directionality is not fully un-

derstood. It possibly results from a combination of competitive binding, conformational

selection, and synchronized domain movements that may guide substrate migration and

catalytic turnover.

— the condensation (C) domain, where coupling to the upstream nascent peptide chain is

established

The tethered amino acid is then shuttled to the condensation domain. The C domain

(approximately 50 kDa) catalyzes the central coupling reaction of the amino acyl or

peptidyl intermediate arising from module n-1 to the α-amino group of the building

block attached to module n. The C domain is a V-shaped pseudodimer of an N-terminal

(CNTD) and a C-terminal subdomain (CCTD)[56]. The donor and acceptor Ppant arms

must enter from opposite sides to reach the conserved active site motif (HHxxxDG).

[57]. The mechanism of the C domains is still under debate, since the catalytic impact

of the His residue varies markedly for different C domains. Comparison of all currently

available C domain structures indicates that there are opening and closing dynamics

between the CNTD and the CCTD [58, 59, 56, 60, 61]. C can act as a second proofreading

to minimize the error rate - that would help because it becomes more complicated to

control the sequence of a growing peptide chain. C domains have major interaction with

the intramodule A and T domains as well as the donor T domain of the upstream module.

The C domain is also involved in epimerization,[62] cyclization,[63] β-lactam formation,

or recruitment[64] of auxiliary enzymes to generate structural homologues with diverse

NRPS-relevant functions.

Once NRP synthesis is completed, the termination module the thioesterase (TE) domain (ca. 30

kDa) catalyzes the release of the completed peptide from the NRPS by hydrolysis or aminolysis

(in both cases, it liberates a linear peptide). TE domain may also act as cyclases to form a

cyclic compound. Once released the peptide can be further modified by additional enzymes.

Such modifications are is often essential for molecule bioactivity [65] but can also include minor

changes in already functional product. The diversity of the NRPs is also resulting from the

various modifications performed by the tailoring domains such as cyclization (Cy), oxidation

(Ox), epimerase (E), ketoacyl reductase (KR) and methyltranferase (M) [50, 66].
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Figure 1.2.2 – Domain arrangement of bacterial NRPSs and their catalyzed reactions.

Worth to notice that unlike to typical modules of the NRPSs the first module is characterized

by the absence of C domain.

At the moment, we have a limited understanding of the dynamic regulating the synthesis steps

in between the different domains in a module.

Mode of synthesis

The biosynthesis of NRPs can occur in different modes which were classified in three categories.

In the linear mode (Type A) each amino acid is incorporated by a specific NRPS module so

that the number of modules is equal to the number of amino acids in the final molecule. The

assembly of monomers is done in order of activation, so that a synthetase with ”n” modules

will assemble a peptide with ”n” amino acids. Cyclosporin A, the ACV tripeptide precursor

of penicillin and cephalosporin [67] surfactin [68], or vancomycin (Figure 1.2.3, Type A) are

synthesized in a linear fashion.

During the iterative mechanism (Type B) the modules can participate several times in the

incorporation of amino acids usually resulting in the molecular symmetry of the product. It

leads to the formation of a peptide containing repeating units whose number will be greater

than the number of modules in the NRPS (Figure 1.2.3, Tybe B). Gramicidin S synthetases

[69], enterobactin synthetases [70] and Enniatin synthetases (Figure 1.2.3, Type B) works with

iterative mechanism.
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In the third, nonlinear mode (Type C) the same domain of the module can be used several

times and the arrangement of modules does not correspond to the sequence of amino acids

in the synthesized molecule [50, 66]. Type C is characterized by a different arrangement of

domains compared to the classical arrangement (C-A-T), or an incorporation of small molecules

from another synthetic pathway. Unlike linear biosynthesis, this pathway can lead to internal

cyclizations or branching in the final peptide [71]. The most common example of a molecule

synthesized by this pathway is vibriobactin [72] (Figure 1.2.3, Type C).
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Figure 1.2.3 – Nonribosomal peptides assembling strategies.

To make the view more complex, about 10% percent of bacterial NRPS are not laid out as a

single large modular protein, but are produced by separate enzymes [73]. Therefore, in addition

to module to module exchange within a single NRPS, the growing AA chains has then to be

transferred in between different NRPS. The dynamics and the regulation of the complete “NRPS

assembly line” (the sequence of NRPS modules that together assemble a core NRP) is poorly

described. A better understanding of the dynamic processes taking place during the NRPs

biosynthesis could rationalize the use of NRPS pathways for the production of desired peptides.
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Gene clusters

In bacteria, NRPSs coding genes are found within discrete localized sections of microbial genomes

in large biosynthetic gene clusters [74, 75] (BGCs). Moreover, NRPs are not directly encoded

in the genome, but are rather produced by metabolic pathways encoded by BGCs. Genome

mining methods have been developed for predicting the possible NRP sequences from their

BGC sequences [76, 77], and vice versa. In additions to that, bioinformatic analysis has also

identified conserved signature motifs of the A-domain, useful in genome mining approaches and

in the identification of cryptic or silent BGCs [78, 79, 80]. These works led to the conclusion

that NRP chemical diversity is much higher than previously estimated [81] and that many more

NRPs are still to be discovered.

Interestingly, many chromosomally adjacent genes coding for enzymes producing non-proteinogenic

amino-acids are also found in these BGCs and are physically clustered with NRPSs genes. This

suggest that since BCG are likely to be expressed and regulate as a whole, all the proteins

encoded by the BCGs are then concomitantly expressed - a necessity for complexes to form - or

even a way to regulate the presence or absence of complexes

We will now focus on the NRPs found in Pseudomonas.

1.2.3 Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Pseudomonas aeruginosa are rod-shaped Gram-negative bacteria which act as an opportunistic

human pathogen. These bacteria commonly cause hospital-acquired pneumonia in immunocom-

promized patients particularly with cystic fibrosis and cancer [82]. P. aeruginosa typically infects

airway, urinary tract, wounds and also may cause blood infections and may cause chronic in-

fections which can not be treated with traditional antibiotic therapy. Because of their intrinsic

resistance to several antibiotics, the treatment of these infections usually includes the combi-

nation of several antibiotics. Furthermore, these bacteria demonstrate the ability to develop

specific antibiotics resistance after unsuccessful treatment.

P. aeruginosa are capable of producing several toxins such as exotoxin A, which inactivates the

elongation factor 2 leading to the inability of cells to synthesize proteins and resulting in cell

death [83] and ExoU which causes damage to cell the membrane leading to lysis [84]. Moreover,

it was showed that one of the siderophores (pyoverdine) produced by P. aeruginosa may function

as a toxin while removing iron from the mitochondria [85].

The standard laboratory strain of P. aeruginosa - PaO1 - was one of the largest bacterial genome

sequenced in the early 2000s with 6.3 million base pairs [86]. Moreover, this genome contains the

highest proportion of regulatory genes ∼ 500 and about 370 genes involved in bacterial virulence

providing high adaptational capabilities.
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P. aeruginosa is able to colonize various environments (Figure 1.2.4) thanks to its metabolic

biosynthesis diversity, its high resistance to antibiotics and to the number of virulence factors

which this bacteria is able to produce.

Figure 1.2.4 – Pseudomonas ecological niches (modified from [87])

Pseudomonas NRPs and NRPSs

Pseudomonas species are able to produce a variety of NRPs including virulence factors, toxins

and effector molecules.

Various Pseudomonas were found to express several NRPs exhibiting antifungal activity such

as nunapeptin and nunamycin allowing them to affect the growth and health of plants. The

biosynthesis of nunapeptin and nunamycin is catalyzed by three NRPS in collinear manner and

other three which does not respect the collinearity rule, respectively [88].

Pseudomonas syringae and other closely related pathovars can also produce a peptide molecule,

called tabtoxin. A hydrolytic product of tabtoxin, tabtoxinine-β-lactame, can cause chlorosis in

plant cells by inhibiting the plant Glutamate synthetase [89].
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Another effector molecule, which can be secreted by the strains of Pseudomonas syringae pv.

syringae (Pss), is a product of a mixed non-ribosomal peptide/polyketide synthetase, called sy-

ringolin A (SylA). This molecule is capable of irreversibly inhibiting all three catalytic activities

of eukaryotic proteasomes throught a covalent binding to their catalytic subunits. [90]

Bacterial cyclodipeptides (CDPs) are the NRPs which influence quorum-sensing of bacteria and

play a role in root architecture remodelling in plants.[91]. The CDP production in P. aeruginosa

depends on the functional multi-modular-NRPS. There are several well characterized NRPs

of P. aeruginosa, including AMB (L-2-methoxy-trans-3-butenoic acid) which has been shown

to inhibit the growth of eukaryotic and bacterial cells. Production of AMB requires a five-

gene cluster encoding a putative LysE-type transporter (AmbA), two non-ribosomal peptide

synthetases (AmbB and AmbE), and two iron(II)/α-ketoglutarate-dependent oxygenases (AmbC

and AmbD). [92]. Under the action of AmbC, AmbD, and tailoring domains of AmbE, L-Glu is

converted in AMB.

Another class of molecules, produced in various Aeruginosa cells are siderophores. NPSs-produced

siderophores include pyoverdine and pyocheline molecules. The pyoverdine biosynthesis pathway

involves an action of four NRPSs [93], being one of the biggest NRPS systems in bacteria.

Siderophores

Siderophores are an important family of iron chelating agents that play a key role in bacterial iron

homeostasis [93]. Siderophores are produced and secreted by bacteria or fungi under conditions

where iron is not widely available. Indeed, although iron is one of the most abundant elements

on earth, it is not readily available. In most aerobic environments, (soil, sea, ...) iron exists in its

ferric state (Fe3+) , which tends to form insoluble rust-like solids [94]. Similarly, in mammals,

almost all iron is bound to proteins such as haemoglobin, transferrin, lactoferrin and ferritin,

with very low free concentration of about 10−24 mol L−1. As a consequence, during infection,

there is a great evolutionary pressures on pathogenic bacteria that compete for iron [93].

Siderophores generally have a molecular weight between 200 and 2000 Da. They are characterized

by a very high affinity for ferric iron (Fe3+) [95]. The major groups of siderophores include

catecholates (phenolates), hydroxamates and carboxylates (e.g. derivatives of citric acid). Citric

acid can also act as a siderophore [96].

Along with their secretion, bacteria express transporters on their cell surface able to uptake these

molecules complexed to iron [97, 98, 99]. Siderohores belongs to the large family of virulence

factors as they are helpful for infection.

In bacteria, the main representative siderophores are enterobactin (E. coli), salmochelin (Sal-

monella) or pyoverdine (P.aeruginosa).
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Pyoverdine (PVD) molecule comprises of 11 amino acids and is able to chelate ferric iron with

an affinity of 1032 M−1. PVD is produced in conditions when iron deficiency greatly increases

and it appears to be a primary siderophore that plays significant role in infection process.

Pyocheline molecule is smaller (3 amino acids) and exhibits smaller affinity to iron(1018 M−1)[100].

This kind of siderophores, which are expressed when the access to iron is not highly limited, are

considered as ’backup’ systems, also called ’secondary siderophores’[101].

1.2.4 Pyoverdine pathway

The biosynthetic pathways of PVDI and PCH produced by P. aeruginosa have been extensively

investigated (see [93] and references herein).

PVD is produced in conditions when iron is deficient and it appears to be a primary siderophore

that plays significant role in infection process.

P. aeruginosa strains can produce four specific pyoverdines - PVDI, PVDII, PVDIII and PVDIV,

which possess different peptide chain. For each of these molecules these is a corresponding

transporter expressed on the outer membrane - FpvAI, FpvAII, FpvAIII and FpvAIV. In case

of PVDI, produced by P. aeruginosa PaO1 strain (Figure 1.2.5), the biosynthesis steps were

widely investigated and all the enzymes involved were characterized.

The PVDI precursor is assembled in the cytoplasm by four NRPSs : four-modular PvdL and

PvdI and two-modular PvdJ and PvdD (Figure 1.2.5, 1.2.6) [93]. Each module performs an

activation of one specific amino acid and incorporates it into the precursor peptide chain, thus

forming a backbone of 11 amino acids (Figure 1.2.6). This intermediate molecule is transferred

from PvdL to PvdI, then to PvdJ and finally to PvdD. In addition, the biosynthesis of PVD

precursor involves three smaller enzymes - PvdA, PvdF and PvdH, which are responsible for

generation of the two non-peptidogenic amino acids present in the PVD molecule.
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PvdL: 480 kDa

PvdJ

PvdI: 570 kDa

PvdJ: 240 kDa PvdD: 274 kDa

PvdA: 50 kDa

PvdF: 31 kDa

PvdH: 50 kDa

A B

C

PvdL: 480 kDaPvdL: 480 kDaPvdL: 480 kDa

PvdL

PvdI: 570 kDaPvdI: 570 kDa

PvdLPvdL

PvdD: 274 kDaPvdD: 274 kDaPvdD: 274 kDa

PvdD

PvdI

Pyoverdine

Figure 1.2.5 – A. Hypothetic organisation of NRPS involved in pyoverdine pathway of P. aeruginosa. B.

Enzymes involved cytoplasmic in PVDI precursor synthesis. C. The structure of PVDI molecule (color code

corresponds to NRPS enzyme responsible for the synthesis of this part)

At the first stage of biosynthesis the first module of PvdL introduces a myristic or a myristoleic

acid chain, which is supposed to keep the PVD precursor at the inner membrane during its

assembly [102]. M2 and M3 modules of PvdL bind L-Glu and L-Tyr is isomerized to D-Tyr. The

M4 module adds an unusual amino acid, L-Dab, provided by PvdH.

The second NRPS involved in the synthesis is PvdI. Its first three modules add D-Ser, L-Arg,

D-Ser amino acids, respectively. The fourth module is responsible for incorporation of a second

unusual amino acid, L-fOHOrn synthesised by PvdA and PvdF. Next, PvdJ M1 module adds

L-Lys followed by the addition of a second L-fOHOrn by M2 module.

At last, PvdD incorporates two L-Thr in the sequence. M2 module also catalyzes the hydrolysis

of PVD precursor from the NRPS together with the cyclization of the sequence.
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Figure 1.2.6 – Assembly of PVD precursor in the cytoplasm. It is synthesized by four NRPS (PvdL

PvdI, PvdJ and PvdD). Each enzyme is composed of modules (M) which in turn are composed of different

domains including adenylation (A), condensation (C), peptidyl carrier protein (PCP), epimerization (E) and

thioesterase (Te). Each module incorporates one specific amino acid into precursor peptide chain

This 11 AA peptide sequence is a precursor of the maturated PVD. This peptide is transported

to the periplasm by the inner membrane transporter, PvdE[103]. In the cytoplasm, the non-

fluorescent PVDI precursor is modified by five small enzymes (PvdQ, PvdP, PvdO, PvdN and

PtaA)[93]. PvdQ is responsible for removing the myristic or myristoleic acid. PvdP and PvdO

are known to play the central role in fluorophore formation from L-Dab and D-Tyr[104, 105].

The last modifications are done by PvdN and PtaA leading to different isoforms of PVD that

are not essential for pyoverdine function.

After the periplasmic maturation, PVDI is finally secreted into the extracellular environment

by the efflux pump PvdRT-OmpQ[106] (Figure 1.2.7).

In the extracellular environment, and even in the presence of very low concentrations of iron,

pyoverdines are able to chelate Fe3+ to form ferri-pyoverdine. The Fe-PVD complex can be

recognized and internalized by the outer membrane receptor, FpvA. This uptake process is

energized by the TonB periplasmic protein[107]. Once in the periplasm the Fe3+ is reduced to

Fe2+[104] - by a network of five interacting proteins composed of two inner-membrane proteins,

FpvG (iron reductase) and FpvH (unknown function), and three periplasmic proteins, FpvJ

(unknown function), FpvF (periplasmic PVDI-binding protein), and FpvC (iron periplasmic-

binding protein)[108] - to release Fe and recycling the free pyoverdine. Finally, Fe is transported

by FpvE into cytoplasm (Figure 1.2.7).

Together, there are more than 20 proteins expressed in the pyoverdine pathway. Due to the high
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number of proteins involved, and to minimize the cost, all these proteins have to be regulated

to control their concomitant expression.

FpvA

FpvEPvdE

TonB

PvdR

PvdT

OpmQ

PvdL PvdDPvdJPvdI
PVD 

precursor

Matura�on

PvdO
PvdN

PvdQ
PvdP

Fe3+

Ferri-PVD

Reduc�on

FpvR

Fpvl
PvdS

PvdH PvdA PvdF

PVD genes
Virulence 

genes
Other genes

Ac�va�on of 
FpvA

expressionAccomula�on of Fe2+

Fur

PvdE FpvE

PvdD

Repression of 
gene expression

FpvA

Figure 1.2.7 – Steps of pyoverdine expression and uptake. PVD precursor is synthesized by four NRPS

and transported to periplasm by PvdE. In the periplasm it undergoes maturation and fluorophore is formed.

Next PVD is exported by PvdRT-OmpQ system where it can chelate iron. Ferri-PVD complex can be recognized

by FpvA and transported into periplasm which involves TonB activity and leads to release from FpvR two sigma

factors which induce PVD, virulence and FpvA genes transcription. In the periplasm the iron is released from

PVD and the molecule can be secreted again.

Expression and Regulation

Most of the genes involved in the PVD pathway are clustered in a BGC (Figure 1.2.8). Then

most of these genes are sharing similar promoters, transcription factors or repressor and are
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likely expressed or repressed quite similarly. Such BGC makes it the possible for the bacteria

to switch on or off all the machinery from the PVD pathway. NRPS expression of the PVD

biosynthetic pathway can be finely activated or repressed experimentally - mostly by controlling

the concentration of iron in the growing media.

Indeed, the expression of genes encoding most of the proteins of the PVD pathway is under the

control of the ferric uptake regulator (Fur). If the intracellular iron concentration is sufficient,

free Fe binds to Fur forming a complex. Fur-Fe2+ interacts with a conserved sequence in the

promoter region repressing gene expression of the cluster of genes. This single repression is able

to switch off the complete pathway to prevent its expression in the presence of iron.

In case of decrease of the level of iron, the repression by Fur can be removed - allowing genes to

be expressed at basal levels. Interestingly, an activating loop exists which allow achieving high

levels of pyoverdine production. This mechanism starts with the binding of ferri-PVD complex

to the outer membrane transporter FpvA (Figure 1.2.7). The uptake process which involves

TonB activity lead to liberation of two sigma factors - PvdS and FpvI - which are otherwise

sequestered by the inner membrane anti-sigma factor, FpvR[93]. FpvI activates FpvA expression,

while PvdS activates the transcription of all the other PVD genes. PvdS is also responsible of

the activation of the expression of virulence-related genes such as the protease PrpL and the

exotoxin A[109]. If PVD is unable to chelate iron in the outer space and no Fe-PVD complex are

sens at the FpvA level, FpvR blocks again almost all PvdS and FpvI, stopping the transcription

of all these genes to keep only a basal levels of genes expression.

One unique particularity of this regulation loop is the extracellular step of PVD excretion/uptake,

adding a spatial input into the model. Outside the cell, PVD is behaving as a public good able to

diffuse in the vicinity of the producing cell and can benefit to other cells including non-producing

ones. The concentration of Ferri-PVD can thus be seen as a proxy for sensing iron in the envi-

ronment but also for remotely sensing neighboring producing bacteria density and/or to sense

for environmental conditions like diffusion or flow, allowing cells to avoid the secretion of costly

molecules under conditions where they would quickly diffuse away [110]- ultimately leading to

fitness cost minimization. The information provided by the extracellular concentration of Ferri-

PVD molecules is responsible for large-scale changes in NRPS gene expression and is a critical

part of the mechanistic understanding of NRPS expression collective regulation.
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Figure 1.2.8 – Organization of PVDI genes in P.aeruginosa PaO1 genome and focus on the NRPS

genes (see section 1.2.4 for more details). The genes coding for enzymes involved in pyoverdine biosynthesis

and transport are represented in color boxes.

Space and time organization

The pyoverdine production and the expression of the proteins of the PVD pathway is highly

demanding in term of metabolism - so that the expression levels and activity of all the enzymes

involve have to be precisely regulated to optimize fitness.

Synthesis of the precursor of the PVD requires the coordinated action of seven specific cytoplas-

mic enzymes - including four NRPS (PvdL, PvdI, PvdJ, PvdD) expected to act in a time-line

manner. It has been proposed that all the enzymes involved in synthesis of PVD cytoplasmic

precursor may form so called siderosomes[111, 112] , a multi-enzyme complexes in which the or-

ganization depends on interaction between the proteins[93]. Such complex, that may form when

all the genes are simultaneously expressed, might gather all the necessary enzymatic properties

for an efficient synthesis of the PVD precursor in the cytoplasm. But so far existence of sidero-

some has not been directly demonstrated in cells, likely because the study at the molecular-level

of protein-protein interactions dynamic in living cells is challenging and because siderosomes

might be transient.

It has been shown that PvdA physically interacts with M2 module of PvdJ by two-hybrid and

pull-down assays. Moreover, pull-down assay showed weak affinity of PvdA for M4 module of
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PvdL[112]. The dynamic and transient interaction of PvdA with PvdL and PvdJ enzymes was

suggested based on a small fraction of these proteins trapped by PvdA proteins used as a bait.

The interactions of PvdA with four NRPS were also investigated by FLIM-FRET. This work

showed that PvdA interacts not only with PvdI and PvdJ, the enzymes which use modified

amino acids produced by PvdA, but with all the four enzymes in PVDI pathway[113].

One of the attempts to confirm the presence of siderosomes was performed by confocal mi-

croscopy. The protein complexes are mostly detected at the cell poles (Figure 1.2.9) in early

exponential phase but appeared more homogeneously distributed during late exponential and

stationary phases. It was suggested that the enzymes of the PVD pathway are spatially organized

while clusters of PvdA are colocalized with PvdL, PvdJ and PvdD [112]. However, the limited

resolution in classical fluorescence microscopy does not allow to obtain accurate localization

information leading to inability to correctly interpret colocalization experiments.

A B C

Figure 1.2.9 – A. Images obtained by confocal microscopy showing that enzymes are mostly located near the

cell pole where PvdA colocalizes with PvdD (upper images) and PvdJ (lower images) [112]. B. Immunoelectron

microscopy images showing membrane localization of PvdA [112]. C. Phase contrast (upper) and fluorescence

microscopy images showing that PvdA is homogeneoustly distributed in the cytoplasm and only some bacteria

present the fluorescent spots on the pole [113].

The diffusion properties of the protein in live cell can provide the information about interactions

due to lower diffusion coefficients for complexes of proteins. The dynamics of PvdA was investi-

gated by FRAP and sptPALM. FRAP, a technique that allows to retrieve diffusion coefficients

by photobleaching the region and measuring the rate of fluorescence recovery. The diffusion rate

of PvdA was found to be lower than predicted suggesting that PvdA in cytoplasm is bound to

the complexes[111]. This was confirmed by sptPALM experiments but the results also showed

that diffusion of PvdA can be better described by two diffusive populations, trapped (∼15%)

and diffusing that is in line with nature of siderosomes which can associate and dissociate in

vivo[113, 93].
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Immunoelectron microscopy experiments showed that PvdA was mostly detected close to the

membrane (Figure 1.2.9). Besides, PvdA can be associated with the inner membrane due to

hydrophobic, inner-membrane-anchoring domain at the N terminus[112]. Together with myristic

acid chain introduced at the first step by M1 module of PvdL this led to suggestion that PVDI is

synthesized by siderosomes associated with the inner membrane. In addition it has been reported

that ∼50% of PvdL and PvdI and ∼20% of PvdD and PvdJ were associated with P. aeruginosa

membrane[112].

Although, the PvdA diffusion and its interactions with four NRPSs were investigated, the clear

characterization of NRPSs complexes is still missing. The proposed siderosome organization

probably results in highly dynamic or transient formation imposing difficulties in capturing its

sub-cellular organization. Thus methods with high spatial and temporal resolutions are required

in order to capture NRPSs in cells.

The siderosome concept, proposing a sub cellular compartmentalization of secondary metabolic

pathway in prokaryotes is a new view of the cellular organization of Gram-negative bacteria.

Multi-enzyme organization is certainly not specific to siderosomes but a general mechanism

in bacterial cells producing toxins or any substance potentially poisonous. This project is thus

expected to provide exciting opportunities regarding the characterization of other non ribosomal

bacterial metabolite pathways, including those leading to other antibiotic - of which some could

be of interest like new antibiotics.
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1.3 Deep Learning techniques in microscopy

There are many microscopy images processing methods such as feature extraction, classification,

segmentation etc. which may include specific analysis and sophisticated calculations. In classical

programming every step has to be defined by human, which means that the analysis process,

error checking and consideration of all the possible decisions needs to be done to anticipate any

problem. Subsequently, the data is processed according to the rules defined by the programmer in

order to obtain the desired results. Therefore, conventional methods require significant amount

of time or involvement of computational experts.

The rise of machine learning methods allowed to change the programming paradigm so that it

became possible to obtain the rules at the output by providing the input data and the expected

results [114] (Figure 1.3.1).

Classical programing

Data

Machine Learning

Rules

Data ResultRules

Result

Figure 1.3.1 – The difference between classical programming and machine learning

Deep learning methods are a part of a broader category of machine learning. The main difference

between these methods lies in the number of layers of representation in the deep learning models.

The ’depth’ of the model represents the number of layers which contribute to the model training.

These last years, machine learning and deep learning have found increasing applications in

microscopy [115].

1.3.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning in general includes algorithms and computational models developed to al-

low computers to work on specific tasks based on previous experience and example data. The

algorithms are ’learned’ to make predictions without being explicitly programmed for this[116].

Machine learning basic principle

The most common tasks in machine learning are classification and regression. In Classification,

the algorithm is learning to specify to which of categories the input belongs to. The common
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example of classification problem is object recognition such as a classical exercise of dogs and

cats discrimination in input images (Figure 1.3.2).

First group of images with label 'cats' Second group of images with label 'dogs'

ModelLearning 
Algorithm

Cat Dog

The algorithm is 'learning' 
to discriminate some 
image features which 

correspond to 'dogs' and 
'cats' labels New image

Figure 1.3.2 – The working principle of machine learning application for the classification task. Two groups

of labeled images containing cats and dogs are used as an example (training ) set. The term ’labeled’ means

that for each image there is a corresponding value indicating the group to which this image belongs to. The

algorithm is ’learning’ the statistical rules to associate the specific image to specific label with minimal error.

Afterwards the trained model can be used to specify to which group a new input image belongs.

In regression tasks the algorithm is predicting a numerical value as an output. The classical

examples of regression task are prediction of house prices depending on some features, or un-

derstanding relationship between drug dosage and effect on the patient etc.

In machine learning , a training data set is required in order to train the algorithm. This set

contains the example data composed of input values and required output, also called the ground

truth values. The training set is used to fit the parameters of the model. At the output this

model provides a so called hypothesis containing the trained parameters which then can be used

to predict values or categories for new data.

For example, let’s consider x-y plane which contains some dot values. (Figure 1.3.3, A). To be

able to predict an ŷ-values for any new x-values we need to train an algorithm.

The hypothesis produced at the output of the algorithm contains the parameters θ0 and θ1 of

the model (equation 1.4).

function h : x → y h(x) = θ0 + θ1x (1.4)

The model training is the process during which the model parameters are optimised to get the

best fit to the training data. The optimisation is done by minimising a so called loss function

(Figure 1.3.3, B) which basically represents the difference between the obtained hypothesis and

the input data, measuring how well the model is able to predict the required values (equation

1.5).
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J(θ) =
1

m
∗
∑

(h(x)− y)2, m− number of samples (1.5)

Thus, the closer to the minimum J(θ), the more precisely the hypothesis describes the data.

During an optimization process the loss function should decrease with every iteration. The mo-

del training eventually stops at the moment when the minimum of the loss function for all the

parameters is reached. The final obtained hypothesis (Figure 1.3.3, C red line) then can be used

to predict an ŷ value for a new input x (a green dot which corresponds to value x=6 on the

Figure 1.3.3, C).

y

x2 3 410-1

A B C

y = 2 + 0.5x 
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x   yx   y
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D
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Figure 1.3.3 – A. The data set containing x and y values is used as an example to train the algorithm. B.

The loss function minimization. In our example the loss function is optimized for two parameters θ0 and θ1.

It can be represented as a 2D surface featuring a minimum, which corresponds to the combination of optimal

values for the two parameters. C. The linear hypothesis (red line) is fitted to the data set. The y value can be

predicted for a previously unseen x = 6 value (green dot). D. The scheme representing the process of machine

learning. A training set is provided to the algorithm, the algorithm provides at the output the function called a

hypothesis. The parameters contained in the hypothesis are optimized by minimizing the loss function until the

minimum of the loss function is reached. Then the hypothesis can be used to estimate/predict the new values.

In the basic example above the data can be described by a linear function making it similar to

simple linear regression task. Usually machine learning algorithms are not used for these kind

of tasks because the rules can be easily defined by human. In reality, the hypothesis may take
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various complex forms (that could for example be better described by a polynomial model like

in 1.6).

h(x) = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x
2
2 + θ3x

3
3 + ...+ θmx

m
m (1.6)

In general, steps involved in classification and regression tasks in machine learning are quite

close except the produced output which can take discrete (0, 1 or intermediate values indicating

the probability of belonging to one of the classes) for classification task or continuous values in

regression task (it has also implications on the loss function to minimize).

Despite their name, machine learning methods are not entirely autonomous and limited in their

ability to process raw natural data. Machine learning methods are limited in the operations

which they can be applied to transform the data by the predefined set. These techniques actually

require human intervention on the step of feature extraction and data preparation, for example

giving the labels in the task of dogs and cats discrimination and transforming the data into

suitable representation [117].

1.3.2 Neural networks and deep learning

Neural networks (NN) have emerged as a more sophisticated group of methods aimed at solving

more complex tasks. Inspired by biological neural networks artificial NN were developed in

order to achieve more autonomous ’learning’ [117] and to be independent of a predefined set of

available data transformations.

Similarly to machine learning, the input data (x) and the corresponding ground true values (y)

are required for the neural network to learn. However, in the NN a so called ’hidden layer’ is

present between the input and the output layers. This hidden layer can not be directly observed

from the inputs and outputs of the system but it pays the central role by allowing the network

to learn complex non-linear problems.

Let’s consider the simplest neural network comprising an input layer which contains x1, x2 values,

one hidden layer with only one unit and the output layer (Figure 1.3.4, A). In the hidden layer

the a1 is calculated by summing biases and the weighted values of x1 and x2 and calculating an

activation function (fa) of this sum (equation 1.7). The activation function transforms the values

at the unit output into values of some range : [0, 1], (sigmoid), [−1, 1] (tanh), [0,∞] (relu), etc.

The choice of activation function has a large impact on the capability and performance of the

neural network. This function is used to introduce a non-linearity into network which is required

to learn from the data more complex patterns because otherwise each unit would introduce only

linear transformations on the input data using weights and biases [118].
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Figure 1.3.4 – A. The simplest example of neural network is the one layer NN with one unit in hidden layer.

B. One layer NN with two units in hidden layer. C. Two layers NN with two units in each hidden layer. D. An

example of a more complex NN architecture.

x1 →

x2 →

w1x1 + b1

w2x2 + b2
=⇒ a1 = fa(w1x1 + b1 + w2x2 + b2) =⇒ h = a1 =⇒ Loss f. (1.7)

In the equation 1.7 the output h is equal to a1 and the loss function can be calculated similarly

to 1.5. The process of direct calculation of the output and loss function is also called a ’forward

propagation’.

In order to use the network for solving more complex task, an additional unit can be added to

the hidden layer (Figure 1.3.4, B). Thus in the hidden layer two a-values need to be calculated

for each unit. Then the equation will take the form of 1.8 (starting for here the biases - b are

dropped). For each of two units a separate set of weight is utilised and the output is obtained

by calculation of activation function of the weighted sum of a1 and a2 values.

a1 = fa(w11x1 + w12x2)

a2 = fa(w21x1 + w22x2)
=⇒ h = fa(w1a1 + w2a2) =⇒ Loss f. (1.8)

Single-layer NN can be used to treat the data which is linearly separable [119]. Theoretically,

the network with one hidden layer which contains sufficient number of units for the prediction of

any function [120, 121]. Nevertheless, the number of units in this layer may become enormously

large resulting in an inability of the network to represent this function and learn. The number
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of units in one layer can be reduced by adding more layers to the network, or in other words by

creating a deeper model [122].

To make the previous network (Figure 1.3.4, B) deeper a second hidden layer with two units

can be added. In this case a11, a12, a21, a22 need to be calculated (equation 1.9)

a11 = fa(w
[1]
11x1 + w

[1]
21x2)

a12 = fa(w
[1]
21x1 + w

[1]
22x2)

=⇒
a21 = fa(w

[2]
11x1 + w

[2]
21x2)

a22 = fa(w
[2]
21x1 + w

[2]
22x2)

=⇒ h = fa(w1a1 + w2a2) =⇒ Loss f.

(1.9)

The size of input and output layers depends on the entry data and the required output, respec-

tively. The numbers of required hidden layers and units are chosen depending on the task and

can take a variety of shapes (as an example Figure 1.3.4, D). Despite the different methods used

there is no exact rule how to create an optimal network architecture [123]. Thereby, frequently

an architecture is chosen by the previous experience (the networks which were already used for

similar kind of tasks).

The model is ’trained’ when the parameters are adjusted so that the loss function (the difference

between the output and the true target) is minimal. In order to train the network all the weights

are adjusted by a little bit at each training loop (Figure 1.3.5) so that the new values lower the

loss function. This process is performed by an ’optimizer’ and is called the ’backpropagation’.

Input X
Layer 1

Data 
transforma�on

Layer 2
Data 

transforma�on
Predic�on

Y

Loss func�on 
calcula�on

Ground truth
Y

Op�mizer

weights weights

Trained Model

Minimal loss

Not minimal loss

Figure 1.3.5 – The scheme of network training. The input data is given to the hidden layers of the network.

At the output the network produces a prediction, which is then used to calculate the loss function. The loss

function represents how close is the prediction to the target ground true value. If the loss function is not minimal

the optimizer is used to slightly adjust the weights in the direction of loss function decrease. When the loss

function acquires its minimal value the model is considered trained and can be used to make predictions.

During the backpropagation procedure the gradients of a loss function are computed with respect
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to the weights (and biases). Thus for each single input-output example the weights are slightly

updated with the step which can be optimized by the learning rate (equation 1.10).

w ← w − α
d(Loss(w))

dw
, α - learning rate (1.10)

1.3.3 Convolutional neural networks

The convolutional neural networks (CNN) were mostly applied for array data. This may include

2D arrays as images, 1D arrays (signals, text, ...) or 3D arrays as video or volumetric images

[124].

The main component in CNN are convolutional layers which contain a filter or kernel, an array

of weights applied to an area on the input array calculating a single product value. Then the

kernel shifts step by step across the entire image producing the output array (Figure 1.3.6, A).

Thus each unit in the next layer receives only a section of the previous layer. This allows the

network to learn local features of the data and to give equivarient response regardless of some

variations such as translation. Using multiple different filters is the mean to learn different fea-

tures in the data.
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0 1 2
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3 0 4

3 2 1

1 1 0

1 8 0

7 7 3

7 2 0

5 1 0

4 0 0

-1 0 1

-1 0 1

-1 0 1
-3

  3*(-1)+2*(0)+0*(1)+
+2*(-1)+1*(0)+0*(1)+

    +0*(-1)+1*(0)+2*(1)= -3

Input

Output
3 2 0
2 1 0
0 1 2
1 5 6

1
1
7
7

Input

3
75
1

Output

A B

Kernel (filter)

Figure 1.3.6 – A. Convolution example on 6 × 6 array input. The kernel is applied to the image area forming

a product value in the output array. By moving across the entire image the output feature map is formed. B.

Max pooling example. The 2×2 kernel is applied to an array extracting maximal value.

Typical CNN contains several layers. These are the convolutional layer followed by layer which

consist of activation function to introduce non-linearity and the pooling layer [125, 126, 127].

The pooling layers such max or average pooling return the maximum or average value of the

part of image which depends on the kernel size (Figure 1.3.6, B). This layer is used as the way
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to avoid overfitting and learning the location-dependent features which may come up as a result

of convolution layer []. Nevertheless, it was shown that the pooling layer can be effectively repla-

ced with just convolutional layers with a stride of two [128]. The stride parameter can be used

to modify the step of kernel movement over the image (for example in the figure 1.3.6, A the

kernel is moving with a step of 1 pixel, so the stride is equal to 1). After a set of convolutional

and pooling layers such network contains several fully-connected layers to perform classification

(Figure 1.3.7, A).

B

A

Pooling Pooling

Figure 1.3.7 – A. Architecture of the CNN used for digits recognition (adapted from [124]). B. An example

of fully convolutional network used to make predictions for such task like semantic segmentation [129]

CNNs were used in classification, object recognition, speech recognition etc. In CNN the input

data is downsized at each step allowing to efficiently predict a single output label. However, in

many visual tasks the desired output requires that each pixel of the image is marked with a

label as in semantic segmentation. For this task fully convolutional networks were used, where

the image is upsampled to produces pixelwise output [129] (Figure 1.3.7, B).
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1.3.4 U-net architecture

The U-net architecture was initially developed for biomedical image segmentation [130]. This

architecture is based on fully convolutional networks but complemented with successive up-

sampling layers to increase the resolution of the output. This network contains downsampling

(similar to typical convolutional network) and upsampling paths which are more or lees symme-

tric creating a u-shaped architecture (Figure 1.3.8). To not loose the information from the pixels

in the border regions after every convolution the feature maps of both paths are concatenated

(the grey arrow on Figure 1.3.8).

Figure 1.3.8 – The U-net architecture. The network contains convolutional, ReLU (activation) and max

pooling layers in the downsampling path. In the upsampling path the pooling layer is changed for the up-

convolution. The white boxes represent copied feature maps [130].

In the segmentation task the U-net was shown to provide more precise segmentations while

exhibiting faster learning and requiring less number of images for training [130].
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1.3.5 Use in microscopy

The development of deep learning techniques had a significant impact on the image processing

and analysis fields. In recent years these techniques found various applications in the field of

microscopy imaging in particular in super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. The application of

DL methods allowed to overcome some constraints in SR microscopy such as long time required

for the acquisition of sufficient number of localizations in DNA-PAINT technique due to low rate,

limited temporal resolution in STORM and PALM due to photobleaching and photodamage,

low SNR, segmentation and classification problems etc.

Several models were implemented to facilitate faster image acquisition in SMLM. This include

ANNA-PALM which allows to predict the super-resolved image from one with incomplete struc-

ture obtained from smaller number of input frames [131]. DECODE method permits to simul-

taneously perform detection and localization of the emitters in 3D improving localization error

and detection accuracy of dense data [132] (Figure 1.3.9, A). The DeepSTORM network is able

to predict the emitter positions form high-density data to obtain super-resolved mages from

shorter acquisitions [133, 134]. DeepSTORM was used for STORM, PALM and DNA-PAINT

[135] (Figure 1.3.9, C) techniques.

Deep models were also used to improve spatial resolution [136] or increase SNR [137] (Figure

1.3.9, B). In most cases the implementation of deep learning algorithms to super-resolution

microscopy includes several steps : the preparation of training data and model training. The

training data may contain for example pairs of corresponding low and high resolution images.

The training set containing too small number of images may result in overfitting and lack

of generalization. Various technique were developed to reduce the amount of overfitting [138,

139, 140]. The amount of data can be increased by creating synthetic data [141] or using data

augmentation [142, 143]. In this approach more data is added by generating transformed versions

of the original data.

Despite an already huge impact of the deep learning techniques on different fields of science it

is still a developing technology, so numerous new applications, architectures and different ways

of data preparation are expected to come in the coming years.
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A

B
C

Figure 1.3.9 – A.DECODE method applied to reduce the acquisition time of α-tubulin labeled with AF657.

The comparison with CSpline (Cubic Spline method) shown for high density activation [132]. B. CARE network

used to improve SNR on the images of nucleus of flatworm (S. mediterranea) stained with RedDot1. The raw

input image is shown on the top, the network prediction is in the middle and the ground truth image in the

lower row. [137]. C. GT (Ground Truth) and DeepSTORM predicted images of a TOM20 structure recorded

at different imager strand concentrations [135].
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1.4 Objectives of this thesis

Production of pyoverdine in Pseudomonas presents an important mechanism for the virulence

of these bacteria, however, the biosynthesis details are not sufficiently studied.

The objectives of the research works presented in this thesis are double :

— first to investigate the dynamics and organization of the four NRPSs in-

volved in pyoverdine biosynthesis in P. aeruginosa with available technolo-

gies. Using super-resolution microscopy techniques, such as sptPALM, single-color DNA-

PAINT, two-color DNA-PAINT and FLIM-FRET, we aim to elucidate further the details

of NRPS machinery. Very few works have focused on the bacterial metabolic pathways

at the single cell resolution.

— second - to enhance the performance of SMLM techniques to make them

more suitable for mulitplexed multi-colour dynamic imaging. srSMLM is a po-

werful microscopy technique, which could be potentially useful for tracking or imaging

several enzymes of a single pathway at the same time. We aimed to advance the srSMLM

technique using deep learning and advanced signal analysis to overcome some of current

limitations of the technique with in mind the idea that new methods enable new science.

These topics are developed in the next sections of this document
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Summary

Spectrally-resolved Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy
(srSMLM) reveals the spectral dimension of single-molecules
while producing nanoscale images. This is made possible by si-
multaneously estimating the localization and spectrum charac-
teristics of single fluorescent emitters. As a fledging technique,
srSMLM continues to be actively developed and many impor-
tant improvements have been proposed lately. In this short
review we overlook the latest hardware and software develop-
ments, including deep learning, proposed to advance srSMLM.
The innovation momentum in the srSMLM community is very
high and the latest developments should make srSMLM as ac-
cessible and simple as single molecule localization microscopy
can be.

spectrally resolved single molecule localization microscopy, super resolu-
tion, imaging, deep learning
Correspondence: julien.godet@unistra.fr

Introduction

The development of Single Molecule Localization Mi-
croscopy (SMLM) technique (1–4) allowed to overcome
the diffraction limit in microscopy and thus enabled imag-
ing at the sub-cellular levels. These methods are based on
imaging of individual fluorophores at different time points.
Through determining the true positions of non-overlapping
fluorophore emissions it became possible to reconstruct the
super-resolved images. Implementation of SMLM tech-
niques allows to achieve spatial resolution of 10-30 nm (5).
Nevertheless, the spectral information behind the fluorophore
emission remained unexplored.
In order to overcome this limitation, several research teams
worked on the development of new technique, named
spectrally-resolved super-resolution microscopy. Basing on
the working principle of SMLM techniques srSMLM allows
to simultaneously acquire single molecule localizations (sim-
ilarly to conventional SMLM) and the spectral signatures of
each individual emitting molecule (Figure 1, A. This tech-
nique was widely used to reveal fundamental processes in
cell biology, and material sciences (6–10). It also was ap-
plied to drastically increase the number of fluorescent species
that can be imaged simultaneously in the same sample, theo-
retically reaching the number of 15-20 fluorophores with the
corresponding emission peaks separated by ∼ 20 nm (11).
The ability of srSMLM to obtain both spatial and spectral in-
formation at the same time is provided by the introduction

of additional dispersive element such as prisms (6, 11–14)
and diffraction gratings (7, 9, 10, 15, 16). In configurations
utilizing prisms the separation of the collected protons into
two optical paths is required (Figure 1, B). Typically this can
be achieved by introducing the beam splitter with a desired
positional-spectral splitting ratio (50:50 (11, 13, 14), 30:70
(17)) or alternatively by using dual objective system (6, 12)
which provides higher photon collection efficiency but com-
plicates the setup and poses strong limitations on the samples
studied.
In contrast to the refraction prisms, the use of diffraction grat-
ings does not require beam splitting and consequently the ad-
ditional discrete optical components, thus greatly simplifying
the setup (Fig 1, C). Typically, blazed transmission diffrac-
tion gratings are used in this type of configurations. There-
fore the emission from the sample can be collected in the 0th

and the 1st diffraction orders (7, 9, 10, 15, 16) for the spatial
and spectral image part, respectively (Figure 1, B).
Despite the great potential of this technique it still has several
limitations, most importantly concerning spatial and spectral
resolution due to the low photon budget, molecule classifica-
tion accuracy by the spectral signatures and low useful data
ratio. Various methods were applied in order to overcome
these constrains and improve the performance of srSMLM.
In this review we will discuss the existing problems, im-
provement and recent developments in the field of spectrally-
resolved super-resolution microscopy.

Limits to overcome

The main limitations in spectrally-resolved microscopy are
related to the photon budget in both spatial and spectral
channels. Despite the highest collection efficiency in dual-
objective systems this configuration was not widely used due
to high complexity and limited choice of samples. The setup
can be simplified by the price of collection efficiency by us-
ing beam splitters and further by utilizing dispersive gratings.
In general, both the dispersive elements impose specific lim-
itations on the technique. The refraction prisms are mostly
used for the applications requiring low spectral precision due
to their relatively low dispersion. Furthermore, addition cali-
bration may be required in order to correct the nonlinear spec-
tral dispersion of prisms. The optical losses in the configu-
ration utilizing prism may occur at the surface of reflective
mirrors, the beam splitter and the prism.
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Fig. 1. Principle and main reported optical setups of srSMLM super-resolution microscopy.
a. Principle of srSMLM. srSMLM is based on the working principle of SMLM (spatial channel) and additionnaly record a spectral channel. In srSMLM, PSF of single
emitters are recorded together with their corresponding diffracted signals resulting from the use of a dispersive element. Similarly to conventional SMLM techniques,
localizations of single emitters are inferred from their PSF. Fluorescence spectra of emitters are encoded by the distances between the PSF in the spatial channel and the
spectra signals in the spectral channel. srSMLM allows true color imaging. The spectroscopic information is usually rendered in the reconstructed super-resolution image
by extracting a key characteristic of the spectra (e.g. weighted average wavelength)
b. Use of a dispersive prism. The light collected from the sample need to be separated into two paths. One path is used to create the localization image while light is
dispersed by the prism in the second path to record the spectral information.
c. Use of a diffraction grating. Typically, blazed transmission diffraction gratings are used allowing to collect the light into zero and first order to create localization and
spectral images respectively.

In contrast to prisms, diffraction gratings allow to avoid ad-
ditional calibration procedure due to their linear dispersion.
Moreover, they provide a wider spectral dispersion that can
be further adjusted by switching the gratings with various
number of lines per millimeter. In the confi gurations with
a grating the intensity loss is determined by wavelength de-
pendent grating effi ciency which in turn depends on the char-
acteristics of the diffraction grating itself. In general gratings
have higher transmission losses than prisms leading to lower
photon numbers (16).

The precision is directly affected by the number of photons
and the background level. In all the srSMLM confi gurations
the separation of the sample emission needed to create two
corresponding images results in lower number of photons
in both parts. Spatial and spectral precision are affected by
the corresponding fraction of light resulting in another major
trade-off of srSMLM techniques.

Moreover, the signal shape in the spectral part is more spread
compared to that in spatial one, resulting in less number of
detected photons per pixel. The restricted photon budget may
affect the ability to recognise the spectral shape and conse-
quently decreases wavelength allocation probability. This re-
sults in lower data ratio which can be used for spectral im-
age reconstruction. Due to this fact the acquisition time in
srSMLM is usually much longer than for localization mi-
croscopy methods.

Additional error in wavelength determination may be intro-
duced due to spectral calibration procedure leading to sub-
pixel spectral shift. This effect is more signifi cant in the sys-
tems performing lower spectral dispersion (18).

Hardware improvements

Multiple techniques aimed to increase the photon budget and
consequently improve the precision in one or both channels
of srSMLM were developed in resent years. One of the effi -
cient methods is to use grating which allows to symmetrically
disperse the light into -1st and 1st orders (22) (Figure 2, a).
Then the two spectral images of the same emitting molecule
are captured. A spatial information is obtained by calculat-
ing the middle points between the two symmetrical spectral
images. Thus all the collected photons are shared between
spatial and spectral channels allowing to alleviate the prob-
lem of reduced photon budget. The achieved improvement is
about 42% in spatial precision and 10% in spectral one when
compared to the use of grating with 1:3 ratio between spa-
tial and spectral channels (22). Nevertheless, such grating
display limited transmission effi ciency for the -1st and 1st

orders and nonzero effi ciency for the 0th order resulting in
certain intensity losses. This can be improved by using for
example a phase grating.
Another approach to enhance the SNR in the spectral
part is directly decrease the the size of spectral spot by
using the grating with minimal dispersion of about 0.2
nm/nm(spatial/spectral), thus allowing to maximize the the
number of photons per pixel. Such minimal dispersion can
be obtained by introducing the transmission grating with 70
grooves/mm very close to the imaging plane (inside the cam-
era housing). This confi guration allows to image emitters at
around 5 times higher density than in classical srSMLM se-
tups. Despite the low spectral dispersion, this method allows
to achieve separation of the emitters with a ∼ 10 nm spectral
difference (23).
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Fig. 2. a. Principle of symmetrically dispersed srSMLM. The light is collected in 1st and -11 orders. In this case the position of the emitter is determined by calculating the
middle point between two symmetrical spectral images (18). b. Scheme of the system with dual-wedge prism (19). c. The scheme of dual-objective system with concave
mirror (20). d. Schematic of the srSMLM setup utilizing two pickoff mirrors to increase the field of view (21).

Symmetrically dispersed srSMLM can be used together with
biplane 3D imaging which have been shown to be the most
efficient method to perform 3D spectrally-resolved imaging
(9). Herewith, the biplane technique does not suffer from the
limited photon number due to light separation required since
in SR imaging the light is already separated into two chan-
nels. Thus by introducing an axial separation between spatial
and spectral images object plane it is possible to achieve an
axial localization precision of 50 nm and spectral precision
of 4 nm at an average photon count of 1250 (9). However,
the detailed spectral analysis may become challenging due to
out of focus signal spreading.

In the srSMLM setups utilizing prism the spatial precision
can be improved by using dual-wedge prism (DWP) (19)
(Figure 2, b). DWP is a monolithic module which consists
of cube 50:50 beam splitter, right angle prism and two wedge
prisms one with strong chromatic dispersion and the second
one with a weak chromatic dispersion. The slight axial shift
between spatial and spectral channels enables simultaneous
3D imaging while having the optical configuration which
does not require discrete optical components. The estimated
improvement in lateral precision provided by DWP is 47%
and axial precision by 23% compared to 1:3 ratio grating-
based setup (19).

An improved double-objective system was shown by Lui et
al (20) (Figure 2, c). In this method two 40× opposing objec-
tives are used. The first objective is used to create a positional
image. The path of the other objective, which collects the
emission light above the sample, contains a prism and a con-
cave mirror and is used for spectral analysis (Figure ). In this
configuration the spectral dispersion can be tuned by moving
the prism and the position of spectral image can be adjusted
by changing the angle of concave mirror. Thus the light split-
ting is no more required resulting in spatial precision similar
to one in conventional SMLM methods. Moreover, typically
unused upper fluorescence is used to perform spectral analy-
sis and this methods does not pose limitations on the sample,
contrary to conventional dual objective setups.

Several techniques featuring altered field-of-view (FOV)
were developed pursuing various goals. One of these meth-
ods is addressed to overcome the requirement to restrict the
FOV needed to avoid the overlap between spatial and spectral
channels. The FOV can be increased by using pick-off mir-
rors controlling 0th and the 1st orders separately (21) (Fig-
ure 2, d). On the other hand, the second approach is using
the restricted FOV in order to image dense non-blinking flu-
orophores (26).
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Fig. 3. Use of Deep learning models to enhance srSMLM technique. Two-color images of mitochondria (cyan) and peroxisome (magenta) at a. low density with 5000
frames. b. Reconstructed image with Deep model. c. High density image obtained over 40, 000 frames (scale bar = 1.5µm) (24).
Images of fixed bacteria labeled with POPO-III (cyan) (e. and h.) and Nile Red (red) (f. and i.) dyes. The reconstruction of the raw images e.f.g and images treated with
srUnet. j. The intensity profiles of localization density for images treated with srUnet model and k. for raw images.(scale bar = 1µm) (25)

Data analysis and recent software developments

Various setup improvements have provided a significant im-
pact on the photon budget and allowed to increase the preci-
sion in spatial and spectral channels. Furthermore, the spatial
precision in srSMLM can be improved on the data analysis
step by combination of localization information from both
spatial and spectral orders (21). Thus the position of the
emitting molecule is obtained by processing the zero order
signals and first order spectral peaks. Then the two sets of ob-
tained localizations are combined, which allows to increase
the localization precision. In such a way the precision can
be improved by 30% along the x-axis and by 45% along the
y-axis. Somewhat lesser improvement on the x-axis is the
result of a stronger spreading of the spectral peak along this
axis. In addition, the localization precision can be enhanced
by accumulating photons from individual molecule using its
spectroscopic signatures (27).

However, the rich spectral dimension is still not fully utilized
due to restricted number of localizations with correspond-
ing high-quality spectra. Low photon budget and high noise
levels may result in an inability to extract the correspond-
ing wavelength information, which results in low classifica-
tion accuracy and limited useful data ratio. The best spec-
tral precision can be achieved by using the spectral disper-
sion that matches to a given photon budget (18). The accu-
racy of wavelength determination can be also affected by the
procedure used. In general, two methods to encode spectral
information were utilized including spectral centroids which
are calculated by averaging spectral mean values (6) and de-
termination of fluorescent wavelength at the emission max-
imum (7). Despite the intrinsically high spectral precision
in srSMLM, in the case of microscopy data with high noise
levels both methods may fail to distinguish between two flu-
orophrores with small peak separation. The classification ac-
curacy can be greatly improved by summarizing the full spec-
tra information. This can be achieved by applying spectral
phasor transformation to the fluorescent spectra (Figure??).

This approach allows to transform the spectral data into a
coordinate defined by its amplitude and phase in a Fourier
space. Thus the position of the spectra phasor spot is de-
fined by both its central position and shape. Furthermore,
such representation allows to classify single molecules with
higher efficiency (28).

Exploiting Deep Learning.

Recent developments of deep learning (DL) methods re-
vealed previously unavailable powerful tools in image pro-
cessing (29, 30). In the field of SMLM analysis these algo-
rithms allowed to restore the quality of underexposed images
(31), to perform fast DNA-PAINT imaging in densely labeled
samples (32), to classify the molecules based on the point
spread function (PSF) (30) etc. To the date various DL meth-
ods application to srSMLM were reported, including fast re-
construction of high-density multicolour images by acquiring
fewer frames (24) (Figure 3, abc). Moreover, several DL al-
gorithms were applied in order to increase the classification
accuracy and useful data ratio. One of these methods was ad-
dressed to classify molecules with higher accuracy by using
their full spectral profiles (33). By using two dyes with spec-
tral peak separation of 10 nm (Af647 an CF660) the authors
showed that useful data ratio is about 10% from whole data
set, while high classification accuracy can reach 99% only
by discarding all the single molecule emissions with less that
2000 photon counts. The use of DL method allowed to in-
crease the percentage of useful data to more than 50% and
keep the same classification accuracies under 0.7 correlation
threshold (33).
Another DL U-net based approach (srUnet) was recently de-
veloped in order to enhance the signals in both spatial and
spectral channels, thus leading to higher precision and wave-
length allocation probability, respectively (Figure 3, d-k).
The core of this approach is a newly proposed method of
training data set creation, which, in turn, is based on the spa-
tial frequency fusion of the images featuring the same emitter
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appearing at several frames. Compared to raw data, a similar
probability of wavelength allocation for a given localization
can be achieved while having the corresponding number of
photons being around 10 times lower (25).

Conclusions

SrSMLM technique revealed the spectral dimension for
nanoscale investigations. Various setup improvements al-
lowed to increase photon budget leading to higher precision
in spatial and spectral channels. The localization precision
can be also improved on the images post processing steps
by combining the positional information obtained from both
channels. Moreover, several methods were developed to im-
prove molecule classification accuracy and useful data ratio.
This includes using of Fourier transformation of the spectral
data and implementation of several DL models.
Significant improvements have been achieved in the field of
srSMLM in recent years. Nevertheless, the best performance
of a srSMLM technique can be achieved only by a combina-
tion of the optimal setup, properly chosen dispersive element,
which provides optimal spectral dispersion for the specific
application, and careful data analysis. Further improvement
could be performed with the help of deep learning techniques.
The field of deep learning for microscopy applications is ac-
tively developing, so new methods are expected to arise in
the following years. An alternative approach towards obtain-
ing higher photon budget in srSMLM lies in development of
brighter and/or more photostable fluorophores. (34, 35)
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Materials and methods

2.1 Cell lines

Most of the work performed on bacteria described in this thesis were done on Pseudomonas

aeruginosa. PaO1 strain (PAO1 - DSM 22644) and mutants derived from this strain were mostly

provided by Isabelle J Schalk lab (CNRS, UMR7242). The last mutants recently used were

designed and constructed in our lab by Tania Stefan, following the Schalk lab protocol described

in Manko et al [144].

In brief, mutations in the chromosomal genome of P. aeruginosa PAO1 were generated by

transferring a suicide vector from E. coli TOP10 strain into the PAO1 recipient strain.

DNA fragments from PAO1 used for cloning were amplified from the genomic DNA of the PAO1

strain with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific). The general pro-

cedure for the construction of the suicide plasmid vector involved insertion of the mcherry, egfp

or photo-activatable mcherry gene flanked by upstream and downstream regions of 700 bp,

corresponding to the insertion site, into a pME3088 or a pEXG2 vector. Mutations in the chro-

mosomal genome of PAO1 were generated by transferring the suicide vector from E. coli TOP10

strain into the PAO1 recipient strain i na step of coculture. PAO1 integrating the plasmid into

their chromosome were then selected using tetracycline resistance (for pME3088 (Voisard et al.,

1994)) or gentamicin resistance (for pEXG2). A second crossing-over event excising the vector

was achieved by enrichment for tetracycline-sensitive cells (pME3088) or sucrose resistant cells

selection (pEXG2), to generate the corresponding mutants (Ye et al., 1995). All tag insertion

mutants were verified by PCR and sequencing.

Mutants used for experiments are presented in table 2.1.
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Strain name Collection Number Modification

Localization microscopy

PAS180 406 PaO1 PvdA-eGFP

PAS214 460 PaO1 eGFP-PvdD

PAS215 461 PaO1 eGFP-PvdL

PAS216 462 PaO1 PvdI-eGFP

PAS471 PaO1 PvdJ-eGFP

Single Molecule tracking

PAS405 688 PaO1 PvdA PAmCherry

PAS406 689 PaO1 PAmCherry PvdL

PAS407 690 PaO1 PvdI PAmCherry

- - PaO1 PvdJ PAmCherry

- - PaO1 PAmCherry PvdD

Two color localization microscopy

PAS554 857 PaO1 eGFP-PvdL / PvdJ-mCherry

PAS555 858 PaO1 PvdJ-eGFP / mCherry-PvdL

PAS556 860 PaO1 eGFP-PvdL / mCherry-PvdD

PAS557 861 PaO1 eGFP-PvdL / PvdI-mCherry

PAS559 863 PaO1 PvdJ-eGFP / mCherry-PvdD

Table 2.1 – Pseudomonas aeruginosa mutant strains used in this study

2.2 Bacteria cell culture

The following media were used for bacteria cell culture :

1) LB (Luria-Bertani) Broth (Lennox) (Sigma Aldrich)

2) SM (Succinate Medium) was prepared in a volume of 1.0 L of media in Milli-Q Water and is

composed of :

− 5.96 g - Potassium Phosphate Dibasic (K2HPO4) -Anhyrous

− 3.0 g - Potassium Phosphate Monobasic (KH2PO4) Ammonium Sulfate ((NH4)2SO4),

− 0.2 g - Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate (MgSO4, 7H2O)

− 9.15 g - Sodium Succinate (Disodium).

The pH was adjusted to ∼ 7.0

1. Pseudomonas aeruginosa PaO1 overnight culture and fixation :

Bacteria were grown for 24 hours in LB media at 30°C at 200 rpm orbital shaking (5 ml of

media in falcon tube). Then cells in 2 ml tubes were pelleted by centrifugation at 10 k rpm

for 3 minutes and washed three times with PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline, PAN BIOTECH,
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sterile filtered for cell culture) before being fixed in 500 µl of 4% formaldehyde in PBS 1X for

15 minutes under gentle agitation at room temperature. The reaction was stopped by washing

(3 times) the cells in 500 µl PBS. Cells can then be stored up to a month at 4◦C.

2. Bacteria cells expressing NRPSs culture and fixation

Pseudomonas aeruginosa NRPSs mutant cells were grown for 24 hours in LB media at 30°C
under 200 rpm orbital shaking. After 3 washings with Succinate Medium (SM) the cells were

grown in 10 ml of SM for 24 hours in order to trigger the pyoverdine production. The next day

bacteria were diluted 10 times and grown for additional 24 hours. Cell density was controlled

by measuring the optical density (OD) at 600 nm. The bacteria were diluted to OD600nm = 0.2

and grown for about 2 hours to reach OD600nm ∼ [0.4 - 0.5]. Finally, cells were washed one time

with SM, fixed with 4% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS and washed 3 times with PBS.

3. Bacteria cell culture for the experiments with live cells.

The cells were grown in LB over night and then in SM for the next 48h in order to induce NRPSs

expression in sufficient quantity. Just before experiments, cells were diluted to OD600nm = 0.5

in SM and used directly as is for imaging.

2.3 Labeling

Permeabilization and BSA blocking

Cells were pelleted by centrifugation and incubated in 0.2% Triton X-100 (Merk KGaA) for 20

minutes under gentle agitation at room temperature. Further, the cells were washed three times,

incubated in PBS containing 100 µl/ml of lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5 mM EDTA (Sigma-

Aldrich) for 30 minutes and consequently washed three times again before been incubated in 1%

BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin, 3% in PBS) for 20 minutes.

Primary antibody straining

The cells were pelleted by centrifugation, incubated while protecting from light for 1 hour in

200 µl of PBS containing 1/1000 primary antibody with 1 % BSA and 0.05 % Triton X-100.

Then cells were washed three times in PBS containing 0.05 % Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich). The

cells can be used for microscopy after being resuspended in PBS.

Secondary antibody straining

Secondary antibody labelling was performed by using a DNA-PAINT Massive-AB- 2-Plex label-

ling kit (Massive Photonics). The cells previously labeled with primary antibody were washed
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once with a washing buffer and incubated in a secondary antibody solution (dilution 1 :200 in

the antibody incubation buffer) for 1 hour at room temperature. In case of double labeling the

solution contained two diluted antibodies at the same time. After the incubation the bacteria

were washed three times with washing buffer. Before imaging the cells were additionally washed

once with imaging buffer.

2.4 Sample preparation

2.4.1 Live cells microscopy

The live bacteria were imaged on an agarose pad. A glass-slide was placed on a horizontal surface

and two glass-slides topped with two layers of adhesive tape were arranged on both sides. The

droplet of 70µl of 1% melted agarose was poured on the middle slide and covered with a fourth

slide to flatten the droplet. After about 1 min the covering slide was taken off and 3 µl of

bacteria suspension was pipetted onto the agarose gel. The agarose pad was then covered with a

microscopy coverslip (22×22 mm, 1.5 mm thickness, Knitel Glass). After that the coverslip was

fixed with melted paraffin to seal the sample from the outside.

2.4.2 Fixed cell microscopy

The glass coverslips (0.15 mm thickness, 20 × 20 mm, Knitel Glass) were cleaned in argon

plasma cleaner (PDC-002, Harrick Plasma) for 20 min, then the Frame-seal slide chambers

(9 × 9, 25µl, Bio-rad, USA) were fixed on the glass coverslip. The chamber was filled with

poly-L-lysine solution (0.01% w/v, P4707 Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated for 10 min. Poly-L-

lysine solution was rinced with PBS and the chamber was filled with 100 µl of fixed bacteria

suspension (fiducial markers (Gold nanoparticles, 80 nm diameter, Sigma-Aldrich)) were added

if required) and washed once with PBS. After that the slide was transferred to the microscope

using Attofluor cell chamber (A-7816 Thermofisher).

In DNA-PAINT microscopy the cells were washed once with an imaging buffer before the ima-

ging. After that, the imager strands were directly added after dilution in imaging buffer to

nanomolar concentrations.

Microspheres

A glass slide was prepared similar to the procedure described in previous paragraph. After the

poly-L-lysine coating 25 µl of a solution of fluorescent orange (540/560 nm) and/or red (580/605

nm) beads (Invitrogen, 5 % of solids in PBS), or four color beads (TetraSpeck, size 0.1µm) in

PBS was put on top of a 20 mm glass coverslip. After that, a second glass coverslip was attached

on top in order to ensure long-term storage and utilization for calibration during microscopy
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imaging.

DNA origami nanorulers

Commercially available GATTA-PAINT green (ATTO 542) nanorulers with mark-to-mark dis-

tance of 80 nm (GATTAquant GmbH, Germany) were purchased and used as is.

2.5 Microscopy and analysis

2.5.1 Microscopy setup

SMLM and srSMLM imaging experiments were performed on a home-built setup based on

Olympus IX-81 inverted optical microscope equipped with 100X 1.4 NA oil-immersion objective

(Olympus-Japan) and z-drift control and auto-focus system (ZDC Olympus) (Fig 2.5.1). The

microscope was controlled with Micro-Manager software. The excitation was performed using a

405 nm diode laser (Oxxius), 488 nm solid state laser (Spectral-Physics) or 532 nm continuous

wavelength diode-pumped solid-state laser (Coherent Sapphire SF), 561nm CW diode laser

(Oxxius) and 638 nm diode pumped laser (Cobolt 08-01 series). The fluorescence emission was

collected through the same objective using a dichroic mirror (Di01-R488 / Di02-R532 / Di03-

R561-t1 / Di650-Di01- Semrock) and filtered by a corresponding longpass filter (BLP01-488R-25

/ 532 LP EdgeBasic / LP02-568RU-25 / 645LP Edge Basic, Semrock). The signal was detected

by a 512 × 512 pixels electron multiplayed charged coupled device (EMCCD) camera (ImageEM

- Hamamatsu Photonics - Japan).

3D imaging

3D imaging was performed using an astigmatic lens inserted before the camera. The calibration

was done by recording the fluorescent beads on the glass coveslip with 25 nm z-axis steps and

consequently analyzed by ThunderSTORM plugin in Fiji.

srSMLM

A physical aperture (VA100/M, Thorlabs) and a transmission diffraction grating (300 Grooves/mm,

8.6◦ Blaze Angle - GT13-03, Thorlabs) were mounted into the light pass before the camera in

order to create the spatial and spectral channel, respectively (Figure 2.5.1). The spectral calibra-

tion was performed using four color beads excited with 488 nm laser allowing to simultaneously

obtain three spectral peaks with maximum emission wavelength at 512 nm, 581.5 nm and 676.5

nm corresponding each to a single fluorophore in the bead. In order to obtain the calibration

curve (λ(pixels)) the distance in pixels between the bead localizations and each of spectral peaks

was calculated.
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Figure 2.5.1 – The scheme of the setup

2.5.2 Single molecule tracking microscopy

PvdA - PAmCherry fused enzyme was used as a control for single molecule tracking experiments.

The data was obtained in three independent experiments each including 4-5 different fields of

view. The obtained data was analyzed utilizing a TrackMate plugin in Fiji developed by the

group of Jean-Yves Tinevez [145] in order to retrieve the track information. A 0.5 µm linking

distance was used.

The obtained data was further processed using a TrackR package in R [113] in order to obtain

the jump distances and reconstruct the diffusion maps. The diffusion coefficients and the corres-

ponding amplitudes were calculated for the two component model which considers a coexistence

of restrained and mobile complexes (equation 1.3).

2.5.3 DNA-PAINT microscopy

Single-color

A 561 nm laser was used as a light source. For 3D imaging, image stacks of 60000 frames were

acquired with an exposure time of 80 ms per frame.

The stack of images were processed in ThunderSTORM - an open source Fiji plugin [146] in

order to obtain the molecule localizations.

Two-color

The double mutant bacteria cells were labeled with sets of corresponding primary and secondary

antibodies. 561 nm and 645 nm lasers were used for excitation. The image stacks of 60000 frames

with exposure time 80 ms per frame were acquired in two separate channels while changing the
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illumination laser and the corresponding filter cube every 20000 frames. 3-4 different fields of

view were recorded for each sample. The imaging was performed in 3D.

The localizations of the molecules were retrieved using the ThunderSTORM plugin. Then the

localisation files were additionally filtered in SMAP [147]. The groups of localizations featuring

less then 10 events were discarded and the localizations located only within the 100 nm z-slice

in the middle part of bacteria were kept. The further analysis was performed on a z-projection

of the filtered data. Next, the data was analysed in Coloc-Tesseler [148] in order to retrieve the

tesselation-based Mander’s overlap coefficients (Figure 2.5.2).

Colocaliza�on region

Figure 2.5.2 – The calculation of Mander’s overlap coefficients for super-resolution images.

Mander’s Overlap coefficients were calculated for every single bacteria in the field of view both

for the green/red and red/green channels.

2.6 FLIM-FRET

FLIM measurements were performed on a home-made scanning microscope based on an Olympus

IX70 inverted microscope with 60× 1.2NA water immersion objective (Olympus). The Ti :Sap-

phire oscillator (Insight DeepSee, Spectra Physics - 80MHz repetition rate) was used for two-

photon illumination at 930 nm. The detailed protocol of the FLIM-FRET experiments and some

experimental examples are presented in the protocol article we have published in JoVE in 2020

(publication 2.6).
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Publication II

FLIM-FRET Measurements of Protein-Protein

Interactions in Live Bacteria
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Results and discussion

3.1 Organisation of NRPSs involved in pyoverdine synthesis in

Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

3.1.1 Single-Molecule Tracking

In the first part of the project, single molecule tracking experiments were performed in order to

obtain information about the diffusion of proteins of interest inside live bacteria cells (Figure

3.1.1). The purpose of tracking experiments is to decipher the motion modes of NRPSs inside

live bacteria. In these experiments PAmCherry fusion enzymes were used. If we observe diffe-

rences in the diffusion coefficients of the different NRPS, it could imply that they are diffusing

independently from each other, notably in case of their diffusion coefficient appeared to be de-

pendant on the size of the protein. On the opposite, if we observe a similar diffusive mode for

all the four NRPS, it would corroborate the formation of complexes between different NRPSs.

Of course, in case of transient interactions, would correspond in mixture of these two situations.

PvdL PvdDPvdJPvdI

PvdH PvdA PvdF

PVD 
precursor

Protein of interest

Fluorescent protein 

Track

C Restrained diffusion Free diffusion

Different diffusion modes
B

A

Similar diffusion modes

Figure 3.1.1 – A. The spatial organization of the proteins of pyoverdine synthesis pathway is still unknown.

The NRPSs involved in the process could either form complexes (siderosome), transient or not, or diffuse freely

inside the bacteria. B. The trajectory of a labeled NRPS molecule can be tracked by linking the positions of

the molecule within consecutive microscopy frames. C. Expected behaviour of two NRPSs in case of a complex

formation vs free diffusion.
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Single molecule tracking could then provide interesting information about NRPS organization.

In order to examine the diffusion of single enzyme we reconstructed diffusion maps at the single

cell level (Figure 3.1.2, A). The patterns of diffusion of each NRPS visually appear to be si-

milar from cell to cell. PvdA was used as an external control as its diffusion was previously

determined [113]. We can observe smaller jumps and more confined tracks near the regions of

bacterial membrane (Figure 3.1.2, A). The diffusion of PvdL , the first enzyme involved in the

pyoverdine production process - appeared to be more restricted than those of the three other

NRPSs resulting in more confined tracks (Figure 3.1.2, A (PvdL)).

1µm

PvdA PvdI PvdDPvdJ

A
PvdL

B

C

µ µ µ µ

PvdA PvdI PvdDPvdJPvdL

Figure 3.1.2 – A. Diffusion maps. B. Jump distance distributions builded for all the enzymes of interest.

The histograms were fitted with two component model, which consider coexistence of mobile (blue line) and

restrained (green line) complexes. C. The obtained diffusion coefficients and corresponding amplitudes. The

black dashed line corresponds to diffusion coefficient median value.

All the obtained tracks containing more than three spots were used to build a Jump Distance

(JD) distribution (Figure 3.1.2, B) from which is is possible to calculate the diffusion coefficients

and their corresponding amplitudes (Figure 3.1.2, C). Two populations (or two modes of diffu-

sion) were systematically required to adjust properly the JD distribution (blue and green line

on fig 3.1.2, B). We speculated that these two modes corresponded to a mobile diffusion mode
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(blue line, blue dots) and to a restrained diffusion mode (green line, yellow dots). Not shown

in the figure, but the histograms of jump distances among different experiments for each NRPS

appeared very similar - showing that the biological replicates are giving similar results.

For the five proteins measured, the larger difference in the shape of the JD histograms can be

observed between the JD distributions of PvdA and those of four NRPSs (Figure 3.1.2, B) which

is probably the consequence of smaller size, high mobility and much higher expression levels of

this enzyme.

Among the four NRPSs, the JD distributions of PvdL was found to exhibit much higher fre-

quencies at smaller jump distances (Figure 3.1.2, B). In line with this observation, the slowest

diffusion rate of mobile diffusion mode was found for PvdL with the diffusion coefficient of 0.049

[0.045 − 0.052] µm2s−1 (median [IQR]). This value is close to the diffusion coefficient of the

restrained diffusion mode of PvdA : 0.048 [0.044−0.053] µm2s−1. All together this suggests that

PvdL diffusion is mostly restrained.

Interestingly, the restrained diffusion coefficients of the different NRPS were found to be very

similar to each others (Figure 3.1.2, C) whereas the mobile diffusion coefficients were differing

between the different NRPSs. This possibly indicates an independent diffusion of the mobile

fractions. Nevertheless, we cannot reject that some fraction of enzymes may diffuse in complexes

as the changes occurred independently from the protein sizes.

In addition, we can see scattered values of the mobile diffusion coefficients with, for example,

partially overlapping values for the mobile diffusion coefficients of PvdI and PvdJ enzyme.

This can suggest that the diffusions modes are more complex than a simple two state system.

Unfortunately, more than two (close) modes of diffusions cannot be resolved using the approach.

Amplitudes of the species with restrained diffusion were very close (about 40%) for all NRPS,

although roughly defined. This is surprising because the level of expression of the different NRPS

can be strongly different. Then, we can conclude that NRPS bind to the complex likely with

different stoichiometries.

Taken together, these data suggest that NRPSs may form a very dynamic complexes. It strongly

suggest that the fraction of proteins which corresponds to restrained complexes may correspond

a complex where all NRPS are interacting in the regions near the membrane (where we saw

more confined tracks). Each NRPS would nevertheless also coexist in complex of different sizes,

possibly with different interacting partners, in and out this large membrane complex.

The study of NRPS diffusion using sptPALM is to a certain degree limited by the fluorophore

photostability. After initial photoactivation the fluorescence signal is eventually lost due to

photobleaching, which allows to obtain only a part of each track. In addition, the time resolution

is limited by the necessary compromise that has to be made in exposure for collecting a sufficient

number of photons in each frames. Technical methods with better resolution, like MINFLUX, or
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with better fluorophores to lengthen the tracking traced, maybe using organic fluorophores with

hallo tags for example, might provide interesting cross-validation data to these observations.

3.1.2 Localization microscopy

In a next step we aimed to explore the subcellular localizations of NRPSs inside the bacteria.

The static images of NRPSs positions in fixed cells were obtained for the four NRPSs and for

PvdA using 3D DNA-PAINT super-resolution microscopy. In 3D imaging, PvdA appears to be

more localized near the membrane area than inside the bacteria (Figure 3.1.3). We can observe

partial exclusion zones in the middle part of cell which probably corresponds to the region of

the nucleoid (Figure 3.1.3). The tracking experiments and previous 2D experiments [113] were

unable to reveal this exclusion area (Figure 3.1.2) because the measurement were done in TIRF

where only the cellular part close to the glass slide were observed.

z-slice

3D image of bacteria 
on the glass surface

PvdA

Cross sec�on

Figure 3.1.3 – z-slice of 3D image of PvdA imaged in fixed bacteria with DNA-PAINT technique (scale bar

2 µm). Cross-sections of three different bacteria in the field of view are presented in the color boxes (scale bar

1 µm) .

Similar distribution patterns were observed for all the four NRPS enzymes (Figure 3.1.4, Figure

3.1.5).
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PvdL

PvdI

Figure 3.1.4 – z-slice of 3D image of PvdL (top image) and PvdI (lower image) enzymes in fixed

bacteria (scale bar 2 µm) and cross-sections in the color boxes (scale bar 1 µm).
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PvdJ

PvdD

Figure 3.1.5 – z-slice of 3D image of PvdJ (top image) and PvdD (lower image) enzymes in fixed

bacteria (scale bar 2 µm) and cross-sections in the color boxes (scale bar 1 µm).
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For each NRPS, localizations were mostly found excluded from the center part of the bacterial

core. Then these images suggest that NRPSs are preferably localized near the membrane region.

The precision of the 3D DNA-PAINT cannot answer to the question of whether the NRPS are

bound or not to the memebrane - but this question can partially be answered by the previsouly

made tracking experiment showing at least one of the two diffusion modes incompatible with

membrane insersion.

In order to check whether the cell fixation and the procedure of antibody labelling may disrupt

the enzymes localizations we compared the reconstructed images obtained in two techniques :

the enzymes imaged with DNA-PAINT and with PALM (Figure 3.1.6). DNA-PAINT technique

allows to acquire the localizations which correspond to the same molecule repeatedly, thus al-

lowing to distinguish true molecular positions by the number of events. The price to pay is to

bind a primary and a secondary antibody to the labelled protein. In PALM, direct observations

of the labelled protein can be made, but due to a fast photobleaching, localization signals are

dimmer and its is harder to separate true localizations from spurious noise emissions.

The harder difficulty in this experiment is the fact that the expression levels of NRPS can be very

low - for example, in the case of PvdL and PvdJ enzymes (Figure 3.1.6). This likely correspond

to very few hundreds (or less than a hunderd) of proteins in the cell. In this conditions, it is

necessary much harder to observe - at least visually - the exclusion area at the central part of

cytoplasm.

PvdA PvdL PvdI PvdJ PvdD

Figure 3.1.6 – Localization images obtained in live using PAmCherry fused proteins. The images were analysed

in the same way as DNA-PAINT one.

3.1.3 Colocalization microscopy

Next, we performed two-color DNA-PAINT microscopy to better understand the NRPS organi-

zation in cell by measuring protein-protein interactions. In two-color DNA-PAINT experiments

we used double mutant bacteria with pairs of enzymes fused to eGFP and mCherry, respectively

(Figure 3.1.7).
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Colocalization analysis in classical microscopy is not always able to reliably indicate the presence

of protein-protein interactions because two proteins colocalizing at the pixel levels with at best

a lateral resolution of 200-300 nm can be close in space but without interacting. This limitation

make the protein-preotein interaction characterization using colocalization sometimes difficult

to anlayse.

Here we propose to work at the single molecule level, measuring the colocalization based on

localization coordinates of single molecules. Although the limitations described just before still

occur, they are now much more limited by the much better pointing precision of the localization.

PvdI

PvdL
No colocaliza�on

Colocaliza�on 

Probable interac�on

Off

On
Off

On
Docking strand

Imager strand

Docking strand

Figure 3.1.7 – The double mutant bacteria with pairs of enzymes fused to mCherry and eGFP fluorescent

proteins were labeled with primary and secondary antibodies and imaged with DNA-PAINT technique. The

goal of this set of experiments was to get the information about relative organisation of NRPSs and their

probable interactions.

First we checked whether the experimental and data post processing protocols are performing

well on our system. To to this, we explored of whether we obtained similar results independently

of the order of labelling of the pairs of proteins for which we are looking for interaction. This was

carried out by imaging the two double mutant bacteria strains : eGFP-PvdL/PvdJ-mCherry and

PvdJ-eGFP/mCherry-PvdL. The obtained Mander’s overlap coefficients (calculation example in

figure 2.5.2) were found to be in a similar range (Figure 3.1.8, B, grey box).
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A B

eGFP mCherry

PvdL PvdDPvdJPvdI

Figure 3.1.8 – A. Reconstructed images of PvdL (eGFP channel) and PvdI (mCherry channel) enzyme pair

images with DNA-PAINT technique. B. The Mander’s overlap coefficients (the higher the more the interaction)

was calculated for each pair of proteins in regard to eGFP/mCherry (first of two boxes) and mCherry/eGFP

(second box) channels.

Further we performed the same experiments on each of the double mutant bacteria. Almost in

all cases, the distribution of the Mander’s overlap coefficients appeared to be spread over a wide

range of values. This fact may indicate that the levels of interaction can be strongly varying from

cell to cell. At this point it is not yet fully clear whether the possible reason is the expression

level variability of the two proteins in cells, or the cell to cell variability connected to their

respective state of PVD production (for example, if the production is pulsatile with production

periods separated by non-producting periods). In addition to that, it is also worth to consider

the reasons of the distribution, which are related to the technique. Thus, Mander’s overlap

coefficients could be affected by the uncertainty in the localization coordinates. Moreover, the

possible misalignment at the nanometer scale of the eGFP and mCherry channels (a chromatic

abberation) is expected to have a varying impact in case of different experiments, different fields

of view or even different regions in the image. This point has to be explored further in our data.

Nevertheless, the highest value, corresponding to ∼0.56 (median) was obtained for the pair

PvdL/PvdI, which are the two first enzymes in the pyoverdine biosynthesis process. Relatively

high values were also observed for the pair of PvdL/PvdD (median ∼0.4), which is rather unex-

pected given that these are the first and the last enzyme in the production process, respectively.

Interestingly, it was reported based on bioinformatic analysis that the first and the last enzymes

metabolic pathways in E.coli are preferably localized [149]. In this publication, they suggest

that such organization could induce pathways optimisation in order to minimize the production

cost.
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Even if the true quantification of these measurement is difficult, they provide at least some

qualitative information about the fact that PvdL and PvdI and to a lesser extent PvdL and

PvdD are interacting.

3.1.4 FLIM-FRET to measure the protein-protein interaction between NRPSs

In order to explore the interactions between the NPRSs we used Förster resonance energy

transfer measured by fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM-FRET) technique. FLIM-FRET is

used for the protein pairs labeled with donor and acceptor fluorophores (in our case these are

eGFP and mCherry, respectively) and in principle may provide quantitative information about

the protein-protein interactions (Figure 3.1.9, A).
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Figure 3.1.9 – FLIM-FRET technique applied to the detection of protein-protein interactions. A. The fluo-

rescence lifetime of the donor molecule diminishes in case of an efficient FRET process, which is only possible

when the acceptor is located in close proximity - if, for example, protein-protein interaction occurs. B. Due to

labels position or due to the size of the interacting proteins, dye-to-dye distances can be too long for FRET to

occur, even in case of a protein-protein interaction.

The measured experimental values (averaged over several field of view) are presented in table

3.1. The calculated FRET efficiency values appear to be negligible for almost all the investigated

pairs except, probably, PvdL / PvdD. We were unable to reliably confirm these findings by using

an analysis method described in Publication II. Moreover, it was not possible to detect any signal

for PvdJ / PvdD NRPS pair.

There are several possible explanations for incoherent results obtained during FRET experi-

ments. FLIM-FRET technique is strongly dependent on the distance between the donor and

acceptor molecules as the FRET efficiency is inversely proportional to the power six of the

dye-to-dye distance (∼1/R6). In some cases the interaction of proteins can not be clearly dis-

tinguished. FRET will not occur when the interaction of the two proteins results in a relatively
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Strain name τ eGFP, ns τ eGFP - mCherry, ns E

eGFP-PvdL / PvdJ-mCherry 2.3 2.3 0.0

PvdJ-eGFP / mCherry-PvdL 2.3 2.3 0.0

eGFP-PvdL / mCherry-PvdD 2.3 2.0 0.13

eGFP-PvdL / PvdI-mCherry 2.3 2.2 0.04

PvdJ-eGFP / mCherry-PvdD Na Na Na

Table 3.1 – The lifetime values obtained for donor (eGFP) and donor-acceptor (eGFP - mCherry) pair and

FRET efficiency (E) in FLIM-FRET experiments

long distance between the two attached fluorophores (Figure 3.1.9, B). The interpretation of

the FLIM-FRET data can be further complicated by unbalanced stoichiometry and transient

interactions which involve only a fraction of the proteins of interest. The low expression levels

of NRPSs involved in PVD biosynthesis resulted in less signal recorded from the sample which

made the analysis more complicated.

To analyse these data we used a phasor approach which is able to provide global understanding on

heterogeneous lifetime values [150]. In this approach each fluorescence decay which corresponds

to one pixel can be transformed into a phasor point. The phasor coordinates are defined by

real (g) and imaginary (s) parts of the Fourier transform. The phasor points are mapped to a

semicircle which displays the lifetime values which increases conterclockwise (Figure 3.1.10, A).

The donor phasor will appear at some place in the semicircle depending on its lifetime (Figure

3.1.10, A, green filled circle). When all the donor molecules undergo FRET the phasor is shifted

in the direction of lower lifetimes as showed in the Figure 3.1.10, A (red filled circle). In the case

of lower FRET efficiency the fraction of unquenched donor may effect the phasor position so it

shifts to the middle part between two possible phasors (corresponding no FRET and maximal

FRET phasors) (Figure 3.1.10, A, yellow filled circle).
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Figure 3.1.10 – A. Schematic phasor plot. The position of the donor phasor in the semicircle is shown as green

filled circle. The phasor shifts towards the position of the red filled circle if all the donor molecules undergo

FRET with high transfer efficiency. The yellow filled circle represents the phasor position in the case of mixture

of unquenched (no FRET) and quenched (FRET) species. B. Possible positions of the donor and measured

phasors in the case of low FRET efficiency.
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By using phasor approach it was possible to observe the shift between donor (eGFP-PvdL) and

donor-acceptor (eGFP - PvdL/mCherry - PvdD) phasors (Figure 3.1.11). Similar behaviour was

observed for different fields of view in the sample. For all the other investigated pair we observed

no shift of the donor and donor acceptor phasors.

eGFP-PvdL eGFP-PvdL/mCh-PvdD

g

s

g

s

g

s

overlapA B C

Figure 3.1.11 – The phasor plots of A donor - eGFP-PvdL, B donor and acceptor - eGFP - PvdL/mCherry

- PvdD and C their overlap.

This finding allows to confirm the colocalization microscopy results showing PvdL/PvdD colo-

calization.

Altogether, the large size of the NRPS and the low expression levels were challenging factors

to evidence NRPS-NRPS interactions. We nevertheless were able to evidence a protein-protein

interaction in PvdL/PvdD (FRET and colocalization).

3.1.5 Speculation on global organization biology of NRPSs

The results of experiments performed during this project allow to suggest that the four large

NRPS involved in PVD biosynthesis may form a very dynamic complexes near the cell inner

membrane in order synthezise the Pyoverdine precursor (Figure 3.1.12). The localization micro-

scopy experiments showed that the NRPS were preferably located near the membrane regions,

further corroborating the suggestion that PVD synthesis occurs near the membrane. Our results

are in line with a fact that Pyoverdine molecule includes a hydrophobic myristic or myristoleic

acid residue, introduced by the first enzyme in the production process - PvdL - and suggesting

its membrane anchoring.

Moreover, PvdL was found to exhibit the most restricted diffusion among all the four NRPS

studied, performing mostly confined movement near the membrane. Three other enzymes, PvdI,

PvdJ and PvdD, exhibited two distinct diffusion modes. The mobile fraction of NRPSs with high

diffusion coefficients seems to be diffusing in the bacteria cytoplasm. The values of the diffusion

coefficients do not fully correspond to the expected coefficient calculated based on the molecular

size of these proteins. Also approximative, this teoretical estimation suggest that NRPS are not
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diffusing ’alone’ as monomers in the cytoplasm. This conclusion should to be taken cautiously,

because we demonstrate in our data that the volume in which the NRPS are allowed to diffuse

is strongly limited in the cell. Indeed, we observed the partial exclusion zones in the middle part

of the bacterial cytoplasm which could not be seen previously nor in FRAP [111] neither in 2D

sptPALM experiments [113]. This exclusion from the large bacteria nucleoid, resulting in a more

restricted diffusion volume in the bacteria cell, may induce constrained diffusion (a molecule

freely diffusing in a ’too’ small volume will exhibit reduced diffusion coefficient) and therefore

may also explain why we retrieved lower diffusion values than expected. We probably need to

explore mean square displacement (MSD) plot (or change the step time in the JD distribution)

to see if we can evidence restricted diffusion in our data.

PvdJ

PvdL

PvdD

PvdJ

PvdI

PvdL

PvdI

PvdJ

PvdD

PvdD

PvdJ

Figure 3.1.12 – Hypothetical NRPS organization in bacteria cell.
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The colocalization experiments revealed a preferable colocalization of PvdL with PvdI and PvdD,

which are first, second and the last enzymes of the biosynthesis process, respectively. The inter-

action of PvdL and PvdD pair was confirmed in FLIM-FRET experiments. Such a preferable

colocalization could possibly be indicative of an existence of a certain synthetic pathway opti-

mization, however, further experiments are needed in order to confirm this suggestion.

A major limitation impeding the understanding of NRPS organization is related to the fact that

the experiments were performed at maximum with two enzymes at the same time - giving only

a partial view of the organization of the four NRPS.

Our objective was then to perform multi-species imaging and tracking and to establish an

original multi-color tracking procedure to track simultaneously different NRPS in live cells. This

will be done using the srSMLM [36] which was recently set-up in our lab. Thanks to a complete

spectral decomposition of single-emitters, strongly overlapping spectra can be discriminated,

making it possible to excite with a single laser and track simultaneously up to four fluorescent

proteins differing only by slightly shifted emission spectra. Tracking traces will be calculated on

multidimensional data (space, time and spectra) to improve traces assignment.

But to make srSMLM sufficiently efficient to work with multiple colours, we worked on advancing

srSMLM using deep learning.
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3.2 Deep Learning to enhance the performance of srSMLM

Basically, there are three major parameters to trade-off for fluorescence imaging : spatial and

temporal resolutions and multiplexity.

Figure 3.2.1 – Main parameters to trade-off in fluorescence imaging and cytometry [151]

SMLM is at the moment the technique achieving the highest spatial resolution in optical ima-

ging routine experiments. The spatial resolution that can be achieved is dependent on both the

pointing precision (defined by the number of photons collected from a single emitter) and on the

localisations spatial density (often referred as molecular density). The minimal number of mole-

cules required within an area (sampling size) has to be of at least (2/resolution)D (D = spatial

dimensionality) to capture all the information of the structure to be imaged (Nyquist criterion)

[152]. For example, to achieve 20 nm resolution in two dimensions, 10,000 localizations/µm2 are

required - and ∼106 per µm3 for a 3D image. These numbers apply for each of the co-imaged

components. Sequential imaging of two colors requires an acquisition time which is at least twice

longer compared to a single-colour SMLM (given that a single-colour image with ∼ 30 nm re-

solution typically requires few minutes of acquisition to accumulate enough localizations). On

a practical point of view, imaging different channels at the nm-scale faces additional challenges

like a higher sensitivity to chromatic aberrations (the more separated the colors the higher the
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aberrations), instrumental drifting over time or finding compatible imaging buffers for the dif-

ferent organic fluorophores to be combined – making SMLM not easily scalable to multi-colours.

The price to pay for the improved resolution is therefore to sacrifice the temporal resolution

– this price is even higher if multiple targets of interest are planned to be localised in images.

In single molecule tracking (smTracking), localizations of a given single molecule are linked to

reconstitute a trace (positions (x, y, (z)) as a function of time) from which velocities (distance

/ time) or diffusions (area / time) can be derived. Low fluorophore density is required to isolate

single emitters in space. smTracking is not limited by the requirement of accumulating high lo-

calisation densities. smTracking is then able to reach fast temporal resolution while keeping high

pointing precision. The temporal limit – typically in the ms range - is driven by the exposure

time required to capture enough signal from single emitters to properly localize them in frames

and by the risk of imaging motion-blurred localisations due to the diffusion of molecules during

the exposure time if it is too long.

For revealing how proteins relate to each other over time at the nanoscale, sequential acquisition

are poorly efficient and multi-colour tracking is required to capture simultaneous positions and

movements of different partners. With increasing the number of simultaneous components to

be co-imaged, the spectral overlap between the fluorophores labelling them inevitably increases

imposing to narrow-down the spectral detection range for each fluorophore. The spectral selection

is then associated to a reduction in the amount of collected photons, and therefore signal-to-noise

ratio. The limited number of separable channels in multi-colour tracking narrows the boundaries

of achievable multicolour multiplexed imaging.

For all these reasons, progress in multicolour SMLM and smTracking has not yet really mo-

ved beyond the stage of sequential observation of few proteins within complex multi-protein

architectures.

The technical challenge is now therefore to develop approaches able to combine the information

obtained simultaneously on different molecules and to combine at the same time high spatial

resolution, high temporal resolution and multiplexity.

SrSMLM (Figure 3.2.2, A) has the potential to reach these requirements that would allow to

track simultaneously up to four non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS) of the pyoverdine

pathway in live P. aeruginosa

But despite various recent setup and analysis improvements in the field of srSMLM, this tech-

nique still suffers from low SNR particularly in the spectral part.

We then aimed to develop the deep learning model able to increase the SNR of the images and

useful data ratio for the srSMLM technique. The main challenge in application of deep learning

to improve SNR in the spectrally-resolved technique is that it is not possible to acquire the

corresponding low and high SNR images due to stochastic nature of the emission. In order to

circumvent this issue we decided to create the high SNR images by imaging a DNA-PAINT
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origami nanoruler, which allows to obtain multiple emitting events for the same position in the

sample. After that we clustered the images which corresponded to repeated measurements of the

same position and were observed at a minimum of 8 frames. We worked on 64×16 image patches

(concatenated 16×16 container centered around the emitter position and 48×16 container which

contained the corresponding spectra). For the cluster of n frames we kept one image as low SNR

to use in the training set (x train). To create the corresponding high SNR image (y train) we

fused (n-1) images using Spatial Frequency weighting averaging [153] followed by white top-hat

transformation (Figure 3.2.2, B). Thus we obtained n corresponding pairs of low and high SNR

images per cluster. In addition, we introduced random shift to the spectral container along

the x-axis to simulate the spectral shift of the emission and we generated about 15% of noisy

images (without any localization present on the image). This process was repeated for the images

obtained at different laser intensities allowing to create a training set of ∼265,000 image pairs

without using data augmentation. The 10% of the images were used as a test set.
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Figure 3.2.2 – A. In srSMLM the emitter position and its corresponding spectra are acquired at the same

time by introducing the dispersive element into the light path before the camera. B. The spectral and spatial

information of single emitting molecule can be recorded in different frames. Such image stacks can be used to

create the training set for the srUnet by keeping one image as a low SNR (x train) and by fusing other (n-1)

using weighted spatial frequency calculations in order to create the corresponding high SNR image (y train).

C. Unet-based network architecture which contains contracting path (including convolution (Conv2D), batch

normalization (BN) and uses Leaky Rectified Linear Activation (LReLU) as activation function) and symmetric

expanding path (including Transposed convolution (Conv2DTranspose) layers) and cross connections between

some same-sized parts.
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The network architecture was optimized for our task. The network is composed of 6×6 convolu-

tional layers with Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation function followed by Batch norma-

lization and Leaky Rectified Unit (Leacky ReLU) (Figure 3.2.2, C). Furthermore, the trained

model was tested using previously unseen nanoruler images. We showed that the network al-

lows to increase spatial and spectral precision especially for the localizations with a low photon

bunget and strongly improve the probability to allocate the wavelength. In addition, we demons-

trated the ability of the model to reconstruct the images in the presence of spectral shift while

preserving the linearity of the response. Moreover, the model was tested for multicolor imaging

of bacteria cells labeled by two dyes with overlapping spectra.

The results are presented in the following article.
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Spectrally-Resolved Single Molecule Localization Microscopy
(srSMLM) is a recent multidimensional technique enriching sin-
gle molecule localization imaging by the simultaneous record-
ing of single emitters spectra. As for SMLM, the localization
precision is fundamentally limited by the number of photons
collected per emitters . But srSMLM is more impacted be-
cause splitting the emission light from single emitters into a spa-
tial and a spectral channel further reduces the number of pho-
tons available for each channel and impairs both spatial and
spectral precision - or forces the sacrifice of one or the other.
Here, we explored the potential of deep learning to overcome
this limitation. We report srUnet - a Unet-based image pro-
cessing that enhances the spectral and spatial signals and com-
pensates for the signal loss inherent in recording the spectral
component. We showed that localization and spectral precision
of low-emitting species remain as good as those obtained with
a high photons budget together with improving the fraction of
localizations whose signal is both spatially and spectrally inter-
pretable. srUnet is able to deal with spectral shift and its appli-
cation to multicolour imaging in biological sample is straight-
forward.
srUnet advances spectrally resolved single molecule localiza-
tion microscopy to achieve performance close to conventional
SMLM without complicating its use.

spectrally resolved single molecule localization microscopy | deep learning |
U-net|super-resolution microscopy

Correspondence: julien.godet@unistra.fr

Introduction

Super-resolution microscopy has opened exciting new oppor-
tunities in life science to study biological processes at the
nanometer scale. Among the super-resolution imaging meth-
ods, single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) (1–3)
is widely used - presumably because it builds on conventional
wide-field imaging and is relatively easy to implement (4).
SMLM is based on the principle that the localization of a
molecule can be determined with high accuracy from its PSF
if the latter corresponds to a single molecule emitter. The
elegant idea behind SMLM is to achieve the spatial isola-
tion of single emitters by repeatedly recording sparse subsets
of individual fluorophores stochastically-activated over time.
Isolated emitters are then pinpointed and their localizations
accumulated to reconstruct a SMLM image. The routine lat-
eral resolution of SMLM is in the range of 10-50 nm - an or-
der of magnitude improvement over conventional diffraction-
limited microscopy resolutions.

SMLM has recently been extended beyond the spatial po-
sitions of single emitters to explore additional dimensions
of their emission signals. In Spectrally-resolved SMLM
(srSMLM), both the full emission spectra and the localiza-
tions of single emitters are simultaneously recorded (5–8).
The additional characterization of the spectral component
is a breakthrough and srSMLM has rapidly found success-
ful applications in multicolour imaging (5, 8–10) or tracking
(9, 11–13), single molecule conformational changes (14–17),
or single-molecule polarity sensing (6, 18–20).
Different technical approaches have been reported to capture
the spectral decomposition of light (21). A dual-objective
configuration was initially described (5) where one objective
lens is dedicated to localization measurements and the sec-
ond - combined with a prism - is used for collecting spectral-
measurements of the same single molecules. While this de-
sign achieved excellent light collection efficiency, more re-
cent works reported the use of a single-objective combined
either with a transmission grating (Fig. 1 a.) or with the as-
sociation of a beam splitter and a prism. These setups are
simpler in design and impose fewer constraints on sample
mounting as compared to a dual-objective setup. But split-
ting the signal into two paths reduces the number of photons
available for each path. Additionally, strong spectral disper-
sion reduces the signal-to-noise ratio in the spatial domain, so
that parameters of the emission spectra cannot always be re-
covered or properly characterized for all detected molecules
- particularly for the lowest emissive ones. These are limiting
srSMLM because the final image resolution depends on the
accuracy of each individual localization measurement (the
higher the number of emitted photons, the better the pointing
precision) and on the spatial density of emitters localized in
the final image (Nyquist sampling theory). Some recent at-
tempts have been made for improving srSMLM resolutions
- either by improving the photon detection efficiency (9),
proposing new fluorophores (20) or by enabling higher emit-
ter densities (22, 23) - but the improvements remain modest.
In this work, we aimed to advance srSMLM through data
post-processing. Recent developments in deep learning
methods now offer powerful analysis tools that have the po-
tential to outperform conventional image processing (24, 25).
For example, content-aware image restoration (CARE) (26)
can improve and restore the quality of under-exposed or
under-sampled images and makes it possible to recover im-
portant biological information from noisy images. CARE
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Fig. 1. srSMLM and srUnet principles.
a. Schematic representation of srSMLM. In srSMLM, the diffraction-limited image (PSF) of a single emitter is recorded in a spatial space - allowing its localization to be
estimated with high accuracy. Simultaneously, part of the emission light is diffracted and the emission spectrum is recorded in a spectral space on the same detector - giving
access to spectroscopic information on the emitter.
b. srUnet architecture. srUnet is based on a Unet architecture. A Unet is a convolutional neural network made of a contracting path (left part of the U - operating 2D
convolutions (Conv2D), batch normalization (BN) and using Leaky Rectified Linear Activation (LReLU) as activation function) and a symmetric expanding path (right part
of the U: based on Transposed convolution (Conv2DTranspose) layers also called deconvolution layers) with cross connections between some same-sized parts of the
down-sampling and of the up-sampling paths (horizontal arrows). srUnet can be trained end-to-end to restore high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from low-SNR image.

network architectures are based on convolutional U-nets (27).
These deep artificial convolutional network architectures can
be trained end-to-end with relatively few images and with
relative quick training time to denoise and restore images.
We presented here srUnet, a U-net-based image processing
for srSMLM that enhances the spectral and spatial signals
and compensates for the photon loss inherent in recording
the spectral component.

Results

Convolutional network.
Convolutional neural networks are very efficient at semantic
segmentation, classification, image denoising, domain trans-
lation, or reconstruction (28, 29). U-net are particular convo-
lutional networks made of a contracting path ( left hand side
of the U) and a symmetric expanding path (right hand part.)
(Fig. 1 b.) with cross connections between same sized parts
of the down-sampling and the up-sampling paths (27, 30). In
image denoising, U-nets can efficiently restore high signal to
noise ratio (SNR) images from low SNR images. The model
has first to be trained with pairs of images, using the low SNR
images as inputs and their corresponding high SNR images as
targets. Once trained, the network can be used to predict high
SNR images from any new low SNR images with good gen-
eralizing properties for images unseen during the training.

Generating a training data set.
We first built a training data set made of noisy low-SNR im-
ages (x_train) paired with their corresponding high-SNR im-
ages (y_train).
Because of the stochastic nature of the emissions in SMLM
it is improbable to match low and high SNR acquisition se-
quences composed of exactly similar localizations in space
and time at the scale of a field of view. To circumvent this,
we worked on 64x16 pixels image patches - themselves a

concatenation of a 16x16 pixels container centered around
the PSF in the spatial channel and a 48x16 pixels container
collecting the corresponding spectra in the spectral channel
(Fig. 2 a. and b.). At the localization scale, collecting the
same single molecule several time with different SNR is pos-
sible.
We imaged the ATTO 542 dye of a DNA-PAINT origami
nanoruler (GATTA-PAINT 80RG with , GattaQuant GmbH)
immobilized on a microscope glass slide. Each DNA-PAINT
origami nanoruler has three docking sites for labelled imag-
ing DNA strands (imagers), creating three aligned localiza-
tion sites with robust and reproducible mark-to-mark dis-
tances of 80 nm (31). To fully control the matching between
high and low SNR localizations, we took advantage of the
fact that the signal from an emitter can be observed on sev-
eral consecutive frames during the acquisition - in particular
at low laser illumination intensity - generating repeated mea-
surements of the same emitter at a given position (Fig. 2
b.). These repeated measurements can be clustered in space
and time and clusters with at least three localizations ob-
served in a radius of less than 10 nm were kept. Within a
cluster c composed of n frames, a random frame k was se-
lected to append the training set (x_trainc) while the (n − 1)
left images of the cluster were fused using Spatial Frequency
weighted averaging (wSF fusion) (32) followed by a white
top-hat transformation to create the corresponding high SNR
image (y_trainc). (Fig. 2 c.). This original approach al-
lowed us to build a training data set made of pairs of low
SNR / high SNR images of the same PSF. The training set
was composed of pairs of images acquired at different laser
intensities to collect different levels of signal and/or noise.
We also augmented the training set with images in which the
spectral container box was randomly shifted along the spec-
tra axis - mimicking a shift of the emission spectra of the
emitter. Finally we introduced about 15% of images without
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Fig. 2. Training data set and performance of the srUnet to learn to predict ground-truth images.
a. Raw srSMLM image (scale bar 10 µm). The PSF of a single emitter in the spatial channel can be associated to its spectral decomposition in the spectral channel. The
total signal of a single emitter is detected in two distinct domains.
b. Cluster of "mergeable" frames of a single molecule. In single molecule microscopy, flu orescent molecules can be detected in their ’on’ state for more than one frame.
Molecules appearing on several consecutive frames are usually merged as a single localization.
c. Building srUnet training data-set. Here we used signal appearing on consecutive frames to generate the srUnet training data-set. All but one image of a cluster were
fused using a weighting based on their spatial frequencies to generate a reference image with higher signal to noise ratio (ground truth image or y_train). The image left is
used as a train low SNR image (x_train). The training set was composed of k ≈ 265,000 pairs of images and split in a train and a test data-set.
d. Representative images and e. signal profiles of the test data set and of their srUnet predictions. The y_pred image predicted by the srUnet for the x_test image
appears very similar to the y_test reference image used as a target.
f. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and g. structural similarity index (SSIM). The restored images predicted by the network (pred) exhibited an average improvement of
∼ 26 dB, a value very similar to the improvement between the raw images and their corresponding ground truth (G.T.). Similarly, the SSIM values between predicted images
and their ground-truth target were very close to one, showing that srUnet was able to predict ground truth quality images from raw noisy data

any localization in the training data set to force the network
to make parsimonious predictions. Taken together, we gener-
ated a training matrix of dimensions (265000, 16, 64, 2) (Fig.
2 c.) that we split in a train (90%) and a test (10%) data set.

Training the network.

The srUnet was trained on the ∼ 240,000 pairs of images of
the training set. The training time was about 60 min (200
epochs of 15-20 seconds each) on a GPU (Nvidia GTX 1080
Ti) using keras data generator (33). The ∼ 25,000 pairs of
images of the test data set were used to evaluate the qual-
ity of the training. Restored images (y_pred) were generated
from the x_test images and compared to the y_test images
used as a ground truth (G.T.) (Fig. 2 d. and e.). Visually,
predicted images were very similar to the targeted G.T. im-
ages. As compared to the raw images, the restored images
predicted by the network (Ŷ or y_pred) exhibited an aver-
age improvement of 26 [22-29] dB (mean [CI95%]) measured
by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) (Fig. 2 f.). The corre-
sponding value between raw images and their corresponding
ground truth was 25.5 [21-29] dB (mean [CI95%]). As ex-
pected from these very similar PSNR and from the visual im-
pression, the structural similarity index (SSIM), a perceptual
metric used to quantify the difference between the y_pred im-
ages and their corresponding ground truth images, was 0.93
[0.90-0.96] (median [IQR]) (Fig. 2 g.). These high SSIM val-
ues clearly demonstrate that the network was able to predict
ground truth quality images from raw noisy data.

Exploring the reconstruction performance of the srUnet.

To evaluate further the reconstruction performance of the
trained network (SSIM evaluated differences at the pixel
level), we applied it to the previously unseen images of a val-
idation set built independently from the testing set. We first
explored the ability of the srUnet to reconstruct properly im-
ages from raw noisy images. We explored whether we could
fit a PSF in the reconstructed image if a localization was ini-
tially truly present in the G.T. image. From the confusion
matrix (Fig. 3 a.) we calculated a sensitivity of 99.5%. The
specificity was also very good (Sp= 0.988%). Together, the
accuracy reached 99.4%, showing that discrepancies relative
to the G.T. data was minimal. To explore the properties of
the reconstructed PSF, we fitted the G.T. PSF and the recon-
structed PSF of the validation data set using the same soft-
ware (Peakfit) with same setup parameters. Compared to the
G.T. PSF, we observed a small systematic bias both on the
center position of the 2D-Gaussian fits, with about 4 nm and
about 2 nm on the X and Y axes, respectively (Fig. 3 b.),
The standard deviation (SD) distributions of the circular 2D-
Gaussian fits were very similar (Fig. 3 c.). The presence of
the limited spatial bias is hard to interpret because of the un-
known true position of the emitting molecules in the sample.
This systematic bias is not critical as it only results in a trans-
lation of a few nanometers of the reconstructed image. The
number of detected photons by emitters calculated as the in-
tegral of the 2D-Gaussian fits were greatly increased in the
reconstructed srUnet image as compared to the the original
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Fig. 3. U-net performance evaluated on a validation set.
a. Confusion matrix and localization detection performance metrics. The localizations retrieved on srUnet restored images were compared to the actual localizations.
b. Center position bias (in nm ) and c. standard deviation change of the 2-D Gaussian fits of the PSF. A few nanometer systematic bias was found in the localization
coordinates of the srUnet images using the raw data as a reference, but was not observed in the standard deviation of the 2D Gaussian fits.
d. Comparison of the number of collected photons between the srUnet and (black) raw images or (green) ground truth images. Interestingly, the improvement factor
provided by the srUnet was increasing with the decrease of the raw signals.
e. Spatial and f. spectral precision as a function of the number of collected photons. We found an ultimate spatial precision of about 6 nm and an ultimate spectral
precision of about 1.9 nm. The use of srUnet resulted in great improvement in both spatial and spectral precision.
g. Wavelength allocation probability as a function of the collected intensity signals. The fraction of localization for which a wavelength can be assigned increases with
the signal intensity of single molecules. The fraction retrieved using srUnet was largely increased as compared to raw data and was at least as good as the one obtained for
the highest signals in the raw data.

raw image. The number of photons increased by a factor of
4 to 15, with a clear tendency for the least emissive emit-
ters to be more improved than the most emissive ones (Fig.
3 d. - black dots). Interestingly, the number of photons in
the reconstructed images were very similar the the number of
photons retrieved in the G.T. ones, showing that the srUnet
was able to learn to reconstruct images with G.T. qualities
(Fig. 3 d. - green dots).
Then we explored comparatively the spatial and spectral pre-
cisions achievable as a function of the number of photons.
In the spatial domain, typical photons values obtained during
srSMLM (400-1,500 photons) led to a spatial pointing pre-
cision of 25 nm to 13 nm in the raw images (Fig. 3 e.) .
The ultimate spatial precision of the instrument (that is with
an infinite photon number) was 6 ± 0.5 nm. In line with the
enhanced signal in the reconstructed images, the precision
calculated from the reconstruction of the same images with
the srUnet was much better and in the range of 9 nm to 7nm.
For the intensity signals ranging from 400 to 1,500 photons,
the spatial precision remained close to the ultimate achiev-
able value of about 6 nm. Interestingly, the spatial precision
of the srUnet images was improved over the entire intensity
range. The precisions of lowest emitting molecules with the
srUnet were at least as good as those obtained for the most
emissive molecules in the raw data. A similar trend was ob-
served for the spectral precision. In Fig. 3 f., the condi-

tional standard deviation of the retrieved wavelengths were
calculated as the root square of the squared distance from the
mean distance (the residuals) of a regression modeling the
wavelength as a function of the signal intensity. The ultimate
spectral precision was found to be about 1.9 ± 0.3 nm. At the
typical intensity of 1,000 photons, the spatial precision was
2.6 ± 0.1 nm for the srUnet images as compared to 3.9 ± 0.2
nm for the raw data.
Finally, we quantified the fraction of localizations for which
the spectral parameters were retrieved as a function of their
intensityies In the raw data, and as expected, the wavelength
allocation probability increased with the intensity, reaching
about 80% for the highest emissive molecules and only about
50% for the lowest intense signals. Compared to the raw data,
the srUnet wavelength allocation probability was largely im-
proved with a minimal value of about 80% at the lowest in-
tensity to nearly 95% for the highest intensities.

All these results showed that the localization and the spectral
precisions of low-emitting species were greatly improved by
the srUnet. Their precisions remained as good as those ob-
tained with a high photons budget in the raw data, even for
emitting species whose fl uorescence intensity was reduced up
to 10 times as compared to the best acquisition conditions.
The fraction of localizations whose signal is both spatially
and spectrally interpretable was also significantly improved
and was well above the usual fraction retrieved in the ab-
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sence of srUnet. Taken together, the use of srUnet resulted
in improved pointing precisions and increased the density of
spots characterized both spatially and spectrally. As these
two parameters define the quality of super-resolution images,
srUnet advances Spectrally-Resolved Single Molecule Lo-
calization Microscopy to reach performances close to clas-
sical SMLM.

a.

b.

c.

δδ-

Box position Added Shift

Fig. 4. Image reconstruction in the presence of a spectral shift.
a. Synthetic spectral shift. An artificial shift in the emission spectra is added by
shifting the position of the container in the spectral domain relative to the position
of the localization container.
b. Retrieved distributions of the wavelength at the maximum of the emission
spectra. Distributions measured in raw data (dashed lines) were systematically
wider as compared to those measured in srUnet images (continuous lines).
c. Mean wavelength at the maximum of emission as a function of the added
shift. srUnet preserves the linearity of the response (r2 = 0.993).

Effect of spectral shift on the srUnet images.
srSMLM has been elegantly used for single-molecule po-
larity detection (6, 18–20) where local hydrophobicity is

probed by slight spectral shifts of spectrally responsive (sol-
vatochromic) fl uorophores. It was therefore important to ex-
plore the ability of the network to reconstruct images in the
presence of spectral shifts of the emission signals. To do so,
we artificially added a defined spectral shift to the validation
images by shifting the position of the container in the spec-
tral domain relative to the position of the localization con-
tainer (Fig. 4 a.). We randomly reduce the distance between
the containers to induce spectral shifts of 6, 12 or 18 pixels
(Fig. 4 b.). The wavelengths at the maximum of the emission
spectra were then determined in the raw and in the srUnet
images. The distributions of wavelengths at the maximum of
the emission spectra are shown in Fig. 4 b. . As expected, the
centers of the distributions were shifted to the red with the
increase of the added shifts, both in the raw images and in
the srUnet images. Distributions retrieved in the raw images
appeared wider than the ones of the srUnet images - in line
with the fact that uncertainty on the spectra positions are re-
duced with srUnet. Plotting the mean retrieved wavelengths
at the maximum of emission as a function of the added shift
(Fig 4 c.) showed that the srUnet preserves the linearity of
the response as demonstrated by r2 values of 0.993 for the
srUnet and r2 = 0.978 for the raw images. In full line with
the calibration curve used to characterize the spectral compo-
nent of srSMLM data (6), we found a slope of 2.1 ± 0.1 nm
per pixels for the spectral resolution of the setup.
These data clearly demonstrate that srUnet can be applied for
single-molecule polarity sensing experiments as srUnet pre-
serves the linearity of the experimental response (when using
a transmission grating for light dispersion). This property is
also important for multicolour experiments.

Multicolour imaging with single laser excitation and fl uo-
rophores with overlapping spectra.
Successful applications of srSMLM in multicolour imag-
ing largely rely on its ability to achieve true color imaging
(5, 8, 9) - offering the potential to clearly outperform mul-
ticolour measurements based on the detection of signals in
spectrally separated channels. The ability to record the full
emission spectra makes srSMLM suitable for multicolour
imaging with closely emitting fl uorophores, limiting chro-
matic aberrations and allowing single laser excitation. Even
though the complete spectra fl uorophores are captured in
srSMLM, the fl uorophores distinctions are generally made on
the basis of their spectral weighted means or positions of their
emission maximum - exposing to misidentifications. Improv-
ing spectral signals and precision is expected to result in more
easily identifiable spectra.
We imaged small fixed and permeabilized Gram negative
rod-shaped bacteria with two fl uorophores in PAINT mode
(3). We used Nile-Red, a solvatochromic dye labelling pref-
erentially lipid membranes and emitting in this sample in the
range of 590-620 nm based on local hydrophobicity (34) , and
POPO-III iodide - a symmetric cyanine dye dimer with high
affinity for DNA, poorly emitting in water but showing strong
signal when bound to DNA. POPO-III is emitting at its maxi-
mum at ∼ 575 nm. This is to our knowledge the first reported
use of POPO-III as a PAINT probe. Both dyes are excited by
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a. b. c. d.

e. f. g.

h.

i.

srUnet

raw

Fig. 5. Multicolour srSMLM in bacteria with Nile Red and POPO-III fl uorophores.
a. srUnet augmented experimental spectra. About 200 experimental normalized spectra of single molecules of POPO-III (cyan) and Nile Red (red) are represented to
illustrate the spectral overlap between the two flu orophores.
b.-g. srSMLM images of fixed Pseudomonas aeruginosa. (scale bar 1 µm) (b. and e.) For visualization, true colours where changed for cyan ( λ ≤ 580 nm) or red
( λ > 585 nm). Reconstruction are represented using (b.) or not (e.) srUnet. The localizations were also split to represent the reconstruction of the spatial positions of
POPO-III (c. and f.) and Nile Red (d. and g.)
h.and i. Transverse intensity profiles of the localizations density in the image in b. (h.) or e. (i.), showing better contrasts between the Nile Red stained membranes
and the POPO-III labelled DNA-rich nucleoid using srUnet.

a solid state 532 nm laser source and imaged in TIRF mode,
limiting the excitation in the sample to the bacterial mem-
brane and nucleoid close to the glass-slide surface. As seen
in Fig. 5 a., the experimental emission spectra of POPO-III
and Nile Red were largely overlapping. The effect of srUnet
on improving the quality of the two-color srSMLM images
is double. First, the number of localizations with character-
ized wavelength information is largely increased, resulting in
higher localization densities in the super-resolution images
(Fig. 5 b,c,d vs e,f,g). Then, the improved precision of the
spectral dimension resulted in easier fl uorophore determina-
tion. In this sample, spatial cross-talk between the two fl uo-
rophores is expected because in TIRF mode the Nile Red sig-
nals localized in the membrane are projected partially in the
same areas as the POPO-III signals staining the DNA rich
nucleoid of the bacteria. As a result, the two fl uorophores
are not spatially separated, challenging fl uorophore identifi-
cation. A better fl uorophore discrimination is obtained us-
ing U-net. This was easily observed on the transverse sec-
tion showing better contrasts between the expected Nile Red
stained membrane and the POPO-III labelled nucleoid (DNA
rich area) (Fig. 5 h-i). Additionally, the distribution of the
wavelengths at the maximum of emission of the Nile Red
was very similar if the dye was present alone or in mixture
with POPO-III - whatever the order of addition of the two
fl uorophores in the sample. (Supplementary fig Sx)
Together, we demonstrate that srUnet improves multicolour
imaging in a demanding small sample where the labelled
components are not spatially exclusive - even using fl uo-
rophores with overlapping spectra and excited by a single
laser.

Conclusions

In this work, we trained a deep convolutional U-net (srUnet)
to restore in post-processing high signal-to-noise (SNR) im-

ages from srSMLM acquisitions. This was made possible
by building an original training data set based on spatial-
frequency weighted image fusion of the same PSF recorded
over several frames. We showed that localization and spec-
tral precision of low-emitting species remain as good as
those obtained with a high photons budget, even for emit-
ting species whose fl uorescence intensity is reduced up to
10 times. The spatial precision of srSMLM localizations
obtained with srUnet are very similar to those obtained in
classical SMLM. The use of srUnet therefore almost fully
compensates the photon loss inherent to the recording of the
spectral information. As a consequence of the signal restora-
tion, the fraction of localizations whose signal is both spa-
tially and spectrally interpretable was largely improved and
well above 80% under all tested conditions. srUnet was also
able to reconstruct properly images in the presence of spectral
shifts. Finally, we demonstrated that srUnet is easily appli-
cable to real data collected in biological samples and greatly
facilitates multicolour imaging with single laser excitation -
even for fl uorophores with overlapping emission. spectra As
the trained srUnet showed good generalization properties for
Nile Red and POPO-III dyes, our approach is expected to
work for many other fl uorophores and other technical setups
designed for srSMLM.
If the contributions of the network are extremely interesting
as is, it could be envisioned to further advance the approach.
This might include coupling the inference on the localization
coordinates and spectral wavelengths directly within the deep
learning network. A deep network could also be built to di-
rectly learn image reconstruction from raw data and derived
versions could also be created for multicolour spectrally-
resolved single molecule tracking experiments.
srSMLM can greatly benefit from the latest improvements in
deep learning. Coupling srSMLM with deep learning could
overcome the potential actual limitations of srSMLM and
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make its use as broad and easy as SMLM.

Material and Methods

Spectrally-resolved Single molecule localization microscopy
SMLM imaging was performed on a home-built bespoke
Micro-Manager controlled Olympus IX-81 inverted optical
microscope equipped with a 100X 1.4 NA oil-immersion ob-
jective (Olympus - Japan) and a z-drift control and auto-focus
system (ZDC Olympus). A 532 nm continuous wavelength
diode-pumped solid-state laser (Coherent Sapphire SF) was
used as a light source. The fluorescent emission was col-
lected through the same objective using a 532 nm dichroic
mirror (Di02-R532 - Semrock) and filtered by a longpass
filter (532 LP Edge Basic, Semrock). A physical aperture
(VA100/M, Thorlabs) and a transmission diffraction grating
(300 Grooves/mm 8.6° Blaze Angle - GT13-03 Thorlabs)
were mounted before the detector to create the spatial and
spectral channels on a 512× 512 pixels electron multiplied
charged coupled device (EMCCD) camera (ImagEM - Hama-
matsu Photonics - Japan).
Typical image stacks ranging from 10,000 to 15,000 frames
with exposure time 40 ms were recorded. Image were
processed by PeakFit (part of GDSC SMLM2 plugin) and/or
ThunderSTORM an open source software packages for Fiji
in order to retrieve molecules localization coordinates. The
procedure described in Bongiovanni et al. (6) was used for
spectral calibration. All subsequent and additional image
processing were performed using self-written scripts in
Python (version 3.8).

DNA origami nanorulers
Green (ATTO 542) nanorulers with mark-to-mark distances
in the sizes 80 nm (Gatta-Paint) were available commercially
(GATTAquant GmbH, Germany) and used according to the
manufacturer recommendations.

Culture and sample preparation of bacteria
Briefly, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PAO1 - DSM 22644)
were grown overnight in 5 mL lysogeny broth (LB) (L3152,
Sigma Aldrich) at 30 °C under 220 rpm orbital shaking.
Cells were then diluted at OD600nm = 0.1 and grown for
an additional 2 to 3 hours. Cell cultures were pelleted by
centrifugation, washed three times with Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS) before being fixed using para-formaldehyde
(PFA 4%) for 15 minutes at room temperature under gentle
agitation. Cells were finally washed three times with PBS,
permeabilized with lysosyme and stored at +4 °C. The
detailed protocol can be found elsewhere (35).

Preparation of the coverslips for PAO1 imaging
Glass coverslips (0.13 mm thickness, 20× 20 mm)(Knittel
Glass) were cleaned using an argon plasma cleaner (PDC-
002, Harrick Plasma) for 20 min. Frame-seal slide chambers
(9× 9 mm, Bio-rad, USA) were affixed to the glass cover-
slips. The chamber was filled with poly-L-lysine solution
(0.01% w/v, P4707 Sigma Aldrich) to fully coat the cover-
glass surface, incubated for at least 10 min and then washed

ones with PBS buffer. Fifty µL of fixed PAO1 cell solution
were allowed to settle on PLL treated coverslips for 10 min
before being washed ones with PBS buffer. The slide was
transferred to the microscope stage using an Attofluor cell
chamber ( A-7816 Thermofisher) and optically coupled to
the objective lens through index-matching immersion oil
(n=1.518, Olympus, Japan). Diluted solution of Nile Red
(Invitrogen) or POPO-III-iodide (Invitrogen) dyes were
added directly on the sample on the microscope stage.

srUnet
The srUnet was adapted from the princeps Unet paper (27)
and built using Keras library package (2.4.0) running on
Tensorflow backend (2.5.0). The model was composed
of 6×6 convolutions with Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
activation function followed by batch normalization and
a Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (Leaky ReLU) (Fig. 1, b).
The model had about 1.3 · 106 trainable parameters. The
root mean squared error loss function was minimized using
RMSprop optimizer. The model was trained using batch size
of 70 over about 200 epochs. The training time was fast and
the algorithm converged smoothly.

Weighted image fusion
Image fusion was used to gather all the important informa-
tion from multiple images. We used spatial frequency (SF)
measures to weight the different images as SF measures the
overall information level in an image. SF was defined as

SF =
√

(RF )2 +(CF )2

where RF and CF are respectively the row frequency

RF =

√√√√ 1
MN

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=2
[I(m,n)− I(m,n−1)]2

and column frequency

CF =

√√√√ 1
MN

N∑

n=1

M∑

m=2
[I(m,n)− I(m−1,n)]2

in which M and N are the number of pixels of the (MxN) grey
image and I(m,n) is the intensity of the pixel of coordinates
(m,n).

Metrics for classification performance and Image quality as-
sessment
We used Accuracy (Acc = (tp+ tn)/N , Specificity (Sp =
tn/(tn+fp)), Sensitivity or Recall (Se= tp/(tp+fn), Pos-
itive Predictive Value or Precision (Precision = tp/(tp+
fp), Negative Predictive Value (NPV = tn/(fn+ tn)) and
F1 ( F1 = 2.(precision.recall)/(precision+ recall) met-
rics for performance evaluation. All these measurements
were expressed in terms of tp = true positive, tn = true nega-
tive, fp = false positive and fn = false negative.
Image quality assessment were reported using classical MSE,
PSNB and SSIM metrics (36) defined as:
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Mean Squared Error (MSE)

MSE = 1
mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0
[I(i, j)−K(i, j)]2

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in dB

PSNR= 20 · log10

(
MAXI√

MSE

)

with MAXI = 216

Structural similarity index measure (SSIM)

SSIM(x,y) = (2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)
(µ2
x+µ2

y + c1)(σ2
x+σ2

y + c2)

Software and Hardware Availability. The code used for
the training set generation and training the network is avail-
able on https://github.com/hmanko/srSMLM_DeepL.
Most figures of this article can be reproduced independently
using the code found on this repository.
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3.3 Spectral phasor applied to enhance srSMLM analysis

In srSMLM the spectral information can be encoded in several ways including weighted average

emission wavelength or fluorescent wavelength at the emission maximum. Nevertheless, theses

two methods may pose difficulties in determination of true wavelength and in distinguishing the

close emission peaks, which results in a decrease of useful data ratio. Therefore, an alternative

method is required that would allow obtaining the information which is contained in a full emis-

sion spectrum of the fluorophore. This can be achieved by applying a so called spectral phasor,

which can be plotted using the transformation of spectra data into Fourier space coordinates

defined by amplitude and phase. In such representation the emission wavelength is encoded in

the position on the circle or semicircle, while the spectral width can be described by the distance

from the circle centre (Figure 3.3.1).

Figure 3.3.1 – An example of spectral phasor representation for Gaussian spectra [154]

The spectral information is transformed by calculating the Fourier sine and cosine according to :

g =

∑
λ I(λ) cos(2πnλ/L)∑

λ I(λ)
(3.1)
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s =

∑
λ I(λ) sin(2πnλ/L)∑

λ I(λ)
, (3.2)

where L is the range of observations of the spectra, I(λ) is the fluorescence intensity at a given

wavelength λ and n is the number of harmonic, which is set to 1.

Spectral phasor was applied for spectral unmixing in classical multicolor fluoresnece microscopy

[154] and in FLIM-FRET [155] techniques. Nevertheless, the application of spectral phasor to

srSMLM can be challenging due to high noise levels in the spectral part.

To explore the performance of this method it was first tested on the images of different fluo-

rescent beads with emission peaks at 512, 560, 605 and 676 nm, respectively. The srSMLM

setup displayed linear response over 500 - 700 nm spectral range. The emission wavelengths at

the emission maxima were in good agreement with the experimental spectroscopy data. Next,

spectral phasor method was tested on the synthetic data in order to explore the effect of noise

in spectra (Figure 3.3.2). An addition of noise causes a shift of the phasor position towards the

centre, while maintaining the same wavelength.

Figure 3.3.2 – The effect of spectra noise on the position of phasor. The low-noise signal (black circle) is

shifted towards the centre (blue circles) upon addition of noise.

On the next step, the method was tested on mixed spectra of yellow-green and orange beads

imaged at low laser intensities in order to observe the effect of spectral mixing. The effect of

spectra intensity was, in turn, monitored using green fluorescence bead imaged at different laser

intensities. Moreover, the method was applied to two-color images of P.aeruginosa membrane

stained with POPO-3 and Nile Red dyes. the spectral phasor properties were further tested

using srSMLM and FLIM images of Enterococcus hirae membrane stained with Nile Red under

antibiotic(gramicidine) exposure (the obtained data in in course of analysis).

In the following section we present the article draft describing this work. Currently this draft is

in progress.
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Spectrally-resolved super resolution microscopy (srSMLM) has
recently emerged as an elegant way to explore fluorescence emis-
sion properties of single emitters in localization microscopy. By
pairing simultaneously the spatial locations and the spectro-
scopic signatures of single emitters, sr-SMLM enables exploring
an additional dimension in super-resolution imaging. Investigat-
ing the spectral dimension requires appropriate and dedicated
tools.
Here we propose to apply spectral phasor to summarize the
spectral information of srSMLM. The spectral phasor resumes
the complete spectra into a two dimension space and shows nice
properties for single molecule spectra exploration. We demon-
strate here that the spectral phasor can be used to efficiently
classify single Nile Red fluorescence emissions from largely over-
lapping cyanine fluorescence signals in two colour PAINT ex-
periments. We also used spectral phasor to evidence minute
changes occurring in the membrane of Gram-positive Entero-
coccus hirae in response to gramicidin exposure - a membrane
disturbing antibiotic treatment.
Spectral phasor provides a robust model-free analytic tool for
the detailed analysis of the spectral component of srSMLM and
enhances capabilities for multi-colour spectrally-resolved single
molecule imaging.

spectrally resolved single molecule localization microscopy | spectral phasor
| PAINT

Correspondence: julien.godet@unistra.fr

Introduction

Single molecule super resolution microscopy (SMLM) is a
generic term for all optical microscopy techniques achieving
super-resolution by isolating emitters and fitting their point
spread functions (PSF) to determine their localization (1, 2).
The elegant idea behind SMLM is that the localization (x-
y- (and z-) coordinates) of an isolated emitter can be esti-
mated from its PSF with great accuracy provided the fitted
PSF corresponds to a single emitter (3). The sequential acti-
vation of photo-switchable, photo-activatable or fluorogenic
fluorophores is operated to pinpoint - frame-by-frame - spa-
tially distinct molecules’ positions - thus solving the prob-
lem of PSF emission that would otherwise spatially overlap.
The subsequent accumulation of localizations results in an
image with about an order of magnitude improved resolution
as compared to conventional microscopy. SMLM is at the
moment one of the optical imaging techniques achieving the
best spatial resolution in routine optical imaging.
A new class of super resolution imaging has recently emerged

based on the working principle of SMLM but that addi-
tionally records simultaneously the spectral signatures of
the single emitters (4–10). Spectrally-resolved SMLM (or
srSMLM) aims to collect spectral decomposition of single
emitter together with their localization coordinates to build
spectrally-enriched super-resolution image. srSMLM incor-
porates an additional dispersive element (prism, transmission
grating, ...) in the detection path of classical single-molecule
microscopes to capture hyperspectral information of emitters
(Figure 1a). By pairing both the spatial localizations and the
spectroscopic signatures of single emitters, srSMLM offers
a new rich dimension to explore with evident applications
for probing biological and chemical systems at the nanoscale
levels (11). Previous works have encoded spectral informa-
tion as a single parameter resuming the complete spectral de-
composition, either by reporting the weighted averaged emis-
sion wavelength (4) or by determining the fluorescence wave-
length at the maximum of the emission spectra (7).
As an emerging imaging technology, srSMLM must be ad-
vanced to fully capitalize on the multi-dimensional localiza-
tion data generated. In particular, scrutinizing the spectral
dimension necessitates appropriate and dedicated tools (12).
Here, we propose to apply spectral phasor to srSMLM to
summarize the whole information contained in the spectrum
of an emitter.

A phasor is a model-free transformation of a signal into a
coordinate pair defined by its amplitude and phase (g,s) in
a Fourier space. The phasor approach has proven to be
very valuable for frequency and time domain lifetime imag-
ing data analysis (13–16). Phasor has also been applied to
spectral imaging as a simple graphical method for spectral
un-mixing (17) or to detect subtle shifts in solvatochromic
dye emissions due to micro-environment heterogeneity in cell
membranes (18, 19). Converting observation signals into a
Fourier space has also been applied to localize the center and
depth of single fluorescent emitters with very high speed and
low-demanding computational resources in single molecule
experiments (20). Applied to fluorescence spectra, the pha-
sor transformation not only defines the spectra by their cen-
tral positions but also summarizes its complete shape. Infor-
mation about the spectra widths are then taken integrated to
define coordinates in the phasor space. Therefore, in case of
two different spectra with similar maximum emission wave-
lengths that would appear hardly distinguishable using cur-
rently reported analysis, differences in the spectrum widths

Manko et al. | bioR‰iv | August 10, 2022 | 1–7
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Fig. 1. srSMLM and spectral phasor principles.
a. In srSMLM, the fluorescence of single emitters is passed through a blazed transmission grating splitting the signal into an non-diffracted- (0th diffraction order) and a
diffracted-beam (1st diffraction order) forming a spatial (x,y) and a spectral (x, λ ) area in the image plane of the microscope recorded simultaneously with an EMCCD camera.
b. Superposition of multiple normalized spectra retrieved from four different fluorescent microspheres (0.04 µm). Microspheres were stained with fluorescent dyes that display
either green (512 nm), green/yellow (560 nm), orange (605 nm) or dark red (676 nm) emission peaks.
c. Concordance of the retrieved wavelengths at the maximum of emission with the true wavelengths at the maximum of emission of the different beads. After correction, the
system displays a clear linear response on the green-to-red spectral range
d. Phasor plot representation of the different spectra shown in b. In the phasor plot, the longer the emission wavelength, the larger the angle φ . The width of the emission
spectra defines the distance from the center of the phasor plot (the narrower the spectrum, the longer the distance m).

or shapes can make the discrimination possible using phasor.
In this work we explored the new opportunities spectral pha-
sor can provide to enhance srSMLM analysis. The success-
ful application of spectral phasor to srSMLM data was not
obvious as single molecule spectra are much noisier that that
of ensemble measurements. We demonstrate here that the
spectral phasor can be used to efficiently discriminate single-
molecule Nile Red fluorescence emissions from the largely
overlapping POPO-III fluorescence emissions in single-laser
excitation two colors PAINT experiments. Finally, we at-
tempted to exploit the spectral phasor properties to evidence
minute changes occurring in the membrane of the Gram-
positive Enterococcus hirae in response to exposure to a
membrane disturbing antibiotic treatment.

Results

Spectral phasor of fluorescent beads with different colours.
To illustrate the principle of the spectral phasor, we im-
aged four different microspheres loaded with different flu-
orophores. We recorded the spectra of each individual flu-
orescent beads using srSMLM (Figure 1b). For each in-
dividual spectrum, we determined the wavelengths at the

maximum of emission and compared it to the experimen-
tally determined wavelengths recorded using ensemble flu-
orescence spectroscopy and used as a reference (Figure 1c).
The agreement between the retrieved and the ground truth
wavelengths was very good (all CVRMSE ≤ 0.003) showing
that srSMLM can be used as a single particle spectroscope
that displays a clear linear response on the green-to-red spec-
tral range (r2 > 0.999). All the recorded spectra were then
transformed into phasor.s The spectral phasor transformation
calculates the Fourier sine and cosine transforms of a given
spectrum according to:

g =

∑
λ I(λ )cos

(
2π nλ

λ max − λ min

)

∑
λ I(λ ) (1)

s =

∑
λ I(λ )sin

(
2π nλ

λ max − λ min

)

∑
λ I(λ ) (2)

where n is the harmonic number (set to 1), λ min and λ max
define the range of observations of the spectra and I(λ ) is
the fluorescence intensity at a given wavelength λ (17). g
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Fig. 2. Phasor linear properties
a. Typical single molecule synthetic spectra built as mixture of experimental green
and orange spectra of microsphere beads images at low laser power.
b. Projections of the different mixture spectra showing that mixture spectra are
distributed along the segment between the green and the orange coordinates.
c. Single molecule spectra of a microsphere imaged with increasing laser power
illumination.
d. The modulation m increases with the spectra intensity and narrowing of its
FWHM.

and s correspond to the real and imaginary components of
the Fourier decomposition, respectively.
The spectral phasor transformation captures the center
of mass (phase, φ ) and full-width-of-the-half-maximum
(FWHM) (Modulation, m) of the spectra. In the polar co-
ordinates of the phasor plot, spectra with increasing emis-
sion wavelengths are distributed counterclockwise in the po-
lar plot. The longer the emission wavelength of the spectra,
the larger the phase φ as φ is defined by:

φ = arctan(s/g) (3)

As it can be seen Figure 1d, the angular position in the phasor
plot is defined by the center of mass of its spectrum. The
linearity on the 500 nm-700 nm range is conserved after being
transformed into a phasor (Figure 1b - right axis).
The width of the emission of a spectra defines the distance
from the center of the phasor plot. The modulation is indeed
defined by

m =
√
s2 +g2 (4)

The narrower the spectrum, the longer the distance m, as it
can be seen in Figure 1c when looking closely at the spec-
tra of green and green/yellow fluorescent beads for example
that exhibit larger spectra width. The distance m reports also
somehow the intensity of the spectra (see Figure 2).
Applied to single fluorescent microspheres spectroscopy, the
phasor coordinates of the different microspheres were clearly
distinct from one to the other. The intra-bead coordinates
were highly clustered and exhibited a low spatial distribution
in the phasor plot (σ φ < 0.03rad, σ m < 0.06).
Taken together and as previously described (17, 21), the spec-
tral phasor reports the rich information on the spectral com-
ponent of srSMLM by summarizing the complete spectra of
single emitters.

Linear properties of the spectral phasor.
One additional advantage of spectral phasor is its capabil-
ity of unmixing spectra due to its linear combination prop-
erties. If a spectra is a linear mixture of two other spectra
A and B, its coordinate will be on the line between A and
B with relative distances to A and B that correspond to the
contribution of each spectra in the mixture. To investigate of
whether it is possible for the spectral phasor to unmix spec-
tral data recorded with noisy signal (we choose an intensity
signal similar to the typical signal of a single molecule PA-
mCherry), we imaged immobilized single fluorescent beads
(yellow-green and orange beads from FluoSpheres Fluores-
cent Colour Kit, 0.04 µm, Invitrogen) at low laser illumina-
tion to record their spectral signatures. Green and orange
spectra were then combined linearly using know amplitude
to generate synthetic mixed spectra. Phasor plot of the dif-
ferent synthetic spectral signatures were computed. As ex-
pected, mixture of green and orange spectra gave coordinates
that aligned on the segment joining the pure green and the
pure orange coordinates. If the spectra of the individual dyes
are known, this linear system can be solved and the relative
amplitude of the individual components composing the mix-
ture can be obtained as seen Figure 2. This property could

Manko et al. | Single molecule spectral phasor bioRχ iv | 3
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Fig. 3. Mock image to be replaced
a. Normalized single molecule spectra of POPO-III and Nile Red showing large overlap between the two fluorophores
b. Projections of POPO-III (blue n=...) and Nile Red (red n=...) spectra in the phasor space.
c. False color image reconstruction
Colors of the localization are attributed based on the spectral phasor coordinates of the spectra.

be obviously exploited for single molecule FRET filtering as
the distribution of FRET energy transfer of pairs of single
molecule should lay on a line that pass through the donor only
projection points. We also imaged a green bead repeating but
with changing step wise the laser intensity used for illumina-
tion. Representative spectra are presented Figure 2 c.. The
corresponding phasor projections are also aligned along the
radius of the phasor plot. The higher the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) of the spectra and the further from the center of the
phasor plot the spectra is projected in the plot. This property
has evident potential for data filtering to discard the spectra
with too low amplitude of too wide spectra.

Multicolor sPAINT with single laser excitation.
As demonstrated with fluorescent beads, the spectral phasor
projects spectra into a two-dimensional space which offers
an opportunity for better spectra discrimination and classifi-
cation. Correct fluorophore attribution of hardly discernible
overlapping spectra might be easier in the 2D space of the
phasor plot as compared to the 1D distribution of weighted
emission wavelengths. To challenge the spectral phasor’s
ability to discriminate between fluorophores with overlap-
ping emissions, we imaged fixed and permeabilized Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa PAO1 in sPAINT mode (7) using either
POPO-3 Iodide, Nile Red or a combination of both dyes.
In PAINT (22), fluorophores are added directly at low con-
centration in the sample solution where they are poorly flu-
orescent and diffuse freely. The binding of the dyes to their
targets results in a huge increase of their fluorescence signal
- generating a burst of fluorescence from which the position
of the fluorophore in the sample can be inferred.
POPO-III Iodide is a symmetric cyanine dimer dye with high-
affinity for nucleic acid. POPO-III is poorly fluorescent in
water but exhibits strong fluorescence emission bound to nu-
cleic acids with a maxima of emission at around 570 nm. Nile
Red is a benzo-phenoxazinone lipophilic stain with very low

quantum yield in polar solvent. NR fluoresces intensely once
inserted in the hydrophobic environment of the lipid mem-
branes. POPO-III and Nile Red absorption and emission
spectra almost completely overlap and cannot be efficiently
separated using spectral filters.
To extract quantitative data on the classification performance
of the phasor analysis, we recorded localizations and spectral
emissions of individual Nile Red or POPO-III fluorophores
alone or in mixture in the same sample illuminated with a
532 nm laser. Acquisition sequences were made by adding
Nile Red alone first. The same sample was then imaged
again after the addition of POPO-III directly in the sample
on the microscope. The order of addition was changed for
POPO-III first and Nile Red then to check that order of ad-
dition had no influence on the data. Localization and spectra
were extracted from the concatenated stack corresponding to
dye alone and phasor coordinates were calculated and plot-
ted. A simple k-means clustering algorithm was applied on
the Cartesian coordinates of the localizations in the phasor
plot to partition the observations into two clusters. The per-
formance was surprisingly good with an accuracy of more
than 96%.

We then calculated wavelengths and phasor for the acquisi-
tions corresponding to the mixture of dyes. The probabil-
ity of fluorophores assignation were determined for each co-
ordinates in the phasor plot according to the densities map
obtained with single fluorophores. Localizations associated
to each fluorophores were rendered as "cyan" (POPO-III at-
tribution) or "red" (NR attribution) in two separated images
which were then merged in a composite image. Figure 4
clearly showed that localizations attributed to the red sig-
nal were distributed at the membrane whereas the cyan sig-
nal was corresponding to the nucleoid of PAO1, in line with
the preferential affinities of NR and POPO-III for membranes
and DNA, respectively. Images with similar quality were ob-
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Fig. 4. Phasor plot and fluorescence lifetime imaging of Enterrococcus hirae stained with Nile Red
a.
b. Projections of POPO-III (blue n=...) and Nile Red (red n=...) spectra in the phasor space.
c. False color image reconstruction
Colors of the localization are attributed based on the spectral phasor coordinates of the spectra.

served when a combination of both dyes was added tin a dif-
ferent order. Therefore, multicolour imaging can be done just
by mixing the two fluorophores in the sample.
These data clearly demonstrate phasor is able to distinguish
between individual fluorophores with large overlapping. To
our knowledge, this is also the first demonstration of multi-
colour PAINT using a single laser for excitation where the
different fluorophores are acquired simultaneously in wide
field imaging. This opens exciting perspectives towards mul-
tiplexed PAINT imaging.

Discrete changes of E. hirae membranes upon gramicidin
exposure.
srSMLM can exploit dyes that exhibis both an
environmentally-specific spectral shift, and can be indi-
vidually localized at the single-molecule level. Sensing the
spectral in molecule like Nile Red allow to sense the local
hydrophobicity in the sample. Then it might be possible
to sense subtle changes occuring in the lipid membrane
of biological membranes perturbated by external agents or
mechanical perturbations. Here we attempted to explore if
we could sense the minute changes in the membrane orga-
nization of Enterococcus hirae in response to gramicidine
exposure. Gramicidins are linear peptides with 15 amino
acids working as antibiotics against gram-positive bacteria.
Gramicidins are ionophores forming ion channel-like pores
in cell membranes of bacteria, and manipulate the plasma
membrane potential (PMP). Gramicidin has also hydropho-
bic nature and are capable of affecting the organization
of membrane lipids. We imaged live E hirae either in the
presence or absence of 1 MIC of gramicidin. Gramicidin
was added in the sample readily on the microscope. We also
recorded fixed E hirae as a control. Interestingly, the phasor
representation of srSMLM spectra improved using srUnet (?
) exhibited slight differences. Live cells add slightly shorter
wavelength and their phasor did not fully overlapped with
the one of cells treated with gramicidin or fixed cells.
We also measured FLIM in these conditions. We found that
the lifetime of the live cells were slightly longer, in line with
the fact that the shorter the wavelength, the longer the life-

time (23). It is hard to figure out if these small changes are
due only to change in local hydrophobicity because Nile Red
has also been sensitive to membrane potential and depolar-
ization of the cell membrane leads to decreased fluorescence
intensity. (24).
Taken together, phasor applied to srSMLM data allowed to
evidence minute changes occurring in the membrane of E
hirae in response to Gramicidin. These change could also
be detected in FLIM, even though the mechanism leading to
these changes is yet poorly clear.

Discussion

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Ut
purus elit, vestibulum ut, placerat ac, adipiscing vitae, fe-
lis. Curabitur dictum gravida mauris. Nam arcu libero, non-
ummy eget, consectetuer id, vulputate a, magna. Donec ve-
hicula augue eu neque. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Mau-
ris ut leo. Cras viverra metus rhoncus sem. Nulla et lec-
tus vestibulum urna fringilla ultrices. Phasellus eu tellus sit
amet tortor gravida placerat. Integer sapien est, iaculis in,
pretium quis, viverra ac, nunc. Praesent eget sem vel leo ul-
trices bibendum. Aenean faucibus. Morbi dolor nulla, male-
suada eu, pulvinar at, mollis ac, nulla. Curabitur auctor sem-
per nulla. Donec varius orci eget risus. Duis nibh mi, congue
eu, accumsan eleifend, sagittis quis, diam. Duis eget orci sit
amet orci dignissim rutrum.
Nam dui ligula, fringilla a, euismod sodales, sollicitudin vel,
wisi. Morbi auctor lorem non justo. Nam lacus libero,
pretium at, lobortis vitae, ultricies et, tellus. Donec aliquet,
tortor sed accumsan bibendum, erat ligula aliquet magna, vi-
tae ornare odio metus a mi. Morbi ac orci et nisl hendrerit
mollis. Suspendisse ut massa. Cras nec ante. Pellentesque
a nulla. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis par-
turient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Aliquam tincidunt
urna. Nulla ullamcorper vestibulum turpis. Pellentesque cur-
sus luctus mauris.
Nulla malesuada porttitor diam. Donec felis erat, congue
non, volutpat at, tincidunt tristique, libero. Vivamus viverra
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fermentum felis. Donec nonummy pellentesque ante. Phasel-
lus adipiscing semper elit. Proin fermentum massa ac quam.
Sed diam turpis, molestie vitae, placerat a, molestie nec, leo.
Maecenas lacinia. Nam ipsum ligula, eleifend at, accumsan
nec, suscipit a, ipsum. Morbi blandit ligula feugiat magna.
Nunc eleifend consequat lorem. Sed lacinia nulla vitae enim.
Pellentesque tincidunt purus vel magna. Integer non enim.
Praesent euismod nunc eu purus. Donec bibendum quam in
tellus. Nullam cursus pulvinar lectus. Donec et mi. Nam
vulputate metus eu enim. Vestibulum pellentesque felis eu
massa.

Material and Methods

Preparation of cells and coverslips for PAO1 imaging
P. aeruginosa (PAO1 - DSM 22644) were grown overnight
in 5 mL lysogeny broth (LB) (L3152, Sigma Aldrich) at
30¶C under 220 rpm orbital shaking. Cells were then diluted
at OD600nm = 0.1 and grown for an additional 2 to 3 hours.
Cell cultures were pelleted by centrifugation, washed three
times with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) before being
fixed using para-formaldehyde (PFA 4%) for 30 minutes
at room temperature under gentle agitation. Cells were
finally washed three times with PBS and stored at +4 ¶C.
Glass coverslips (0.13 mm thickness, 20 ◊ 20 mm,(Marque
Ref...) were cleaned using an argon plasma cleaner (PDC-
002, Harrick Plasma) for 30 min, then Frame-seal slide
chambers (9 ◊ 9 mm, Bio-rad, USA) were affixed to the
glass coverslips. The chamber was filled with poly-L-lysine
solution (0.01% w/v, P4707 Sigma Aldrich) to fully coat the
cover-glass surface, incubated for at least 30 min and then
washed three times with PBS buffer. Fifty µL of fixed PAO1
cell solution were allowed to settle on PLL treated coverslips
for 10 min before being washed three times with PBS buffer.
The slide was transferred to the microscope stage using an
Attofluor cell chamber ( A-7816 Thermofisher) and optically
coupled to the objective lens through index-matching im-
mersion oil (n=1.518, Olympus, Japan).

Sample preparation for E. hirae imaging
Standard overnight culture of Enterococcus hirae (DSM
3320) was performed by inoculating a Tryptic Soy Yeast
(TSY) media (22092, Sigma Aldrich) from frozen glycerol
stock, and grown at 30 ¶C for at least 8 hours in an orbital
shaking incubator at 220 rpm. Prior to experiments, E.
hirae cultures were diluted based on OD600nm (Eppendorf
BioPhotometer) to obtain an OD of 0.1 to 0.2 (approximately
1:20 dilution). Cells were grown for an additional 2-3 hours.
Four µL of bacterial culture were then spotted on of a 1%
(m/V) agarose (Low EEO Agarose, 9539, Sigma Aldrich)
pad. A # 1.5 coverslip was placed ontop and sealed with
melted paraffin (Paraplast, P3558 Sigma Aldrich).

Spectrally-resolved Single molecule localisation microscopy
SMLM imaging was performed on a home-built, bespoke
Micro-Manager (25) controlled Olympus IX-81 inverted op-
tical microscope equipped with z-drift control and auto-focus
system (ZDC Olympus) and coupled to a 512 ◊ 512 pixels

electron multiplied charged coupled device (EMCCD) cam-
era (ImagEM - Hamamatsu Photonics - Japan).
Phase images were generated using a Phase3 100X 1.4NA
objective (Olympus) using a 512◊512 pixels EM-CCD (Im-
agEM - Hamamatsu Photonics - Japan). The microscope was
configured to operate in objective-type highly inclined and
laminated optical sheet (HILO) using a Phase3 100X 1.4NA
objective (Olympus - Japan) with a beam of a 150 mW 532
nm continuous wavelength diode-pumped solid-state laser
(Spectra physics) or a 561 nm CW diode laser
Epifluorescence excitation was provided by a 488 nm laser
diode (spectra physics) using a 488 nm (Di01-R488 - Sem-
rock) dichroic filter. Fluorescence signals were filtered using
a 488 nm Long pass filter (BLP01-488R-25 Semrock).
Fixed-PAO1-cells were immobilized on a Poly-lysine coated
(26)
1% agarose pad and imaged at 20 ¶C. Quantitative fluo-
rescence measurements were performed at the cell level
using a home-made imageJ plugin for cell segmentation
and fluorescence quantification. Initial cell segmentation
was based on a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filtering of
the phase image and further used to define a rod-shape
contour (sphero-cylinder) based on different central moment
calculations. Initial rod-shape contours were then refined
based on the isotropic 3 ◊ 3 gradient of the initial image to
adjust bacteria contours.

Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM)
Time-correlated single-photon counting FLIM measurements
were performed on a home-made two-photon excitation scan-
ning microscope based on an Olympus IX70 inverted mi-
croscope with an Olympus 60x 1.2NA water immersion ob-
jective operating in de-scanned fluorescence collection mode
(27, 28). Two-photon excitation at 930 nm was provided by
a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Mai Tai DeepSee, Spectra Physics
- 80 MHz repetition rate, ¥ 70 fs pulse width) at 10-20mW.
Fluorescence photons were collected through a 680 nm short
pass filter (F75-680, AHF, Germany) and a 525/50 nm band-
pass filter (F37-516, AHF, Germany) and directed to a fibre-
coupled avalanche photo-diode (SPCM-AQR-14-FC, Perkin
Elmer) connected to a time-correlated single photon count-
ing (TCSPC) module (SPC830, Becker & Hickl, Germany).
Cells grown in TSY were immobilized on a 1% agarose pad
and rapidly imaged. Typically, area of 50 ◊ 50 µm in the
samples were scanned at 4 µs per pixel (1024◊1024 pixels)
for 100 s to 600 s to reach the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
criteria and to achieve the appropriate photon statistics to in-
vestigate the fluorescence decays. Fluorescence decays were
processed using a commercial software package (SPCImage
V2.8, Becker & Hickl, Germany). A binning of two was ap-
plied before processing the fluorescence decays. FLIM data
were further analyzed using a homemade ImageJ plugin and
R scripts (29).

Software and Hardware Availability. A R package
named spectralPhasoR for spectral Phasor representation of
spectrally-resolved single molecule localisation microscopy
data is available on https://github.com/jgodet/spectralPhasoR.
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Most figures of this article can be reproduced independently
using the code found on this repository.
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3.4 Investigation of mechanisms of P.aeruginosa tolerance to

carbapenems

In this part we aimed to explore the effect of carbapenems (meropenem) on P.aeruginosa and the

mechanism that allows to tolerate this antibiotics (ATB), as well as the mechanism of recovery

from the ATB exposure.

Meropenem belongs to the β-lactams, which comprise a class of broad-spectrum antibiotics that

are able to inhibit the cell wall biosynthesis. This occurs by binding to the Penicilin-binding

proteins (PBPs) which are required at the final step of the peptidoglycan synthesis in the

periplasm. Gram-negative bacteria may form so called spheroplasts [156] under exposure of β-

lactams. In this case the synthesis of cell wall is disrupted, consequently the cell takes the shape

of a sphere due to the membrane tension, also becoming very fragile. Nevertheless, some bacteria

developed a resistance to these ATB. The resistance to β-lactams can occur through the rapid

production of beta-lactamase, which are able to hydrolyse the β-lactam ring and thus turn the

ATB inactive.

Bacterial tolerance to β-lactams can occur through an adaptive response by transition to a cell

wall-deficient morphology, which is the case for P.aeruginosa.

In order to investigate the effect of meropenem (Mem) and its removal on P.aeruginosa we used

a time-lapse microscopy. To enable this type of experiments on our setup (section 2.5.1) and to

provide the constant supply of fresh media into the microscope chamber we decided to built a

syringe pump using 3D printed details (the models of details were created by Ameloot group on

May 10, 2015). Further, we modified the code previously published by Henriques lab [157] to

operate with stepper motors (Figure 3.4.1).
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Media flow

Objec�ve

Figure 3.4.1 – The custom syringe pump equipped by a stepper motor was controlled by an Arduino, which

was connected to the Micro-Manager in order to synchronise the media flow and image acquisition.

First we tested out this setup on the P.aeruginosa , which were cultured under normal conditions

(Figure 3.4.2, A). The images were segmented and the percentage of the area occupied by the

bacteria was calculated (Figure 3.4.2, B). The doubling time calculated for the exponential phase

during the time-lapse experiment was about 125 minutes.

B

A

Figure 3.4.2 – A. The time-lapse image of PaO1 cells growth. The images were taken every 2 minutes. B.

Relative area occupied by bacteria during the growth time.
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The observed effect of Mem on the bacteria shape over time is in line with the literature data

[158]. Under the Mem exposure the P.aeruginosa PaO1 cells stop dividing and start growing

filamentous (Figure 3.4.3, C). The appearance of localized swelling (also called bulge) in the

bacteria middle part was found to occur rather rapidly (1-2 hours) (Figure 3.4.3). The percen-

tage of bulged bacteria increased strongly upon an increase in the time of exposure and Mem

concentration (0.5 - 2×MIC (MIC(Mem) = 1 mg/L)) (Figure 3.4.3, D).

A

B

C D

Figure 3.4.3 – Phase contrast A, B images of PaO1 cells. Classical morphology A and the morphology under

meropenem exposure B (scale bars 1µm). C. Scheme illustrating changes in bacteria morphology under Mem

exposure. D. Dose response effect over time (expressed in percentage of bacteria featuring a central bulge).

Further, we observed that it becomes possible to stain the plasma membrane in the bulge region

with Nile Red dye, which could be possibly attributed to a lipid bilayer exposure caused by the

disruption of the cell wall biosynthesis (Figure 3.4.4).

Figure 3.4.4 – Phase contrast and SMLM images of live, fixed and bulged P.aeruginosa cells stained with Nile

Red (scale bar = 2µm). The live cells can not be stained by NR due to a lipopolysaccharide layer which prevents

the diffusion of hydrophobic molecules near the outer membrane. In case of the fixed cells the membrane is

readily accessible. The disruption of cell wall biosynthesis with meropenem results in localized changes in the

bacteria protecting barrier.
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Finally, we observed the recovery of P.aeruginosa cells to the initial morphology after the Mem

removal. The recovery occurs not only from unaffected cells but also from bulged cells, with

the latter exhibiting a separation of distal rode-shaped regions. This allows to suggest that new

division cites can be potentially formed at some distance from bulge region in the middle of

the cell (Figure 3.4.5, thick arrows). On the contrary, the morphologically changed parts, such

as the bulge in the middle or the limited membrane perturbations (Figure 3.4.5, thin arrows),

remain unrecovered.

Figure 3.4.5 – Time-lapse phase contrast microscopy showing recovery from meropenem exposure.

In this project the next questions that need to be answered are :

1) how the bacteria membrane properties are impacted by Mem ;

2) why the cell wall synthesis is affected mostly in the middle part of the cell, resulting in bulged

morphology.

The first question could possibly be addressed by using srSMLM, such as srPAINT with environment-

sensitive Nile Red dye, in order to perform the studies on membrane disruption. This approach is

expected to be able to map the local hydrophobicity and lipid order. The second question could

possibly be answered by tracking and localizing the proteins involved in the division machinery

by multicolor microscopy.
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Conclusions and perspectives

Conclusions

This PhD project was divided into several parts. The main objective of the work was to investi-

gate the organization of four large NRPSs involved in pyoverdine biosynthesis in Pseudomonas

aeruginosa in live and fixed bacteria.

To this aim, we used different advanced microscopy techniques. First, sptPALM technique was

applied in order to understand the diffusion properties of the enzymes of interest. As a result of

these experiments we were able to observe two distinct diffusion modes which were dedicated to

so called restrained and mobile fractions. The diffusion rate of the restrained fraction was found

to be similar between different NRPSs while the diffusion rate of mobile fraction was distinctive

and increasing with every next enzyme in biosynthesis process. This data allowed to suggest

that the pyoverdine biosynthesis occurs via very dynamic complexes of NRPSs formed probably

near the membrane. This suggestion was further confirmed by single-color DNA-PAINT super-

resolution microscopy in fixed cells. In these experiments we saw the preferable localization of

four NRPSs near the bacteria inner membrane and partial exclusion zones in the central part

of the cell.

Next, we performed two-color DNA-PAINT microscopy by imaging pairs of NRPSs in order to

obtain the information about probable interactions of the enzymes. This technique allowed to

reveal the more preferable colocalization of two enzyme pairs : PvdL/PvdI and PvdL/PvdD.

The interaction of fraction of PvdL and PvdD enzymes was further confirmed in FLIM-FRET

experiments.

In the second part of the project we aimed to enhance the performance of srSMLM techniques

which further can be used for tracking and imaging more than two enzymes at the same time.

For this aim, we applied the deep learning technique for advanced signal analysis. We trained

the convolutional U-net-based network (srUnet) using an originally built training data set. The

obtained localization and spectral precision for low-emitting species was showed to remain the

same as one obtained for emitting species with 10 times higher intensity. As a consequence the

useful data ratio and wavelength allocation probability were strongly enhanced. The method

was tested on the bacteria images labeled by two dyes with overlapping spectra.
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Further we worked on the enhancing the spectral part analysis in srSMLM technique. For this

we applied spectral phasor method which allows to summarize the whole spectra information

contained in the emitter spectrum.

Moreover the set of preliminary experiments was performed to investigate the effect of carba-

penems (Meropenem) on P. aeruginosa and to understand the mechanism of tolerance to this

antibiotics. We performed time lapse experiments using the home built syringe pump system.

Further, we obtained the data showing that under the Mem exposure the cell membrane can be

labeled with Nile Red dye due to the membrane disruption.

Perspectives

Technical developments enable new opportunities in science. In particular here, imaging and

tracking multiple targets of a particular metabolic pathway - simultaneously and directly in

bacterial cells - can be a game changer.

For example experiments involving simultaneous tracking and localization of all four NRPS

have the potential to provide a complete overview of the pyoverdin NRPSs organization in the

bacterial cell. We do believe that this is achievable using srSMLM - in localization or in tracking

mode of acquisition.

But this demonstration has still to be done in localization. It would be exciting for the com-

munity to dispose a technique that could image simultaneously at least 4 targets in the same

sample. Coupling this approach with (micro)fuidics, as NanoJ-Fluidics, to make repeated mea-

surement of different combination of dyes in the sample will multiply the number of molecules

that can be imaged in a single sample. Possibly, this should also lead to new challenge, like

finding appropriate combination of fluorophores to make this to work. This can probably be

accompanied by further development in srSMLM. For example, srUnet could be trained to not

only increase the SNR of the images but to directly provide the localizations with the correspon-

ding spectra information and reconstruct true color image. Possibly, some developments can also

be envisioned to integrate directly the spectral phasor in the neural network to fully capitalize

on the full spectra information.

The demonstration of simultaneous multicolor imaging has also to be done in tracking. It is

clear that adding a spectral dimension to the tracking data should facilitate the reconstruction

of tracks. It would be great to be able to couple both tracking and interaction detection in a

four-part system. For a system with transient interactions as the one we studied, many kinetics

and interaction parameters could probably be retrieved from such experiments.

On a biological point of view, it would be interesting to collect information on several proteins of
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a single pathway during the different growth phases, or in response to change in the environment

of the cells, to understand how and if there is dependence of the enzymes organization on the

metabolic stage. This might help to better understand the onset of cheater in cell cultures (cells

that do benefit from pyoverdine production from neighbouring cells but do not express them-

selves). This can also be the basis for a better understanding of collective behaviour occurring

in culture like the collective and coordinated production of PVD in response to iron depletion

in the culture media.

Pyoverdine pathway was used here simply as a model to make a proof of principle. But what has

been done and can be done in the context of the metabolic pathway of pyoverdine can be widely

generalized to many other cases - we are thinking in particular of the mechanisms of resistance

to antibiotics for example.

Finally, the preliminary experiments on the effect of Mem on the bacteria membrane and the

mechanism of tolerance to this antibiotic allowed to define the experiments which can be carried

out. Exploring further this thematic with srPAINT microscopy will be interesting to investigate

the membrane disruption with Nile Red dye. Further experiments can be performed for the

proteins involved in the division machinery including single molecule tracking and SMLM. For

this aim, significant efforts will have to be done to construct the collection of bacteria mutants

expressing the proteins of interest labeled with fluorescent proteins.

Much more needs to be done and discovered, that’s what makes this work so exciting...
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Organisation spatio-temporelle et régulation des enzymes impliquées dans la

biosynthèse des sidérophores chez Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Les bactéries ont développé des mécanismes sophistiqués leur permettant de survivre dans des

conditions environnementales variées. Une large gamme de peptides - appelés peptides non ribo-

somaux (PNR) - peuvent être produits indépendamment des ribosomes pour procurer un avan-

tage sélectif. Les PNRs sont synthétisés par une famille de grandes enzymes appelées synthétases

de peptides non ribosomiques (NRPS en anglais). Au cours de la synthèse des PNRs, des mo-

dules spécifiques portés par les NRPS sont responsables de l’addition sélective d’un (et d’un seul)

AA ou AA modifié. La synthèse s’effectue par addition, blocs après blocs, d’AA et le produit

de synthèse se transloque d’un module à l’autre - ces modules pouvant se trouver ou non sur la

même NRPS. Contrairement à la machinerie du ribosome, les peptides synthétisés par les NRPS

ne sont pas limités aux AA naturels pour leur synthèse, mais des centaines de composés divers

(AA de série D, AA modifiés, ...) peuvent être utilisés. Cela conduit à des peptides complexes

ayant de multipless activités biologiques. Parmi les molécules produites par les NRPS, certaines

sont par exemple utilisées en clinique comme médicaments imunosuppresseurs, antitumoraux ou

antibactériens : [1]

Mais malgré leur caractère unique et leur importance, on sait peu de choses sur l’organisation

des NPRS dans l’environnement cellulaire natif. La voie de la pyoverdine de P. aeruginosa a été

choisie comme modèle.

P. aeruginosa est un pathogène humain opportuniste présentant une résistance élevée aux anti-

biotiques [2]. Dans des conditions de carence en fer, les P. aeruginosa peuvent produire de petites

molécules - appelées sidérophores - capables de chélater le fer présent dans l’environnement avec

une grande affinité - tout en exprimant des transporteurs spécifiques capables d’importer le com-

plexe sidérophore/Fe. P. aeruginosa produit deux principaux sidérophores spécifiques de cette

souche : la pyocheline et la pyoverdine.

La biosynthèse de la pyoverdine implique quatre NRPS et plusieurs enzymes accessoires plus

petites. Ces quatre NRPS - PvdL, PvdI, PvdJ et PvdD - sont responsables de la synthèse

du squelette peptidique du précurseur de la pyoverdine [3] . Une synthèse correcte et efficace

nécessite une orchestration dans le temps et l’espace de ces quatre enzymes. Ce mécanisme n’est

pas décrit mais il a été proposé que les NRPS forment, avec les enzymes accessoires de la voie de

la pyoverdine, un grand complexe actif multimoléculaire, appelé sidérosome, par analogie avec

d’autres complexosome.

L’objectif de mon projet de doctorat est d’étudier l’organisation dans l’espace et

dans le temps des NRPS impliquées dans la voie de biosynthèse de la pyoverdine

chez Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Afin d’obtenir des informations sur la localisation et la dynamique des NRPS, nous nous sommes

appuyés sur des techniques de microscopie de localisation de molécules uniques (SMLM). En
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particulier, nous avons utilisé le suivi de molécules uniques (single molecule tracking) et la mi-

croscopie de localisation monochrome et multicolore. Le but de mon travail était de collecter et

d’analyser les données correspondant à des milliers d’enzymes individuelles dans leur environ-

nement cellulaire natif. Les informations sur la localisation (en 2D et 3D), la dynamique et les

co-localisations (positions d’une NRPS par rapport à une autre) de ces molécules individuelles

permettent de construire une première image claire de leur organisation dans la cellule.

Résultats

Dynamique

Durant la première partie du projet, une série d’expériences a été réalisée afin d’obtenir des

informations sur les interactions et les diffusions des enzymes PvdA, PvdL, PvdI, PvdJ et

PvdD fusionnées à PAmCherry (une version photoactivable de mCherry). La PvdA, qui n’est

pas une NRPS, a été utilisée comme témoin dans ces expériences parce que sa diffusion a

été précédemment caractérisée par FRAP [4]. PvdA est une enzyme accessoire responsable

avec PvdH de la synthèse d’une hydroxy-ornithine - un AA modifié. Nous avons caractérisé

l’interaction de la PvdA avec les différents NRPS en utilisant la méthode FLIM-FRET. Nous

avons pu montrer que la PvdA se lie aux quatre NRPS, et pas seulement à celles capables

d’intégrer la HO-ornithine dans la séquence de la pyoverdine. Ce travail a conduit à ma première

publication dans JOVE [5] - publication dans laquelle nous avons décrit en détail les protocoles

et les routines d’analyse.

Pour obtenir des informations sur la diffusion des NRPS, nous avons analysé les données de

tracking en utilisant une analyse des distance de déplacement (jump distance analysis). Les

résultats ont montré que la diffusion des NRPS est mieux décrite par un modèle à deux compo-

santes qui considère la coexistence des fractions dites mobiles et immobiles (ou peu mobiles). En

accord avec les données précédemment rapportées, PvdA possédait le coefficient de diffusion le

plus élevé - en accord avec le fait que PvdA est la plus petite protéine parmi celles étudiées. La

PvdL, l’enzyme responsable de la synthèse du premier AA dans le précurseur de la pyoverdine,

avait une diffusion beucoup plus restreinte. PvdL, PvdI et PvdD possèdent une mobilité plus

élevée que celle de PvdL. Leurs coefficients de diffusion ne semblaient pas dépendre de la taille

des protéines (Figure 1, B).

Localisations

Pour mieux comprendre la dynamique de ces protéines, nous avons également caractérisé ces

protéines en imagerie microscopique de localisation en utilisant la technique du DNA-PAINT.

Les enzymes d’intérêt ont été fusionnées à la protéine eGFP qui a été utilisée comme cible pour

des anticorps primaires. Ces anticorps primaires ont été marqués avec une séquence d’ancrage

d’ADN simple brin (ADNsb) sur laquelle des ADNs marqués (7-mer) libres (brins imageurs)

ont pu se lier de manière transitoire. La liaison de ces imageurs à la séquence d’ancrage sur
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Figure 1 – (A). Cartes de diffusion. (B). Distributions des distance de déplacement (jump distance) construites

pour toutes les enzymes d’intérêt. Les histogrammes ont été analysés à l’aide d’un modèle à deux composantes,

qui considère la coexistence de complexes mobiles (ligne bleue) et peu mobiles (ligne verte). (C). A partir de ces

distributions, on peut estimer les coefficients de diffusion et leurs amplitudes correspondantes. Les lignes noires

pointillées correspondent à la valeur médiane du coefficient de diffusion.

l’anticorps primaire génère des signaux répétés à partir desquels la localisation de la protéine

peut être caractérisée sans ambigüıté.

Les données de localisation montrent que les quatre NRPS sont principalement exclues de la

partie centrale du cytoplasme bactérien (Figure 3, C) - ce qui correspond probablement à une

exclusion du nucléöıde. Pour toutes les NRPS, à l’exception de PvdL, ces données ont montré que

les NRPS diffusent le long de l’ensemble de la cellule mais surtout à proximité de la membrane

interne. La diffusion beaucoup plus faible observée pour PvdL suggère également que PvdL

pourrait être en interaction (ou en interaction transitoire) avec la membrane interne. Cette

observation est intéressante car le premier module de PvdL, qui est prédit pour fonctionner

comme un module de démarrage, couple un coenzyme A avec un acide gras dans une réaction

dépendante de l’ATP avant d’adresser ce module au L-glutamate porté par le second module

de la PvdL. La présence de cet acide gras suggère que le produit synthétisé pourrait être ancré

dans la membrane interne au cours du processus.
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Figure 2 – (a). Images de localisation 3D de la PvdA - et (b) des quatre NRPS obtenues par la technique

DNA-PAINT

Co-localisation

Les expériences de co-localisation ont été réalisées afin de voir si les différentes NRPS sont

situées dans les mêmes zones au sein de la bactérie, ce qui pourrait indiquer une interaction. La

microscopie de localisation basée sur du DNA-PAINT à deux couleurs a été réalisée pour cinq

doubles mutants, chacun ayant une paire de NRPSs marquée dont l’une est fusionnée à eGFP

et l’autre à mCherry : PvdL-PvdJ, PvdJ-PvdL, PvdL-PvdD, PvdL-PvdI, PvdJ-PvdD.

Nous avons d’abord vérifié que les protocoles expérimentaux et d’analyse des données fonction-

naient bien sur notre système. Pour cela, nous avons exploré si nous obtenions des résultats

similaires indépendamment de l’ordre de marquage des paires de protéines pour lesquelles

nous recherchons une interaction. Ceci a été réalisé en imageant les deux souches de bactéries

doubles mutantes : eGFP-PvdL/PvdJ-mCherry et PvdJ-eGFP/mCherry-PvdL. Les coefficients

de corrélation de Mander obtenus se sont avérés être dans une plage similaire (Figure 3, B, bôıte

grise).

Ensuite, nous avons effectué les mêmes expériences sur chacune des bactéries doubles mutantes.

Presque dans tous les cas, la distribution des coefficients de corrélation de Mander semble être

répartie sur une large gamme de valeurs. La valeur médiane la plus élevée (∼0,56) a été obtenue

pour le couple PvdL/PvdI. PvdL et PvdI sont les deux premières enzymes du processus de

biosynthèse de la pyoverdine. Des valeurs relativement élevées ont également été observées pour

le couple PvdL/PvdD (médiane ∼0,4), ce qui est plutôt inattendu étant donné qu’il s’agit

respectivement de la première et de la dernière enzyme du processus de production. Enfin,

l’interaction de la paire PvdL/PvdD a été confirmée par des expériences FLIM-FRET.
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Figure 3 – (A). Expériences de co-localisation des NRPS en cellule. B. Les coefficients de corrélation de Mander.

Un objectif ambitieux de mon travail était de réaliser la co-localisation des quatre NRPS en

même temps dans des cellules en utilisant une technique récemment développée au labora-

toire appelée SMLM à résolution spectrale (SR-SMLM). Pouvoir suivre jusqu’à quatre objets

différents dans une cellule au niveau de la molécule unique est extrêmement difficile. Il est très

difficile - sinon impossible - de réaliser de la microscopie de localisation à quatre couleurs en

utilisant l’approche multicolore classique, car l’utilisation de filtes passe-bandes nécessaires pour

enregistrer les différents canaux entrâıne une perte importante de photons - un problème crucial

dans les expériences en molécules uniques. La SR-SMLM, en enregistrant la décomposition spec-

trale complète des émetteurs uniques, a le potentiel de surmonter cette limitation. Mais cette

technique récente doit encore être améliorée pour atteindre de telles capacités multiplexes.

Pour améliorer le SR-SMLM, j’ai travaillé sur l’application de l’apprentissage profond (deep

learning) pour améliorer les performances de la technique SR-SMLM.

Application de l’apprentissage profond pour améliorer la performance de la

technique SR-SMLM

J’ai travaillé sur le développement d’une nouvelle méthode d’analyse afin d’améliorer les per-

formances de la technique SR-SMLM. Cette méthode repose sur l’utilisation de méthodes d’ap-

prentissage profond. Ce travail a été initié pendant le confinement, à l’époque où je ne pouvais

pas réaliser d’expériences dans le laboratoire. L’idée était d’optimiser la qualité des images de

SR-SMLM en utilisant un processus de restauration d’images basé sur l’apprentissage profond

pour améliorer à la fois la précision spatiale (précision de localisation) et la précision spectrale

(précision dans la détermination de la longueur d’onde). L’amélioration de l’image devrait per-
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mettre de discriminer les différents fluorophores, y compris ceux dont les spectres se chevauchent

largement.

L’originalité de notre travail a été de pouvoir construire un jeu d’entrâınement pertinent pour

le réseau d’apprentissage profond. En effet, afin d’entrâıner notre réseau de neurones, deux en-

sembles différents d’images avec des ratios signal/bruit différents étaient nécessaires. Cependant,

la nature stochastique de SMLM rend presque impossible l’obtention de deux images localisant

les mêmes molécules avec des SNR différents. Nous avons contourné cette limite en imageant

une construction en origami d’ADN et en utilisant du DNA-PAINT - ce qui permet d’obtenir le

signal du même point sur plusieurs images dans le temps. Le signal des différentes images a été

fusionné en utilisant une pondération selon les fréquences spatiales des images. L’image suivie a

été filtrée à l’aide d’un filtre white-hat pour obtenir des images cibles à haut rapport signal sur

bruit. Une seule image parmi les n images fusionnées a été sauvegardée sans modification pour

être utilisée comme image à améliorer avec un faible rapport signal/bruit (Figure 4, A).
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Figure 4 – (A). Préparation du jeu d’entrainement. (B). La précision de pointé des localisations calculée pour

les données brutes (bleu) et pour les données améliorées par le réseau profond (vert) montre clairement l’intérêt

du réseau de neurone. (C). Réponse au décalage spectral - les distributions plus fines correspondent aux données

améliorées par le réseau de neurones.

Un réseau en U (U-net) a été construit et entrainé en utilisant ce jeu d’entrainement. Le réseau a

été validé sur des données de test encore non-vues par le réseau. Nous avons montré que le réseau

permet d’augmenter la précision de la localisation dans la partie spatiale et spectrale (Figure 4,

B). Dans la partie spectrale de l’image, nous avons pu également multiplier par deux le nombre de

localisations avec une longueur d’onde précisément déterminée. Afin de vérifier les performances

du réseau en cas de changement de la longueur d’onde d’émission des émetteurs, nous avons

simulé un décalage spectral en déplaçant aléatoirement le conteneur spectral de 6, 12 et 18

pixels (Figure 4, C) dans nos données. La forme et la largeur du spectre sont restées inchangées,

tandis que les nouveaux maximum d’émission correspondaient au déplacement induit, ce qui

montre que notre réseau est capable de fonctionner pour divers fluorophores emmettant dans

différentes régions spectrales ou dont la longueur d’onde d’émission change (shift spectral).
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Les résultats de ces travaux sont actuellement soumis à publication (Manko et al. en préparation).

En attendant que la publication soit acceptée, nous avions décidé de le déposer en tant que pre-

print sur bioRxiv pour rendre ce travail accessible à la communauté.

Phasor Spectral

En tant que technologie d’imagerie émergente, la SR-SMLM doit être perfectionnée pour tirer

pleinement parti des données multidimensionnelles générées. En particulier, l’analyse de la di-

mension spectrale nécessite des outils appropriés [6]. Nous avons proposé d’appliquer le phasor

spectral à la SR-SMLM pour décrire les informations contenues dans le spectre d’un émetteur

unique.

Nous avons démontré que le phasor spectral peut être appliqué avec succès à la SR-SMLM. Nous

avons pu l’utiliser pour classer efficacement les émissions de fluorescence du rouge du Nil des

signaux de fluorescence d’une cyanine dont les deux spectres se chevauchent largement dans des

expériences de PAINT en deux couleurs. Nous avons donc pu démontrer que le phasor spectral

fournit un outil analytique robuste pour l’analyse détaillée de la composante spectrale des images

de SR-SMLM et améliore ainsi les capacités de cette méthode d’imagerie multidimensionnelle

multicolore en molécules uniques.

Le manuscrit décrivant les résultats de ces travaux est prêt. Nous avons fait le choix de le

soumettre pour publication une fois que les travaux sur le Unet seront mis à la disposition de la

communauté. (Manko H, Burton M et al. en préparation)

Conclusions

Au cours de mon projet de thèse, nous avons étudié l’organisation des quatre NRPS impliquées

dans la voie de la pyoverdine de P. aeruginosa en utilisant plusieurs techniques de microscopie

de super-résolution. Les coefficients de diffusion et la localisation des protéines suggèrent une

présence prédominante à proximité de la membrane bactérienne. De la microscopie super-résolue

à deux couleurs a été réalisée afin d’explorer la localisation de paires d’enzymes.

En parallèle de ce travail, nous avons développé et entrâıné un réseau de neurones afin d’améliorer

les performances de la technique SR-SMLM. J’ai également participé à une nouvelle méthode

d’analyse de la décomposition spectrale de la lumière en SR-SMLM (phasor spectral). Les ap-

plications de ces travaux permettent d’améliorer considérablement la qualité des images en

microscopie spectralement résolue. L’ensemble de mes travaux de thèse devrait se traduire par

4 publications spécifiques.
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Hanna MANKO

Organisation spatio-temporelle et régulation des enzymes

impliquées dans la biosynthése d’un sidérophore chez

Pseudomonas

Résumé

Les mécanismes d’adaptation des bactéries peuvent impliquer l’action de synthétases de

peptides non ribosomaux (NRPS) permettant de former des molécules peptidiques à large

spectre d’activités biologiques. Dans cette thèse nous avons étudié la dynamique et l’organi-

sation de quatre NRPS impliquées dans la biosynthèse de la pyoverdine chez Pseudomonas

aeruginosa. Nous avons utilisé des approches comme le suivi en molécule unique, la microscopie

de super-résolution et de l’imagerie en temps de vie de fluorescence pour montrer que les

NRPS sont capables de former des complexes transitoires près de la membrane cellulaire. Afin

de dépasser les limites des techniques actuellement disponibles, nous avons développé une

méthode d’apprentissage profond permettant d’améliorer les performances de la microscopie

de localisation en molécule unique résolue spectralement. Ces développements permettront de

progresser plus encore dans la compréhension de l’organisation spatio-temporelle des NRPS.

Mots-clés : microscopie de localisation de molécules uniques, NRPS, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

microscopie résolution spectralement, apprentissage profond

Résumé en anglais

Bacteria adaptation mechanisms may involve action of Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases

(NRPSs) allowing to synthesize peptide molecules with a broad spectrum of biological activity.

Here, the dynamics and organization of four large NRPSs involved in pyoverdine biosynthesis

in P. aeruginosa were studied using single-molecule tracking, one- and two-color DNA-PAINT

microscopy and FLIM-FRET. Our results suggest that NRPSs are able to form transient

dynamic complexes near the cell membrane. To overcome the limitations of currently available

techniques, we have developed a deep learning method to enhance the performance of spectrally

resolved single molecule localization microscopy (srSMLM). These developments will allow to

make further progress in the understanding of the spatio-temporal organization of NRPS.

Keywords : Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy, NRPSs, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

spectrally-resolved SMLM, Deep Learning
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